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This issue of In Brief takes note of
departures. Ernest Gellhorn will leave the
school on June 30 after 4 years as dean.
Oliver Schroeder is retiring after 38 years
on the law faculty, and Lindsey Cowen,
who served as dean from 1972 to 1982
and has recently been on medical leave,
has also retired. Roger Abrams, a member
of the law faculty since 1974, will become
the dean of Nova University's law school
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, following in
the footsteps of former faculty member
Ovid Lewis, who has gone on to become
that university's vice president for
academic affairs. For valedictories, see
pages 8-14.
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The Dean Reports
On the eve of my departure from
the deanship, there is a strong temp
tation to give advice or make predic
tions. I will resist it for several rea
sons.
You are, I think, rightfully more
interested in what my successor
thinks about the Law School and the
future of legal education. It is to that
person that you will be looking for
leadership and direction.
I am also skeptical of my ability
(and probably anyone else's) to sum
marize so complex a subject in a page
or two. Recent attempts, including
the prescriptions for law and lawyers
offered in the past decade by Har
vard President Derek Bok, former
President Jimmy Carter, or Chief
Justice Warren Burger, have demon
strated the difficulty of the task.
On the other hand, I thought that
you would be interested in an assess
ment of the primary external and
internal pressures that are likely to
shape the Law School and its stu
dents in the immediate future. What
is it that will affect the school most
significantly, and how can that posi
tion be improved by you and others?

Declining Applications
The single most important question
facing the Case Western Reserve
University Law School this year and
next is the continuing downward
trend in applications. The statistical
decline in the applicant population—
primarily of those between the ages
of 22 and 26—is striking, particularly
in northern Ohio. The problem is
magnified when joined by the
reduced interest of college students
and others in law as a career. Alter
native career opportunities have
become brighter as the legal market
has become more crowded.
The CWRU Law School has sought
to meet this decline by extending its
recruitment nationally, publishing
attractive admissions materials,
increasing scholarships (especially
merit awards), attracting and retain
ing superior faculty, and adding edu
cational options and a modernized
curriculum. The improvement in our
reputation and the increasing attrac
tiveness of the Law School have
somewhat stemmed the shrinkage,
but these responses will not increase
the overall available pool and there
fore are not likely to alter the basic
imbalance facing the school in the
next decade. The phased reduction in
the size of the student body now
under way is a particularly important
step assured by increased alumni
financial support. Nonetheless, the
oversupply of legal education in Ohio

with nine public and private law
schools (more public law schools
than any other state) suggests that the
pressures are likely to intensify.
I doubt that there is any single
solution to declining applicant num
bers. We can expect some law
schools to encounter severe pres
sures, and discussions about closing
the schools at Antioch and Northern
Kentucky are illustrative. I believe
that some Ohio schools should recon
sider their mission and size; but the
task is painful and one wonders
whether many will take the neces
sary steps quickly enough.
Enrollment pressures are unlikely
ever to reach this point at CWRU,
although serious thought was given
to closing the school 20 years ago. It
will be important that we retain a
distinctive identity as a national law
school serving to educate the leaders
of the bench and bar. Our Ohio base
is important, but it may prove inade
quate to sustain current programs
over the next several years. If current
application trends (with average
annual declines of between 5 and 10
percent) continue, some tough
choices may be presented by 1990.
They include whether to accept all
applicants meeting minimal criteria
(i.e., open enrollment) and possibly
whether to endure the costs of a few
deficit years.
The risks posed by these possibili
ties can be further reduced through
the development of attractive gradu
ate programs, increased numbers of
part-time students, and the addition
of attractive interdisciplinary curric
ula, and the Law School is making
initial efforts in this direction. The
addition of over half a million dollars
of discretionary endowment funds—
allowing the dean to invade principal
as well as to apply income for the
immediate needs of the Law School
without restriction'—is a critically
important reserve. Similar endow
ments and substantial increases in
other gift programs should be pur
sued. The alternative of a reduction
in program quality—at a time when
law is becoming increasingly com
plex—seems unacceptable.
This point deserves emphasis. Pri
vate law schools are always asking
for increased gifts, and a'umni and ^
others are likely to become immune
to calls that the wolf is at the door
and that additional funds are criti
cally needed now. Nevertheless, I
believe that the near future poses
special resource problems for legal
'Several such funds have been established
in recent years, the most recent addition
being the Carl D. Glickman Endowment
Fund with a principal of over $100,000.

education and we have an obligation
to make these concerns known.
These problems will be compounded
if federal financing of student loans is
cut substantially, as called for by the
president's budget. Current projec
tions suggest that the almost $3 mil
lion in federal funds supplied CWRU
law students will be cut to around $2
million by 1988 or 1989. In the long
run, it may be healthy for higher
education to be freed of federal purse
strings: but the problems of an imme
diate cut-off could be severe. In any
case, an abrupt adjustment in student
aid will place private law schools,
with their higher tuition loads, under
severe stress.
Any response, however, should not
be limited to the policy options
already noted. A major effort must
also come from alumni and from the
organized bar, which have the most
at stake in quality legal education.
For alumni, this means much larger
annual giving and even more gener
ous endowment contributions. The
Law School has a sophisticated
alumni fund program that has grown
at a remarkable pace. On the other
hand, its endowment program is
limited and needs much stronger
attention and development—despite
occasional exceptional gifts such as
that recently completed by David L.
Brennan, '57, whose contribution of
$750,000 during the past three years
has created the school's seventh
endowed chair.
The Merit Scholars program that
Professor Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr., has
implemented so successfully for four
years demonstrates that law firms,
foundations, and individual lawyers
are willing to make additional contri
butions to legal education. Nonethe
less, the overall number participating
in these programs is small and repre
sents only a small fraction of the bar.
The organized bar has viewed itself
as a regulator of law schools through
its accrediting responsibility. It now
needs to serve a more positive func
tion. The law firms of Cleveland and
Ohio—and, indeed, throughout the
country—can also expect to be called
upon to provide greater support than
they have given in the past to assure
the continued presence of exceptional
private legal education.
Alumni and lawyers cannot under
take this effort alone. Universities
have an equal obligation to provide
support and assistance. For the board
of trustees and the university presi
dent, this may mean that temporary
periods of deficit should be expected
and accepted. Being part of a strong
university system must mean some
thing more than a positive cash flow
and steady contributions to overhead.
Moreover, current enrollment trends
will not continue forever, and the
rising enrollment of the 70s (and

corresponding cash benefitsi is likely
to be repeated by the turn of this
century. The market changes in the
near term present the university with
an opportunity to expand law pro
grams for undergraduates.

Critical Legal Studies
The second area deserving special
comment is internal to law schools
and involves a new movement oper
ating under the banner of Critical
Legal Studies. It has taken hold at a
few schools—notably Harvard, Stan
ford, and Buffalo—with, in my view,
appalling effect. Like other move
ments claiming to offer new ideas,
many different views are in fact
bunched under one umbrella, and
there is no single, agreed-upon state
ment.
Nonetheless, the core ideas and
methods often relied upon by CLS
adherents are sufficiently distinctive
and uniform to allow some general
izations. In essence, CLS asserts that
the study and development of law is
determined by one's social/political
perspective, and that these are domi
nated in the United States by the
capitalistic economic system and our
stratified social structure. CLS ques
tions the desirability of the current
rule of law and the law school's sup
porting role.
Probably the most disturbing—
indeed, I would say insidiousaspect of Critical Legal Studies is not
the radical, neo-Marxist rhetoric or
its simplistic notions about law and
society. (Challenging conventional
wisdom and examining the underpin
nings of received doctrine is a staple
of law schools: we are at our best
when probing the weaknesses of the
"new solutions" offered by CLS pro
ponents.] The problem, in my view,
is that CLS adherents have systemati
cally sought to impose their views by
misusing the classroom podium, the
appointments process, and scholarly
forums.

Law schools are not particularly
strong at protecting their internal
processes, as was demonstrated by
several ill-considered changes in the
1960s. Currently, several appear to be
vulnerable to organized efforts aimed
at subverting appointment processes,
revamping curricula, or otherwise
altering a school's direction. The
organizational structure of a law
school is a loose, collegial form
dependent upon good will, trust, and
respect for colleagues. Issues are
examined closely and generally
decided on the merits. Few efforts at
organizing blocs or arranging deals
are made, much less succeed. While
law faculty and others often engage
in good humored jousting about the
inability of faculty to organize any
thing so simple as a meeting so that it
will run efficiently, most of us are
convinced that therein lies a strength
rather than a weakness. We are a
place where ideas are to be
inspected, tested, chewed, and
reviewed. We may not agree with our
colleagues about conclusions, but we
are confident that all will examine a
dispute with particular care, focusing
on the long-run public interest.
This foundation of trust and respect
is being dangerously eroded, at
schools where CLS has begun to take
hold, because of a misuse of the
professorial position and academic
opportunity. For some, it has meant
the opportunity to use the class as a
forum for proselytizing particular
ideas. For others, CLS goals have
been fostered by organized efforts to
control appointments and promo
tions. A particularly apt description is
provided by Calvin Trillin in an
article entitled "Harvard Law" (New
Yorker, March 26, 1984, p. 53|: and in
A Discussion on Critical Legal Studies
at the Harvard Law School (Harvard

Club, New York City, May 13, 1985,
in Occasional Paper No. 1, The Fed
eralist Society. See also New York
Times, September 15, 1985, p. 58,
reporting the departure of Professor
Paul Bator from Harvard.) As Trillin
explains. Harvard faculty aligned
with the CLS have voted as a bloc to
ensure that new faculty are sympa
thetic to their views. If allowed to go
unchecked, this politicizing of a law
faculty can destroy even the greatest
of law schools.
This is not to say that the CLS
movement has no appeal or that
every effort by CLS proponents is
destructive. Professor Jerry Frug of
Harvard, for example, has written an
interesting account of the uses of
literary criticism in understanding
legal doctrine and analysis ("Henry
James, Lee Marvin and the Law,"
New York Times Book Review, Febru
ary 16, 1986, pp. 1, 28-29). Describ
ing Critical Legal Studies, he argues
that it sees law "as an endless pro
cess of interpretation, reinterpretation

and counterinterpretation." He con
tends that the contribution of CLS is
to demonstrate that we are con
strained by conventional political and
moral views. Thus, he notes, "law
[should be viewed] not as separable
from the rest of social life but as a
product of, and contributor to, the
way we understand ourselves and
our society."
These are not, however, particu
larly radical or even new insights, at
least for those who are familiar with
developments in legal education since
the time of Christopher Columbus
Langdell. They are quite similar to
some of the contributions of the legal
realists. And if CLS were so limited,
it would pose no threat; it would also
not be viewed as anything new or
distinctive. In point of fact, this
rather benign view of CLS is usually
restricted to self-selected CLS distri
butions to lawyers and laymen.
However, a closer examination of
CLS writings reveals "a deep hostility
to liberal legalism and the capitalist
system and social structure with
which liberal legalism is associated"
(Levinson, "Escaping Liberalism:
Easier Said Than Done," 96 Harvard
Law Review 1466, 1468, [1983] —
sympathetic review of CLS anthol
ogy). Their writings develop a neoMarxist view of law and argue that
law is simply politics by other means.
In this context, legal education is to
be used for political purposes; it
provides an opportunity for political
education.^
While it is hard to capture the CLS
argument without resorting also to
their inflammatory rhetoric (and I
admit little sympathy for either), the
essence of their message for legal
education (as explained by Professor
Duncan Kennedy of Harvard) is that
the law schools are providing "ideo
logical training for willing service in
the hierarchies of the corporate wel
fare state." These hierarchies are,
Kennedy argues, "illegitimate" and
should be overturned by a piecemeal
transformation of society. Thus he
and other CLS partisans have pro
sper those who have not read some of the
writings of this new group of legal
scholars, I would refer you in particular to
the essays of Professor Kennedy of Har
vard. Kennedy's most extensive discussion
is a privately printed pamphlet. Legal
Education and the Reproduction of Hierar
chy: A Polemic Against tkeSystem; it is
abridged as "Legal Education as Training
for Hierarchy" in The Politics of Law: A
Progressive Critique (D. Kairys, ed. 1982).
The scholarship of CLS authors is not easy
reading (see especially, Unger, "The Criti
cal Legal Studies Movement," 96 Harvard
Law Review 563 {1983}), as they rely
heavily on Marxist and Hegelian language
and logic. For a lengthy symposium exam
ining the theories expressed or implicit in
Critical Legal Studies, see 36 Stanford Law
Review 1-674 (1984).

posed that legal education be made
into "part of a left activist practice of
social transformation." Their justifi
cation for subverting the academy is
straightforward: legal education is the
major contributor to the illegitimate
hierarchies of today's society.
To accomplish these ends, Kennedy,
as the acknowledged leader of the
Critical Legal Studies group, has
urged a series of "reforms." His
agenda for the law schools includes:
making random assignment of stu
dents and faculty to law schools;
paying equal salaries for everyone
from professors to janitors; proselytiz
ing within the classroom; and urging
students to "organize disruptive
opposition to the whole style and
tone" of noncooperating classes.
Once law students leave law school,
"Crit Lawyers" are to change the
corporate law firm by "sly, collective
tactics within the institution ... to
confront, outflank, sabotage or
manipulate the bad guys and build
the possibility of something better."
Young lawyers are urged to become
"left militant political worker[s]
within the elite bureaucratic institu
tions of modern capitalism." But the
first step is to capture legal educa
tion.
One might think that the mere
exposure of this rhetoric and these
ideas will assure that CLS never
grows to significance and will remain
nothing more than a splinter group at
a few isolated law schools. It seems
hard to take their views seriously,
and traditional analysis can readily
mount a powerful countercase. (See
Schwartz, "With Gun and Camera
Through Darkest CLS-Land," 36
Stanford Law Review 413 [1984]; Car
rington, "Of Law and the River," 34
Journal of Legal Education 222 [1984].)
Why therefore suggest that CLS poses
as serious an internal threat to law
schools as declining enrollments
present externally.
Perhaps my concern is overstated,
particularly since CLS has not taken
hold at the CWRU Law School. At
this time there seems to be only
limited interest in their views. This
law school continues its steadfast
adherence to our primary role of »
educating a profession and engaging
in serious scholarship. This includes
careful analysis of the rol^ of law,
lawyers, and legal education—but not
as partisans of any one view. History
suggests, however, that powerful
movements are often constructed
around charismatic leaders without
regard to the rationality of their
ideas, even in universities. And in
this regard Professor Kennedy and
others playing leading roles in CLS
should not be discounted. They are
often bright, articulate, energetic, and
even charming. They are also—many
of them—zealots willing to accept
criticism and loneliness. To ignore

their efforts and their attractiveness
for some is both dangerous and selfdeluding.
I therefore believe it is important
that law schools protect their climate
of openness to ideas and of trust and
respect among colleagues. We should
not adopt CLS pressure tactics or cut
off free and open debate. The propo
nents of CLS should be allowed to be
heard. But equal care must be taken
to assure that collegial processes are
not subverted, that the classroom
does not become the home of propa
ganda, and that "trashing" does not
become a substitute for careful schol
arship. (For an example of the
former, see Kelman, "Trashing," 36
Stanford Law Review 293 [1984].) How
that is accomplished is one of the
major tasks facing legal education in
the years ahead.
Despite this focus on two serious—
possibly threatening— issues facing
the Law School and legal education
in the immediate future, I have confi
dence that the long-term health of
both can be maintained. That will
require strong support and critical
attention, but I know that the law
faculty and the alumni will give both
in good measure.
My very best wishes and sincere
thanks to each of you for four truly
wonderful years.
Ernest Gellhorn
Dean

The School of Law
invites alumni
and friends
to a

Farewell Party
for

Dean Ernest
Gellhorn
Tuesday, May 20, 1986
4:30 to 7:00
Gund Hall
11075 East Boulevard

U.S. Tax Reform:
An Alien Being's View
by John Tiley
Visiting Professor of Law

Editor's Note: Last November Visiting
Professor John Tiley spoke at a Faculty/
Alumni Luncheon sponsored jointly by
the Law School and the Cleveland Tax
Institute. He was pinch-hitting—or the
English equivalent—for Ronald A.
Pearlman, assistant secretary of the
Treasury, who had had to cancel, on
short notice, his scheduled appearance
as the school's 1985 Norman A. Sugarman Tax Lecturer.
Professor Tiley hit the ball out of the
park, and In Brief has persuaded him
to reconstruct his lecture.
-K.E.T.

John Tiley, now concluding two semesters at
CWRU as visiting professor of law, is a
lecturer at the University of Cambridge and a
fellow of Queen's College. He has written
extensively on taxation in the United
Kingdom, and he has spent the year studying
U.S. tax for comparative purposes. He met
Professor Leon Cabinet when they were both
visiting lecturers in the Netherlands in 1983,
and it is this link which brought Tiley to
Case Western Reserve.

It is at once an honor, a privilege, a
pleasure, and a nightmare to be
standing here to talk to you on the
subject of U.S. tax reform, even if it
is accompanied by the qualification,
"An Alien Being's View."
It is an honor to be associated with
the name of Norman Sugarman, a
point made with his customary ele
gance by Dean Gellhorn a moment
ago.
It is a privilege for me to have this
opportunity to pay public tribute to
the retiring dean. Dean Gellhorn, of
the Case Western Reserve Law
School. Since many of you are alumni
of that institution, you will under
stand that it is of course a good law
school. It has been a good law school
for some time, and it is likely to
remain so. It is the sort of school that
could be a good school even if it had
a bad dean, but, more important, it is
the sort of institution whose quality
cannot but be enhanced by having a
dean like Dean Gellhorn.
Whether one looks at the quality of
faculty recruited (I do not have in
mind transients such as myself], the
quality of students (the best of whom
are equal to the best anywhere), or
the quality of the plant and facilities
offered out at University Circle, one
cannot but be impressed. All these
things are a tribute not just to the
school itself, but also to the dean.
One part of Dean Gellhorn's contri
bution has been to increase the visi
bility of the school in the legal com
munity. You know how much he has
done to enhance that visibility on a
state and national stage; I can vouch
for the effectiveness of that contribu
tion on the international stage.
It is a pleasure for me to be here
since it enables me to pay tribute to a
trio of tax professors—Leon Cabinet,
Karen Nelson Moore, and Erik Jen
sen—who between them provide a
quality of tax teaching and research
that other schools cannot but envy. It
is my pleasure and privilege to be
working with them this year. They
are known to many of you, well
known to some of you, and ought to
be known to all of you. As alumni
you have indeed a lot to be proud of
in your law school.
I now come to the nightmare
aspects of this address. Like you, I
had looked forward with the greatest
pleasure to hearing Mr. Pearlman
from Washington. Indeed, just at this
moment the pleasure would have
been exceedingly great in comparison
with the way I feel. However, the
nightmare aspect stems from the fact

that it is highly dangerous for me to
be talking to you about the topic of
U.S. tax reform.
First of all, you know far more
about your tax system than I do—and
probably more than I ever wish to
know. Second, I have become aware
that criticism from a foreigner tends
to encourage a certain defensive
attitude of mind—as if the critic were
being made to feel that he was
intruding on some area of private
grief. Third, given the history of the
independence struggle, to invite an
Englishman, of all nationalities, to
talk about tax is extraordinary: the
nearest parallel I can think of is invit
ing the devil to address the College of
Cardinals on the topic of original sin.
All these reservations are made
worse by the view, so often
expressed to me, that the U.K. tax
system is, by comparison with yours,
unsophisticated. All I can do is to
assure you that it is much less so
now and that this is partly because of
you. There is clear evidence of exten
sive consultations between the tax
authorities in our two countries.

The Reform Process
An alien being's view of tax reform
has to begin with the process itself.
The United Kingdom Parliament is
very different from the Congress. In
the United Kingdom there is much
tighter party discipline, there is no
role for the House of Lords in mat
ters of taxation, and there is an
annual Finance Bill. These institu
tional differences mean that when a
government presents its Finance Bill
to the House of Commons, it expects
to get it through more or less intact;
here such a view would be and has
been described as naive.
The whole process serves to under
line the point that the U.S. is very
much a federal system whereas the
U.K. is not. Two major differences
stand out. The first is the extent of
the lobbying and the apparent chance
of success: here it seems as though
both are greater with you than they
are with us, although this can be
exaggerated. The second is the publi
city of the process. The hearings
before the Committee on Finance of
the United States Senate on the tax
reform proposals can be seen as a
healthy exercise of the democratic
process; they can equally well, partic
ularly when combined with the fur
ther stages of the process, be seen as
an unseemly public brawl. I do not
say that either is to be preferred to

the other. I simply observe that the
two processes are different.
Then there is the income tax itself.
Our system is very different from
yours, at least in form. Thus we have
no general charge on income, but
rather a tax on income only if it falls
within various Schedules. As a corol
lary of this, we have no general rule
for allowance of the costs of produc
ing income as a deduction. So our tax
under Schedule F on dividend distri
butions by U.K. resident corporations
and under Schedule D Case III and
Schedule C on many types of interest
income are virtually a gross receipts
tax rather than an income tax. We
also have severe differences in mat
ters of form. Thus we do not have a
single internal revenue code; rather,
what we have is an attempt every so
often, currently 18 years, to consoli
date the various statutes that govern
the tax system and then to supple
ment that consolidated act by
Finance Acts every year. The result
could be described as a patchwork
were it not for the overtones of cozi
ness and comfort that go with that
term; it is better described as a sham
bles.

General Economic
Problems
I do not wish to spend long on the
general problems we face in the
United Kingdom. It is clear that we
have a budgetary deficit problem
much as you have, but that this is at
the moment disguised by the pro
ceeds from North Sea oil at its
present price and further disguised
by the sale of assets from the state to
the private sector, the process known
as privatization. Then like you we
have a balance of trade problem,
although ours is again disguised by
the presence of North Sea oil. The
policy pursued by the government in
London may be right, but the risks
are obviously there.
Then we have a severe problem of
unemployment, much more severe
than yours. Here the hope is that
reductions in the tax rates will lead
to the creation of jobs, and, in the
political rhetoric currently prevalent,
jobs are said to mean "real jobs," a
device designed to explain why rela
tively few jobs are being created
(relative, that is, to the number of
jobs you have created). The process
of encouraging the .preation of new
jobs is further encouraged by our
business venture capital scheme.

U.K. Tax Background
Turning to the background of U.K.
tax, I have to begin by drawing your
attention to the reduction in U.K.
rates of income tax since the installa
tion of Mrs. Thatcher's government
in 1979. In 1979 the top rate of tax
4

on earned income was 83 percent,
and this was subject to a further 15
percent surcharge in the case of
investment income—a top rate of 98
percent. By 1984 the top rate of
income tax on earned income had
been reduced to 60 percent and the
surcharge on investment income
abolished. For comparative purposes
I have to remind you that we have
no equivalent of the state income tax,
although there are taxes levied at the
local authority level on property
values as "rates."
In the early years of the Thatcher
government we had a certain amount
of intellectual excitement over the
idea of a consumption tax, a device
that seemed to gain some support
from Sir Geoffrey Howe, who was
chancellor of the Exchequer from
1979 to 1983. Among the conse
quences of this was the business
venture capital scheme which I men
tioned a moment ago.
Under this scheme up to £40,000
can be set aside from what would
otherwise be taxable income each
year. The money has to be invested
in new business. If the money is
realized within a five-year period,
there are tax penalties, but after that
time only capital gains tax treatment
is accorded the profit, not ordinary
income treatment. To compensate for
the tax relief, the basis for the capital
gains tax calculation is lowered by an
amount equal to one-half the relief
from income tax.
This has been extraordinarily suc
cessful in raising money for new
ventures. To some, it has seemed a
little too successful, and there has
had to be some tightening up of the
businesses eligible for relief, since it
was thought inappropriate that res
taurants and stud farms should qual
ify; our legislators suffer from a pub
lic puritan streak just as yours do.
The business venture capital scheme
can be seen as an example of the
consumption tax in operation, since
tax relief is given in respect of the
amount invested. One ought also to
note, in view of the possibility of
changes of the political scene in the
U.K., that one of the at-present
minority parties, the Social Demo
cratic Party, is in favor of a consump
tion tax.
The advent of Nigel Lawson as
chancellor in 1983 ieems to have
brought a shift in view away from
the idea of an expenditure tax. The
first objective announced by Mr.
Lawson in his first budget was a
lowering of the rates of corporation
tax in the United Kingdom to be paid
for by a reduction of the reliefs avail
able, especially for depreciation. At
one time it looked as though he was
going to try to do the same to income
tax and that he would do something
drastic about mortgage interest relief

and about provision for retirement
pensions. In both these instances
political pressures have forced him to
change course. If you see a certain
parallel with recent developments in
the United States, then I am getting
the message across!
I propose now to look at a number
of reform proposals in the president's
package which are ideas that we
already have in the United Kingdom
and to indicate briefly some of the
problems we have run into. I shall
then offer you some more general
comments about my own very per
sonal reactions to the objectives of
tax reform and shall end with a ser
mon.

Indexing Capital Gains
My first topic is the scheme for
indexing the basis for calculating
capital gain. We have had indexation
relief since 1982, although it was
reformed in 1985. Under the original
scheme, the relief was to be given
only for changes in inflation after
1982. No relief was to be given for
any change due to inflation during
the first year of the assets' being held
by this taxpayer, and the relief was
designed to reduce a gain but not to
create a loss. The relief took the form
of an adjustment to the base cost; the
base cost used was the actual historic
cost, whether the asset was acquired
in 1981, 1971, or 1966.
Some of these restrictions were
relaxed in 1985. Thus, a person can
elect to take the March 1982 value
rather than the actual historic cost.
So if an asset cost £10,000 on its
acquisition in 1971 but had a value of
£25,000 in 1982, the change in the
retail price index after March 1982
can be applied to the figure of
£25,000 rather than £10,000. Also in
1985 the one-year waiting period was
abolished and the relief was now
allowed to create a loss rather than
simply to reduce a gain. There was
no change, however, in the basic rule
that only post-1982 inflation could be
taken into account.
The problems we faced with the
device were principally concerned
with the complexity of the rules. This
was*especially true when the oneyear minimum period was involved,
since special provision had to be
madfe for a number of situations in
which one person could take over
another person's year. This was sii?iplified by abolishing the one-year
period. There were further difficul
ties in identifying the securities dis
posed of. This is always a trouble
some problem, and you have it for
your rule that assets disposed of
within six months give rise to short
term capital gains. While rules were
obviously needed, they were found to
be too intricate, and special rules had
to be introduced for investment com

panies to allow them in certain cir
cumstances to pool their assets rather
than identify each sale and acquisi
tion separately.
By way of background I should
remind you that in the United King
dom the capital gains tax is a tax
separate from the income tax. The
rate of tax is 30 percent rather than
your lower top rate, but we do have
an annual exemption for individuals.
This annual exemption is doctrinally
dubious in that an individual can
have the most startlingly high income
for the year in the sense of ordinary
income and still be exempt on the
first £5,900 of the capital gains real
ized during that year.
For those of you who enjoy tax
theory and its possibilities there is
the further proposal from the Labor
Party, which is presently in opposi
tion, that in order to restrain the
habit of U.K. investors of investing
their money overseas certain tax
disincentives should be built into the
system. Among these tax disincen
tives would be that the taxpayer
would be deemed to dispose of all his
overseas assets every year and thus
to pay tax on any gain notionally
accruing. You will note that we do
not have any inhibitions about cases
such as Eisner v. Macomber.

Indexation and
Inventory
Another topic for reform in the
president's proposals is inventory
relief—again, a matter of indexation.
I assume that the reasoning here is
primarily to reduce the differential
between FIFO and LIFO rather than
effect some fundamental reform. In
the United Kingdom LIFO is simply
not allowed. Since we are blessed
with FIFO, we run into the problem
that the inventory remaining on hand
at the end of the year is the most
expensive and thus, in a period of
rapidly rising prices, can lead to the
taxation of income which has not yet
been received.
This was perceived to be a problem
in 1974, and no fewer than three
efforts were made to provide relief,
each known as stock relief. The year
1974 saw a temporary device of a
deemed reduction in the value of the
closing stock. In 1976 it was decided
to calculate the increase in the value
of stock over the year and deduct 10
percent of the trading income before
capital allowances (later this was to
be 15 percent of the trading income
after capital allowances).
This gave rise to problems in that
traders might increase their invento
ries simply in order to qualify for the
relief. The courts held that traders
did not have to have paid for the
trading stock in order to qualify for
that relief and, further, that it was

not necessary for the trader to have
absolute legal ownership of the
goods. The relief was not tied to any
increase in the retail price index but
simply to the increase in the value of
the inventory on hand. There were
various anti-avoidance measures, but
in 1981 reform occurred. Now
changes would be calculated with
reference to a special all-stocks index
regardless of the movement of price
levels generally and even to the
changes of price levels of this partic
ular stock, and the index was applied
to the opening stock figure (with a
deduction of £2,000). In 1984 the
scheme was abolished as part of the
plan to trade off a reduction in the
rates of corporation tax against a
reduction in the reliefs. The official
explanation also said that inflation
was now under control; perhaps I
should note that our inflation rate is
still much higher than yours.
Practical problems that arose under
the various schemes were, first of all,
identifying the stock which qualified
for the relief and, second, as far as
the taxpayer was concerned, avoiding
recapture of the relief, particularly
through going out of business or
moving his business overseas. Then
complex rules had also to be included
to govern the set-off against other
reliefs. Since the stock relief was a
matter of election, it could often be a
matter of some fiscal judgment (i.e.,
guesswork) whether to take the relief
or not. This raises a general problem
which I think you have as well,
although it is particularly acute with
us, of the role of elections in the tax
system.

Mortgage Interest
The possible restriction on deduc
tion of mortgage interest in the presi
dent's proposals caught my eye. Since
we have no general view that interest
should be deducted as an expense of
producing income, the availability of
relief for interest is a special but
increasingly valuable deduction.
Today in the United Kingdom the
chief example is mortgage interest.
This can only be claimed in respect
of a taxpayer's only or main resi
dence, and then only in respect of
interest on a loan of up to £30,000.
Since 1974 the limit had been
£25,000, but, in a surprise move, the
1984 Finance Act raised this by
£5,000. In policy terms, the increase
to £30,000 simply led to an increase
in house prices and a little better
profit for builders.
The rules are even more restrictive
in that they are available only for a
loan to acquire or improve an interest
in land. We have run into three areas
of difficulty.
The first is the problem of policing
the system. It is apparent that many
of our savings and loan institutions

(in the United Kingdom called "build
ing societies") are making loans for
purposes other than the acquisition
or improvement of interests in land,
but it seems almost impossible for
the Inland Revenue to make the
necessary inquiries as to the purpose
for which the loan is used.
The second problem is that the
restriction to acquisition or improve
ment gives rise to various traps, par
ticularly on divorce. Thus if a court
orders a husband to pay the wife a
lump sum, and he goes to a bank and
borrows the money to pay the lump
sum, mortgage interest relief is not
deductible even though the house is
taken as security for the loan. By
contrast, if the husband and wife
discover that the wife has an interest
in the home which is worth the
amount of the lump sum and he
agrees to buy out her interest for the
amount of that lump sum, then the
mortgage interest relief is deductible.
The third problem we have is that
of inequity between the married and
the unmarried. The £30,000 maxi
mum sum applies to the married
unit, whereas if two unmarried peo
ple borrow money to buy property
for use as an only or main residence,
each may claim a maximum of
£30,000, so that they can claim relief
in respect of interest on £60,000.

Parents and Children
Another point which caught my
eye was the proposal to tax income of
a child as if it were income of the
parent if it is from property given by
the parent to the child. We have had
this in the United Kingdom since
1936. The proposal is that this should
last with you until age 14, whereas
we run it through to age 18 (origi
nally 21). You will allow the child's
personal exemption to be used
against the income, whereas we do
not; with us, it is the parent's income
through and through. By contrast, we
do have an exemption for sums paid
into an accumulation trust for the
child, provided that the child does
not enjoy the income until reaching
the age of majority.

Depreciation
I wish to turn now to the topic of
depreciation. United Kingdom tax
advisers have always looked with
envy at the breadth of items in
respect of which you can claim
deductions; but by contrast American
advisers have looked with envy at
the rates of deduction in the United
Kingdom. In the United Kingdom
until very recently the rate of deduc
tion for capital expenditure on the
machinery and plant was 100 per
cent; by contrast, in the United King
dom no deduction at all would be

allowed for commercial buildings
(unless in an enterprise zone).
We give allowances for buildings
only if they are industrial buildings,
and the definition of industrial build
ings is long and complex. One such
phrase is "a building in which goods
are subjected to a process." One
intriguing case on this concerned the
problem whether a crematorium was
entitled to this industrial buildings
allowance on the ground that corpses
were goods which were subjected to
a process. I note from your reaction
that you are as squeamish as your
English counterparts.
In 1984 the new chancellor of the
Exchequer, Nigel Lawson, announced
a reduction in the rates of allowances
as an offset for the reduction in cor
porate tax. Thus machinery and plant
is, when the new system is fully in
place, to be subject to a system of
allowances on a 25-percent reducing
balance basis. There is to be no wid
ening of the assets in respect of
which depreciation allowances or, as
we call them, capital allowances can
be claimed.
Coming from an intellectual back
ground such as I enjoy, I would say
that your range of allowances looks
ripe for a certain degree of pruning.
The idea of indexing the assets basis
is intriguing and, presumably, com
pulsory, but the idea that the recap
ture of the relief should go beyond
simply recapturing the past relief and
tax the whole gain as income seems
to me to be odd and inconsistent
with the idea that capital gains tax
was being reduced to encourage risky
investments. I assume that the whole
gain would be taxed in the year of
receipt: this raises the averaging
problem, and of course averaging is
scheduled for abolition.
One possible small word of hope I
can offer you. If you move to an
imputation system of corporate taxa
tion, you may get the rule that tax on
the income can be imputed to the
shareholder but tax on the capital
gain can not; this may be of some
comfort if the whole of the gain is to
be treated as income, but it does not
seem to me to be very much.

VAT
My next question is whatever hap
pened to VAT? This has become a
significant burden for U.K. busi
nesses. The amount'raised by the tax
is enormous. In 1984 £f8 billion was
raised by VAT, compared with £40
billion for income tax, corporation
tax, and capital gains tax combined.
The 1983 OECD figures show that
the U.K. taxes on goods and services
came to 29 percent of the total tax
take whereas in the U.S. they repre
sented only 17.5 percent, and as
percentage of gross domestic product
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the comparative figures are 11.5 to
5.3. The long and the short of this is
that VAT has become an enormous
revenue raiser in the United King
dom, and we could not very easily do
without it.

The Package as a
Whole
I now come to the tax reform pro
posal as a whole. My first question is
who should be doing it. To me it is
extraordinary that the president's
proposals can be watered down by as
much as they seem to have been by
the Committee of Ways and Means. I
am content to accept this as part of
the genius of the political institutions
of a free people, but it is very unlike
the United Kingdom.
Then I ask, as others have asked,
whether you are asking too much of
your tax system. It does strike me as
interesting that you are willing to
give tax incentives to do things which
you would be reluctant to support by
direct state subsidy, and I wonder
why it is that you are so reluctant to
use a state subsidy system—is it a
terror of being labeled collectivist or
socialist?
However, I do not mean to insult
you—and 1 turn instead to the stated
goals of the reform package, of fair
ness, simplicity, and growth.

Growth
Beginning with growth, the key
elements seem to be, first, a reduc
tion in the depreciation rates to let
the marketplace determine whether
investment is a good idea; second, to
take the first steps toward an imputa
tion system of corporate tax by allow
ing a deduction of 10 percent of the
dividends which have been brought
into regular corporate tax; and, third,
to reduce the tax burden on the
employee. On the first, one has to
say that the reform package as a
whole is designed to make invest
ment more expensive than now; on
the second, one looks to economists
for some guidance as to the effect of
a shift to the imputation system and,
as usual, one looks in vain for unan
imity: on the third point, one notes
that the evidence about incentives to
employees to work harder is sketchy
to say the least.
*
Apart from these three items it
seems as though not much stress is
placed on the idea of growth as one
of the three motivating forces behind
the tax reform proposals. The reason
is that simplicity and fairness are
meant to open the way for growth.
However, before I leave the problem
of growth, I do want to ask you
whether you want growth or invest
ment, and whether the tax system
should be designed to encourage one
or the other. Ultimately this is a

choice between a consumption tax
and an income tax. Under a con
sumption tax all investment would in
effect be tax-deductible, whereas
expenditure on personal consumption
would not. The president's proposals
mark a clear rejection of the con
sumption tax argument and therefore
presumably also accept the notion
that a tax system may be able to
encourage growth rather than invest
ment.

Simplicity
I now come to the question of
simplicity; this is regarded as a vir
tue. The system is said to be too
complicated, and there are references
in the proposals to difficult and even
ridiculous administrative burdens
which result from the present com
plexity. The question is whether this
virtue of simplicity is desirable.
Surely it is just too easy to say of a
rule proposal that if the ordinary
taxpayer cannot understand it, then it
should not be in the tax system, and
I do not understand the proposals to
accept that rather limiting view of
what should be in a tax code. What,
however, we ought all to be worried
about is the presence in the tax sys
tem of a number of rules which even
the ordinary tax specialist finds diffi
cult to understand.
Perhaps we should worry about
what we mean by simplicity and its
twin, complexity. First there is com
plexity in calculation. This is a matter
of computation, and presumably the
computer system can cope with mat
ters such as that. However, the tax
system is much more complicated
than this, and the second type of
complexity comes from the fact that
there are too many concepts and in
particular too many new concepts for
the tax professionals to cope with.
This problem cannot be overcome by
invoking the current god of the com
puter. What is needed is a period of
stability in which there are few, if
any, new concepts, and then attention
can be shifted to see whether the
present concepts can be reduced.
The third type of complexity stems
from the fact that some concepts are
extremely vague. This is to say that it
is a matter of acute judgment
whether ^ particular transaction
should be classified one way or
another. The amount of professional
time spent on such problems is far
too great. One solution here is to try
and reduce the area of vague con
cepts, perhaps by an extension of the
safe-harbor device.
The last type of complexity is
apparently regarded by the system as
a virtue. This is the election problem.
The proposals for reform do contain
some proposals for allowing a tax
payer to choose whether he has tax
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consequence A or tax consequence B.
There are of course two sorts of
choice. There are the express statu
tory elections of the sort just men
tioned and then the implied elections
such as, for example, whether you
structure your transactions so as to
use Section 351 or not. What flows
from all this is the difficulty stem
ming from the range of choices that
have to be made by the taxpayer at a
time when he cannot predict their
long-term outcome. Thus we reach
the paradox that fairness demands
the presence of these elections and
thus the complexity, while we all
yearn for simplicity. Of course, sim
plicity could be achieved by the
device of a poll tax or by alsolishing
the institutions of marriage, the trust,
the corporation, and all gifts. But this
seems a rather drastic price to pay.

Fairness
What of the last criterion, fairness?
Here it is easy to pick holes in the
concept, and so I will try. First one
asks what is meant by fairness. Here
we are at the heart of distributive
Justice. There is no satisfactory solu
tion. Not all persons will agree that
the rich should pay less tax, and yet
if one uses an argument based on
growth, which is ultimately based on
a notion of incentive, then already
we have an argument that runs
against the concept of fairness.
Second, when one comes to talk
about the elements of fairness, one
talks about horizontal equity, that
persons in like circumstances should
pay a like amount of tax. But we do
not agree on what are like circum
stances, and even if we could, the tax
system is far too crude (or not suffi
ciently finely tuned) an instrument to
take account of them.
Third, it is usual to say that fair
ness contains an element of vertical
equity, that persons in unlike circum
stances should pay unlike amounts of
tax and that this should lead to the
progressive tax system. Yet the con
cept of vertical equity does not inevi
tably demand a concept of progres
sive rather than proportionate tax,
and one is reminded of the 19thcentury author who wrote, "The
moment you abandon the cardinal
principle of exacting from all individ
uals the same proportion of their
income or their property, you are at
sea without a rudder or a compass,
and there is no injustice or folly you
will not commit."
Fourth, as soon as we have a pro
gressive tax, we run into further
problems of defining equity, particu
larly with regard to the tax unit,
whether it should be each individual
or the family as a whole, what
arrangements should be made for
averaging uneven flows of income,
and what special treatment, if any.

should be accorded to capital gains.
Fifth, we run into the problem of
deductions. Your proposals for
restricting the business entertainment
rules seem to us to be pretty tame
when compared with Section 411 of
our code, which bans the deduction
of any entertainment expense unless
it is in-house or for the entertainment
of an overseas customer (not sup
plier).
Sixth, we need fairness in adminis
tration and in adjudication, and yet
we are unlikely to get uniform treat
ment. Both our systems contain vari
ous doctrines devised by the courts
to control the avoidance of tax, yet
these are rules with a vast penumbral
area.
Finally there is the problem of tax
shelters. The person who stands to
gain from the president's proposals is
the high-rate taxpayer who does not
use existing tax shelters. At present
we tax professionals tend to regard
him as a fool, even if a patriotic one,
when instead we ought perhaps to be
regarding him as a robust indepen
dent who refuses to let his life be
governed by the tax system, a person
who perhaps chooses to give money
to charity because he wishes to give
to charity and not because of a tax
break. Is not the president right to
say that this sort of person deserves a
better deal?

The Sermon
One could go on and on about the
notion of fairness and how uncertain
a notion it is. However, surely the
president is right to be concerned
that the tax system should be fair, at
least in the sense that reform pro
posals should accept fairness as a
goal. What is at stake is not just the
fairness of the system, but its integ
rity and its authority. The danger is
one of cynicism, the disease of edu
cated man. Tax is not a necessary
good in itself, but at best a necessary
evil; it is not an end in itself,
although it can be used as a means to
agreed ends.
What seems to be happening in
both our countries is that it suits far
too many people to pretend that the
tax system can deliver more than it
can, and to cover this pretence by
masses of dense verbiage which in
substance amount to a small fig leaf
at best. This cannot but feed the
gorged appetite of cynicism in our
society—we are cynical about judges,
politicians, public servants, lawyers
(at least other lawyers), and even
clients. Why not, given what some of
these people do?
But a price is paid for this. Cyni
cism is the destroyer of private hope
and the corrupter of public virtue.
Left unchallenged, the mood will
question not just the tax system but

the very political and social institu
tions on which we all ultimately rely.
The tax system is more than a
means of extracting money. It is at
the same time the most pervasive
exercise of the police power of the
state and an embodiment of the val
ues which society tries to respect.
The system has to be acceptable to its
customers, both payers and advisers.
Its integrity and its authority must
come from the fairness of the system
and from the democratic nature of
the political institutions which shape
it. The responsibility for fairness and
authority thus rests with the presi
dent and with the Congress.
When my flying saucer comes this
way again, I look forward to seeing
how you have got on.

Ernest Gellhorn: Some Reflections
from a Colleague
by Oliver C. Schroeder, Jr.
Weatherhead Professor of Law

Once again the School of Law
pauses to assess the tenure of a dean.
Ernest Gellhorn will leave us at the
end of June and join Jones, Day,
Reavis & Pogue as managing partner
of that firm's Washington office.
Ernie Gellhorn's four-year term has
certainly accelerated the forward
progress of the school both academi
cally and financially and has
strengthened university and commu
nity commitment. He has built upon
foundations laid by Louis Toepfer and
Lindsey Cowen. He has been able to
utilize Gund Hall, which Dean Toep
fer brought to fruition, and the six
endowed professorial chairs, which
Dean Cowen secured for the school,
to escalate the size and quality of the
faculty, to activate new thrusts in the
educational program, and to obtain
new commitments—in both talent
and treasure—from alumni and
friends.
The full-time faculty now numbers
about 35. New, younger men and
women have arrived to add intellec
tual spice to our already vigorous
group. Ernie Gellhorn must be given
a large measure of credit for our
successful recruitment of talented
young faculty and for our ability to
attract very talented law students.
Under his leadership the school has
initiated the Merit Scholarships and
has expanded the entire financial aid
program.
And Ernie has brought to the Law
School a virtual parade of outstand
ing men and women in both the
American and the international legal
communities, who have come as
special lecturers and visiting profes
sors. The recent visit of Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger on February 17—a
full day in which he delivered a Sum
ner Canary Lecture, addressed a
downtown gathering of friends and
alumni, and conversed with students
both in the classroom and on the
bridge—climaxed a long procession of
scholars, distinguished practitioners,
and well-known dlgni:taries.
Ernie has led us in re-thinking the
law curriculum and in experimenting
with better ways to teach both theory
and practice. We have thought of
innovative ways to structure the
educational program, taking into
account the increasingly varied needs
of our students.
Financial growth is a prerequisite
for academic excellence. Annual
giving has gone from $221,730 in

1982-83 (Ernie's first year here) to
$331,470 in 1984-85. Who would
have believed, four years ago, that a
1986 Annual Fund goal of $340,000
would be seen as a conservative
target! Endowment gifts and special
grants have increased correspond
ingly during Ernie's tenure. Last
year's total giving topped a million
dollars.
If one were to identify Ernie
Gellhorn's major talents as dean,
these qualities would come to mind:
an indefatigable worker, an enthusias
tic leader, a scholar committed to the
pursuit of excellence not only in his
own work but also in his desire to
encourage faculty colleagues. The last
years have witnessed a series of fac
ulty workshops in which we have
presented papers in progress, heard
presentations by visiting scholars,
and engaged each other in spirited
critical argument.
*
It would be an oversight not to
mention the impressive growth of the
law library in the past ^years—and its
complete computerization. In addi
tion, computers have revolutionized
our administrative offices, have
enabled a larger faculty to be more
productive without increased secre
tarial support, and have allowed all
student programs to operate with
greater efficiency and sophistication.
Ernie's abundant energy has
infected, to some degree, everyone
who has worked with him. My per
sonal relationship with him stems
from the several occasions he visited
me at my place high in the Colorado

Rockies, five miles north of Estes
Park.
Ernie and I both love mountains.
We would sit on our front porch
looking south toward Long's Peak,
and Ernie would recount his experi
ences over the years as a mountain
hiker and climber. I would recipro
cate with my mountaineering tri
umphs, but needless to say Ernie was
much more vigorous. He found a
challenge in the mountains: he felt
that his mountain experiences had
sharpened him for his life in the law.
My own feelings were not quite so
intense, because I am 20 years his
senior, but similar enough for me to
understand some of the sources of his
indefatigable spirit, of his willingness
to challenge himself and to chal
lenge—and encourage—his col
leagues.
Perhaps one incident of the past
year wjll sum up the progress that
the school has made under Dean
Gellhorn.
In the present first-year class at our
school there is an excellent student
who was offered a scholarship at
^
Harvard. Thanks to our Merit
Scholars program, we also could offer
a scholarship. And the applicant
chose our school.
When you can take a good student
away from Harvard, there's a sense
in which you have "arrived" as a law
school. I guess what I have tried to
say is that under Ernie's leadership
the Case Western Reserve Law
School has arrived.

Happy Birthday, Admiral!
by Wilbur C. Leatherberry, '68
Professor of Law

As an undergraduate, I was first
exposed to Ollie Schroeder when I
signed up for his introduction to law
course called "Law in Action." The
label was accurate. He had us read
materials on the Shepherd murder
case, the use of civil disobedience in
the civil rights movement, and a
rather mundane res ipsa loquitur case
about a falling elevator. The class was
designed to excite students about the
law, and it certainly accomplished
Ollie's objective. Never had I seen a
teacher stimulate and direct a discus
sion as Ollie did. He allowed us to
ramble—and we often did—but he
always brought us back to the central
issues in the discussion. He commu
nicated his enthusiasm for the study
of law and for its uses in pursuit of
justice.
As an entering law student in the
Class of 1968, I heard Ollie, then the
acting dean, anounce that the build
ing was "held together by the hand
clasping of the cockroaches." We had
little direct contact while I was a
student, but he always recognized me
and had some words of encourage
ment. He always used nicknames like
"Commodore" or "Sport" for me
(and everyone else) but did it with
warmth and enthusiasm.
In the time we have been faculty
colleagues, I have come to know him
better, and he now calls me Wilbur
with the same warmth and enthusi
asm.

Nearly everyone who has passed
through the Law School since Ollie
arrived to teach in 1948 during the
postwar boom has felt his influence
in many and various ways. He has
seen several waves of curriculum
reform, and he put that activity in
perspective for us as we dealt with
the issues this year. He has been
through numerous dean searches,
and he served as acting dean for
several years at a particularly diffi
cult time. He has seen good times
and bad, high enrollments and low.
Ollie has endeared himself to his
faculty colleagues. He is the subject
of many funny stories—some true
and some not. Bob Bensing, a col
league in Ollie's early years on the
faculty and co-author with him of
Homicide in Cleveland, remarks that
Ollie has vastly improved many of
the stories he tells. For instance,
there is the story Ollie tells about
riding with Bensing in a police car to
get a feel for their study of homicide.
Bob Bensing categorically denies that
they were present at any shooting,
and he denies being on the floor of
the cruiser during the nonexistent
gunfight.
Professor Lew Katz recalls an inci
dent early in his collaboration with
Ollie on Ohio Criminal Law. He asked
Ollie, who had been a member of the
Technical Revision Commission, what
the legislature had meant by an
ambiguous statutory section. Ollie
said: "Don't worry about that. Lew.
Whatever we say will be the law."
Since the January issue of In Brief
called for material on Ollie, many of
his students have responded, some
with anecdotes or "Schroederisms"
and all with expressions of thanks
and best wishes.
Marian Ratnoff, '67, recalls the
difficult years in the mid-60s when
Ollie and Maury Culp "held the place
together with chewing gum and
scotch tape and beat the bushes for
students, faculty, and money." Her
enduring memory of Ollie "is of his
booming voice, of the gales of laugh
ter emanating from his classroom,
and of the perceptions and inspira
tions he gave his students."
William Falsgraf, '58, now serving
as president of the American Bar
Association, recalls a conversation he
had with Ollie a few years after Fals
graf graduated. Ollie said, "I predict
that one day you will become the
first graduate of this law school to
serve as the president of the Ameri
can Bar Association." Falsgraf
laughed then, but Ollie was right.

One of his strengths as a teacher was
the way he encouraged his students
to "learn more and do more with
what you learned," as Leslie Crocker
Snyder, '66, puts it. He has always
been positive about the possibilities
for his students and for the Law
School.
A number of students got to know
Ollie well in connection with his
activities in the Law-Medicine Center,
which he started over 30 years ago.
Dr. Joan Harley recalls Ollie glaring
over the bench in the moot court
room on the first day of Constitu
tional Law and saying, "Don't any
one sit in the first four rows—I lisp."
That sort of self-deprecating humor is
a Schroeder trademark. Harley
remembers how it helped her class
relax and get through the awkward
ness of the first day of class in a
subject they "held in awe."
She and a classmate, Pat Wilbert,
later signed up for Ollie's lawmedicine seminar. There were very
few women in law school at that
time, and she thinks that she and Pat
were "the first women 'allowed' to
take the course—because there would
be a nude body. Ollie thought we
could handle it. In fact, just before
the autopsy he called us in and
TOLD us we (1) would NOT get sick,
(2) would not leave the room, and (3)
would hang in there and not be
squeamish." She later decided that
"he wanted to make us an example
that females could use the course and
could not afford to have us flee." She
reports that "several of the male
members of the class fled" but that
she and Pat "stuck it through."
One of the major themes of Ollie's
life, both inside and outside the Law
School, has been his commitment to
equal rights. One of his Constitu
tional Law students, Fred Gray, '54,
now president of the National Bar
Association, arrived at the Law
School having grown up in segregated
Alabama. He remembers Ollie with
great affection and says that he
thought of Ollie's class in Constitu
tional Law as he prepared to argue
Gomillion v. Lightfoot in the United
States Supreme Court. Meanwhile,
back in Cleveland, Ollie was dealing
with the issues in that case in the
Constitutional Law class—and brag
ging about his former student. After
his graduation from law school. Gray
had decided, in part because of Ollie,
to "return to Alabama and destroy
every vestige of segregation." In
Gomillion and other major civil rights
cases he carried out his mission.

The University archives yielded this
photograph of a young Professor Schroeder
lecturing to a continuing education class
(World Law, Schroeder remembersi in the old
law building.
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Owen Heggs, '67, remembers being
the only black student in the Law
School. He came to law school, he
says, "uncertain that American law
was really prepared to recognize the
rights of all citizens, and angry about
it." He too took Ollie's Constitutional
Law class. He says that "Ollie's pas
sion for justice helped me to recog
nize the difference between law as a
monument to the past and law as an
instrument to shape the future." He
also recalls Ollie's "withering wit."
He reports that, just before his gradu
ation, Ollie "wished me well in his
Navy and observed with his arm
around my shoulder that he had
never seen a student go so far on so
little ability."
Ollie later used the same line about
going so far on so little on me. I sus
pect he may have used it on perhaps
a thousand students who passed
through his clutches.
In addition to his law teaching,
Ollie found time to be active in
Republican politics. His path often
crossed with three former students
(all '48): Robert Krupansky, now a
judge on the Sixth Circuit Court o^
Appeals; Blanche Krupansky, now a
judge on Ohio's Eighth District Court
of Appeals; and Alvin Krenzler, now
a federal judge for the ISforthern Dis
trict of Ohio. Ollie describes those
three, even in their student days, as
"intelligent people who understood
how things get done."
Ollie served for 12-1/2 years as a
councilman in Cleveland Heights,
and for several of those years as
mayor. Those were years in which
the city, with Ollie's strong urging,
made its commitment to equal rights
in housing and employment. Jack
Boyle, a Democrat who served on the
council during those years, paid trib

ute to Ollie at a dinner given for him
when he retired from council. Ollie
recalls with pleasure Boyle's state
ment that during many conflicts over
issues Ollie was "the only council
man to whom everyone would
speak."
Robert Grogan, '51, now judge of
the Lyndhurst Municipal Court,
wrote to describe his long association
with Ollie. He served as city prosecu
tor in Cleveland Heights while Ollie
was a councilman and later was
assigned to serve jointly with Ollie as
"masters" in a federal court case
involving injuries and fatalities which
had occurred when the SS Cedarville
sank on the Great Lakes. In the fed
eral case Ollie "never acted as
though he was the professor and I
was the former student. He was
always most cordial and democratic."
Other former students and colleagues
can attest to Ollie's lack of pretension
and his humility. Ollie will probably
laugh off this statement with a selfdeprecating comment like "I have so
much to be humble about," but his
humility is quite rare in a person of
his statute and achievement.
Peter Harab, '74, came to the Law
School because of the Law-Medicine
Center. Like so many of us, he came
to like and respect Ollie "as a person,
as a teacher, and as a friend." Harab
says, for all of us: "Ollie, I shall cer
tainly miss your continuous presence
in the Law School. I wish you the
very best in this new phase of your
life, which I hope will be long,
healthy, and active. Thank you for
just being you. And thank you for all
that you have done for me and for
your other students."
Owen Heggs sums up our feelings:
"Happy Birthday, Admiral."

A Collection of Schroederisms
by David Faye, '79

In the fall term of my first year in
law school, I had Professor Schroeder
for Criminal Law. Almost from the
first day of class I kept a list in the
back of my notebook of quotable
lines—pearls of philosophy, wisdom,
or humor, or just strange or contro
versial remarks.
A decade has passed, and I no
longer have that notebook. But I did
save the two pages of Schroederisms.
Who would ever have guessed that
they might prove useful to In Brief
and the celebration of Professor
Schroeder's 70th birthday!
Keep in mind that the one element
which is lost on the page is the
famous loud voice of Professor
Schroeder—and having had a regular
seat in the rear of the classroom, I
can say that he always came in real
clearly. For example, I will never
forget the time Professor Schroeder
got down on his knees at the black
board in the front of the classroom,
wrote the word senility on the board,
and yelled: "Senility! That's what I'm
approaching!"
But Professor Schroeder's most
memorable line was the first one on
my list, which he said in a bellow,
very slowly, and with great emphasis:
"THE LAW . . . IS . . . JUSTICE!!!!"
That was when I started to keep my
list.
• "THE LAW IS JUSTICE!"

• "It's hard for intellectual scholars
like yourself to come down to my
level."
• "I'm looking into your head and I
can see the next fellow."
• "Police cars here have some pro
tection from bullets. That's because
the other side has guns. The law is
a great believer in equality."
• "Rape has been a problem since
the Garden of Eden and Adam."
• "The law is not logic."
• "I have never let logic stand in my
way because it's not the law."
• "Behavior modification. That's
what Moses brought down from
the top of Mount Sinai."
• "They are big beef eaters in
England. Some of your best laws
are on cows."
Another gem from the archives. No one can
remember what the occasion was, or why
the wig.
•

"My friends, you are not just going
to be lawyers. You are going to be
human beings."

• "They are regulating crimes. This
differs from your respectable bur
glaries."

• To a student about to speak:
"Speak up!" (in that inimitable
Schroeder voice)

• "We're all human sinners—some
more humble than others."

• "If you add up all the victims of
homicide, the world has been bet
ter off by their early departure."

• "Don't look for answers in the
book. Think of answers in your
head."

• To a student: "Another Perry
Mason!"

• "Please put that on the back
burner. But don't boil it away."

• To a student: "That's just what I
was thinking. What sign were you
born under?"

• "This is a giraffe and you're in
front of the elephant cage. It's just
that different."

• "Of course it's ambiguous. It's not
even in there."

• "It's a wheat patch. Let's get into
the rose garden."

• "The longer I live, the simpler I
get."

• "The law can even say an elephant
is a dog, much to the chagrin of
elephants."

• "You're getting closer. Take another
shot at the dartboard. Get off the
wall and onto the board."

• "Who asked you if the law made
sense?"

• "You're on the other side of the
barn."

• "You'll always get ahead in this
world being more specific."

• "To avoid embarrassment, we'll
expunge that remark."

• "Why did he keep a file on his
prostitute customers? To have a
Christmas card list?"

• "The Christian Science Monitor is
the greatest newspaper. The New
York Times is too long."
Editors' note: That's our selection from
David Faye's 119 Schroederisms. We
regret that space constraints prevent
publication of—to use a Schroederism—
the whole Geschnitzel.
-W.C.L. andK.E.T

€>
David Faye
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On Dean Emeritus Lindsey Cowen
by Edward A. Mearns, Jr.
Professor of Law
Vice President for Undergraduate
and Graduate Studies
A very short while ago, I wrote
some lines of tribute to Dean Lindsey
Cowen for the Case Western Reserve
Law Review. The occasion was his
return to full-time teaching after
many years of law school administra
tion. We, his faculty colleagues and
students, felt fortunate that, freed
from dean's office burdens, he would
be able to share his considerable
talents with us more fully. And for a
brief time he has.
This winter the university trustees
appointed Lindsey Cowen dean emer
itus of the School of Law and profes
sor emeritus of law. Once again,
those of us privileged to know him
and work with him have had to sort
out feelings, to think about what his
leaving active teaching means to us.
Once again, we look at his profes
sional life, his accomplishments,
what he has been, and what he has
done that make him such a special
person. Most of what follows here I
have borrowed from my own earlier
tribute to Dean Cowen. Feeling now
as I did then, there seems little need
to change all the words.
Lindsey Cowen's career has been
one of deep commitment to law and
learning. He has collected along the
way the badges that signal academic
success in our profession. As an
undergraduate at the University of
Virginia, he was Phi Beta Kappa. At
Virginia Law School, he led his class
and was editor-in-chief of the Law
Review. In 1951, after practicing law
in Bridgeport, Ohio, he returned to
Virginia as a professor of law and the
Law School's associate dean. From
1964 though 1972 he served with
great distinction as dean of the Uni
versity of Georgia School of Law. For
the ten years that followed he was
our dean at Case Western Reserve,
concluding an extraordinary career in
law school administration when he
retired in 1982. However, to know
him requires something more than
this brief listing of the positions he
had held. A personal reflection—or
two—seems called for.
In the fall of 1955, l”entered the
University of Virginia Law School.
Virginia believed that law was selftaught: if you gave beginning stu
dents a good learning experience,
then when they became second- and
third-year students, and lawyers, they
would be able to learn on their own.
So, first-year courses were given by
Virginia's best teachers. Among them
was Lindsey Cowen, who taught
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Civil Procedure. Young, energetic, he
had mastery of both details and the
big picture in our most difficult
course. During his early years in
teaching, his scholarly work in civil
procedure had brought him in con
tact with Yale's James William
Moore. It added to his stature when
we learned our teacher was an editor
of the highly esteemed Moore's Fed
eral Practice. We thought then that
Lindsey Cowen and our other firstyear teachers were a remarkable
group. Looking back, I do not believe
we were overly generous in our judg
ments.
As a student, I remember seeing
Lindsey Cowen as the associate dean.
In dealing with students he balanced
rules with discretion. I do not
remember any of us sensing that his
decisions were calculated to meet
with our approval, or anyone's
,
approval for that matter. We did
think that he could smile a bit more.
But this was Virginia and the 50s,
and formality—no, civilit^-was very
important then in legal education.
When I graduated and became a
member of the Virginia law faculty,
Lindsey Cowen, who had been my
teacher, became my friend. He dis
played qualities of character and
mind that I had not been able to
appreciate as a student. The intellec
tual distance between teacher and
student had been greater than I had
imagined. He was extremely bright,
more intellectual than I had sup
posed. His command of the rules of

law was to be envied. But the quick
ness, the practical turn of mind, was
more evident in faculty gatherings.
Respecting his abilities and judgment,
his colleagues gave him considerable
authority over a wide range of mat
ters involving curriculum, students,
faculty status, and money. He dealt
with every matter of importance in a
straightforward, open manner that is
so characteristic of the man.
This quality of principled direct
ness became more evident when he
went to the University of Georgia as
its law dean. I can recall an incident
which points this up. During the mid
and late 1960s Georgia had its civil
rights problems. In Athens, where
the law school was located, blacks
could expect very little by way of
legal assistance from the local bar. It
required a special person to influence
a law faculty in the deep South to
resolve unanimously to provide legal
assistance to all who sought it,
regardless of their race. 'The public
stance taken by Lindsey Cowen and
his faculty evoked harsh personal
attacks. These damaged the new
dean's relationships with both the
lawyer and lay communities in Geor
gia and threatened his hold on the
political and financial support neces
sary to carry out his plans for the law
school.
This had greater significance than
appears. Before he had arrived there
as dean, the Georgia law school had
been reduced to a handful of teachers
and students. He helped rebuild the

school, attracting talented, dedicated
faculty and students and restoring its
prestige. Notwithstanding the public
stance he took, he gathered the sup
port of alumni and of the state's
governors and legislators, and he
delivered on his promise to build a
school of which all were proud.
Early in his tenure as dean at Geor
gia one other incident occurred, per
haps more threatening to his career
and his plans for the school. Protest
marches in Selma, Alabama, to
secure voting rights for black citizens
had produced violent police reaction.
The dean was to make a speech at a
major Law School function, sharing
the speakers' platform with impor
tant guests, among them the late
Senator Herman Talmadge, arguably
the most powerful politician in Geor
gia at that time. As dean of the state
law school and a teacher of constitu
tional law, Lindsey Cowen had an
obligation to comment on the phe
nomenon of civil disobedience and
the violence attending it. He could
have spoken against those whose
excesses in championing their causes
disturbed the legal and social order.
He could have compromised with a
neutral "plague on both your houses"
speech. Instead, he spoke of the
injustice of a system that made it
necessary for decent people to pro
test. Hearing these words. Senator
Talmadge angrily and audibly inter
rupted his remarks, chilling the occa
sion and making it clear Lindsey
Cowen had made a powerful enemy.
That the Georgia Law School story
had a happy ending does not dimin
ish the significance of Lindsey Cowen's choosing to do what he knew
had to be done.
In the lines I wrote in our law
review to honor Lindsey as he left
the deanship, I tried to say how for
tunate we are to have him as a
teacher, colleague, and friend, how
fortunate we are to know someone
whose life demonstrates the value of
intellect, courage, and integrity. I
used these words;
Through what he does, and by what
he is, he teaches that we have the
capacity to do what is right regardless
of the cost to personal goals or repu
tation. The public side of Lindsey
Cowen's life shows that we have in
our profession persons who do what is
right, simply because it is right; that
there are persons who can teach us
that lawyers should be good rather
than clever. We have been privileged
to have had Lindsey Cowen as our
dean.

Lindsey Cowen represents all that
is best in our profession. We hope
that in his retirement he will remem
ber us the way we remember him—
with respect and deep affection.

A Labor of Love
by Susan E. Frankel, '81
Director of Admissions
and Financial Aid

If Derek Bok, president of Harvard
University and author of the Bok
Report, which destined the growth
and current status of Case Western
Reserve Law School, had not been
dean of Harvard Law School and a
mentor of Roger Abrams while Roger
was a student at Harvard in the late
60s; and if Louis Toepfer, former
dean of Case Western Reserve Law
School and president of the univer
sity, had not been vice dean at Har
vard Law School under Dean Bok
and a Harvard Law classmate of
Frank M. Coffin, judge of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the First Circuit,
whom Roger served as law clerk
from 1970 to 1971, Roger might not
have accepted Dean Lindsey Cowen's
offer to join the CWRU law faculty in
1974. He might have continued at the
Boston law firm of Foley, Hoag &
Elliott, where he practiced labor law
and represented the NAACP in the
Boston school desegregation case. We
are fortunate that Bok and Toepfer
helped to persuade him to make the
move to Cleveland.
Who will ever forget the first day
of Torts class when Roger opened
with the story about how he had
received an invitation to attend the
dean's cocktail party at the start of
the school year, only to have the
invitation revoked when it turned out
that there was not enough room at
the dean's house to accommodate all
the, invited guests. Was this a tort?
We all walked out at the end of class
convinced that the story was true and
feeling so bad for our poor professor.
To think that the dean had excluded
him from such an important social
occasion!
Who will forget Bert and Ernie, the
Sesame Street characters, who were
the victims and perpetrators of so
many torts. Who would have
dreamed that Ernie would finally
outgrow his condition as chronic
tortfeasor and ultimately be elevated
to dean of the Law School, under his
proper name of Ernest Gellhorn,
when Lindsey Cowen stepped down
in 1982.
And poor Mrs. Palsgraf, whose
terrible fate inspired a contest in
which the students competed to tell
her tale in the style of their favorite
personality.
In the words of Rodney Dangerfield: "We got a new client the other
day and the case looks tough. But I
can handle it. I grew up in a tough
neighborhood. Heck, my neighbor
hood was so tough the corner restau-

rant served broken leg of lamb.
Speaking of broken legs, our client,
Mrs. Palsgraf, has one. She said she
was attacked by a scale. She's so fat,
I can believe it. Boy is she fat, why
just the other day she got on a scale
and a card came out which read,
'Hey, one at a time.' Ooh is she fat.
She's so fat medical schools use her
to demonstrate how far human skin
can stretch. Heck, ivory poachers still
trail her. And she's ugly too. She
went to the top of the Empire State
Building, planes started to attack her.
Why, when you look up the word
'ugly' in the dictionary, it shows her
picture."
Then we graduated to Labor Law
and the case of Boys Markets, Inc. v.
Retail Clerks Local 770, which holds
that employer and union are bound
by the promises in a collective bar
gaining agreement to arbitrate dis
putes concerning the interpretation or
application of contract terms and bars
work stoppages, lockouts, picketing,
and boycotts. I remember riding
down the street in Los Angeles with
my sister when, suddenly, I spotted
"The Boys" market. I made her
screech to a stop and pull into the lot
so I could collect all "The Boys"
paraphernalia that I could find,
including grocery bags, plastic bags,
and matches, all of which still hang
on Roger's wall to this day!
And who will forget negotiating a
collective bargaining agreement in
Labor Arbitration and Collective
Bargaining. I was a member of the
union team. We refused to talk to the
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management team throughout the
entire semester as we passed in the
hallways. We were so caught up in
this bargaining simulation that we
couldn't leave our disagreements at
the table and, instead, growled at
each other every time we passed on
the bridge! Only when we
approached dangerously close to the
strike or lockout date, after which
time we would have our grade
reduced by a letter for each day that
passed without reaching an agree
ment, did we sit down and bargain
seriously.
Last year, we all sat captivated
during the debate among William
Winpisinger, president of the Interna
tional Association of Machinists,
Harry Wellington, dean of Yale Law
School, and Betty Murphy, former
member of the National Labor Rela
tions Board, which Roger moderated
to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary
of the Wagner Act. It was later broad
cast nationally on public television
and ultimately won first place in the
American Bar Association's 1985 Law
Day Public Service Award Competi
tion.
Roger reminisces fondly about all
the basketball games he played with
students and the annual Law Review/
Faculty Football Game where his
jersey read "Local Union #1!" On the
other hand, his class remembers that
the only time they didn't look for
ward to Torts was when Roger hurt

his foot playing basketball with the
students. Poor Roger had to teach
sitting down for three days! And to
add insult to injury, the students had
beaten him!
The faculty will never forget their
spots with Roger on his radio show
entitled "Case In Point," which aired
on WERE and attracted over
2,000,000 listeners during its 26-week
run.
Every one knows of Roger's activi
ties as a labor arbitrator. He is a per
manent umpire for ABC, CBS, and
NBC Television Networks and Direc

tors Guild, and a salary arbitrator for
the Major League Baseball Players
Association. In February of this year,
Roger was appointed baseball arbitra
tor for the first time and awarded a
total of $1.3 million to Brett Butler of
the Cleveland Indians and Ron Dar
ling of the New York Mets.
Since I have been involved in
admissions, Roger has never turned
down my request to meet with pro
spective students. There are days
when almost as many visitors attend
his class as students. He always finds
time to speak to an applicant who
expresses a special interest in labor
law, to discuss a case with high
school students before they attend his
class, and to answer students' ques
tions afterwards. I know that he has
been personally responsible for the
enrollment of many students at this
law school.
A talented musician, Roger is cur
rently composing a musical entitled
"Falling in Love with the Law." But
the Broadway opening will now
undoubtedly have to be postponed
while Roger plays the title role of
dean at Nova University Law Center
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
To Roger Abrams, our cherished
professor, and my mentor and close
friend, to his wife, Fran, and sons,
Jason and Seth, we send you off with
all our love and best wishes for a
long and successful tenure as dean—
and for a deep suntan!

Placement Director Resigns
Patricia G. Granfield, director of
law placement since the fall of 1982,
left the Law School March 21 for a
position with the Cleveland firm of
Calfee, Halter & Griswold as director
of legal recruitment. She will have
responsibilities for both summer
clerkships and new associates.
Though she is excited about her
new job, Granfield confessed to some
regrets about leaving the Law School.
"I have especially enjoyed getting to
know the students and alumni," she
said. "I'm glad that I'm staying in
Cleveland, and I hope that I can
continue to be a member of the
CWRU Law School community."
Dean Ernest Gellhorn spoke for the
Law School: "Truly dedicated to
assisting every student in finding the
best career opportunities, Patty Gran
field leaves a legacy of commitment
and success. I join hundreds of grad
uates in wishing her the very best as
the recruitment coordinator for Cal
fee, Halter & Griswold. We are grate
ful for her extraordinary service to
the Law School and its students."
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Vice Dean Dan Clancy is heading
the search for a new placement direc
tor and would welcome suggestions—
or applications—from alumni. A
bachelor's degree is required, a J.D.
is preferred, and prior experience in
career planning and placement would
be helpful.

Focus on the Small Town
For two years now, each issue of In
has focused on a different city,
presenting random samplings of CWRU
law graduates in New York, Chicago,
Columbus, Washington, Boston, Pitts
burgh, Dallas, and Houston.
For a change of pace, and in recogni
tion of the fact that there is life—and

Brief

even law—outside of the metropolis. In
Brief has visited some smaller cities,
starting last summer in Rutland, Ver
mont, and more recently exploring the
lesser highways of northern Ohio.
Here are some of the school's gradu
ates who have chosen to practice law
far from—well, a certain distance
from—the madding crowd.
-K.E.T.

Alan B. George, '68

Carroll, George & Pratt
Rutland, Vermont
As a law student Ai George, who
had grown up west of Cleveland (in
Lorain], had no intention of becoming
a small-city practitioner: "I fashioned
myself to be a securities lawyer in a
big firm in a big city. But when I
interviewed, I found that I was more
than a little appalled by the imper
sonal environment of the large law
firms."
Dean Louis Toepfer suggested that
he take a look at Vermont and New
Hampshire. "I thought that was ridic
ulous," says George. "But he told me
that even in this remote part of the
country there are utilities and banks
and some large business organiza
tions, and some fine lawyers with
that kind of clientele who could use a
well-prepared young associate. He
was right. I got good offers all over
northern New England."
George chose to go to work in
Rutland with John Carbine, whose
firm of about a dozen lawyers was
the largest in Vermont. He gave
George "tremendously challenging
work," but George still got a ribbing
from classmates: "They had me coun
seling the local drugstore proprietor
into corporate form, then carrying
him through Sub-S and back out of
Sub-S, and then doing a small Reg. A
securities offering. They assumed
that my skills would never have
much productive use."
Carbine, who was nearing retire
ment, had a substantial utilities clien
tele, and George quickly became his
heir apparent. Even though George
left Carbine's firm in 1974 to form
the predecessor of Carroll, George &
Pratt, he and Carbine continued to
work together until Carbine retired
and his clientele passed to George.

"My practice is very substantially a
utilities law practice," says George.
"I represent electric companies, tele
phone companies, Vermont Yankee
Nuclear Power Corporation. That has
been the focal point, the critical cli
ent base. It's a statewide practice,
and in fact some of my clients have
their home bases outside Vermont. I
do a fair amount of traveling.
"I've tried cases with the FERC,
I've appeared at all kinds of regula
tory agencies in Washington, I've
been in the Court of Appeals, I'm
frequently in New York and Boston. I
spend more time with lawyers there
than in Vermont. It's a lot of fun."
Nevertheless, George likes to
escape periodically from that rarefied
atmosphere: "1 like to try a lawsuit at
least once a year. A couple of years
ago a judge ordered me in on an
insurance case. He said, 'I've identi
fied some unrepresented interests,
and I'm going to get you out of that
office!' Another time I represented a
school principal who had been
accused—unfairly and falsely—of
improper conduct with a girl student.
He was clearly innocent—all the
parents were on his side. We won the
case. But he didn't want to go back
to that school."
Most recently George has repre
sented the developer of a resource
recovery plant in Rutland. "It's been
quite controversial," he says. "We
held hearings, but the public didn't
appreciate what was going on and
raised a protest later. By now the
plant's under construction."
Another recent controversy has had
to do with a purchase by Vermont
Yankee of some fuel uranium that
turned out to have been mined in

South Africa—at least in part. It had
been used in Switzerland, repro
cessed in France, then acquired by a
German utility that put it up for sale
on the world market. "Our adversar
ies are saying that it's been 'laun
dered.' Now we have hearings before
the Vermont Public Service Board.
But this is foreign commerce—it
doesn't belong under state jurisdic
tion."
George spent 12 years as a trustee
of Vermont Legal Aid and at one time
had considerable involvement in the
American Civil Liberties Union—"I
think my clients thought I was a
subversive!
He has become quite a loyal Ver
monter, with interests in various local
companies that produce maple syrup,
maple production products, hay ted
ders, furniture, and snowshoes. ("All
the Everest expeditions have been on
our snowshoes."] He's excited about
the possibility that Vermont can be a
national center for Holstein breeding,
exploiting all the possibilities of
genetic engineering and embryo
transplantation. "One supercow
named Mist recently sold for
$1,300,000. We're packaging limitedpartnership offerings and otherwise
syndicating. Ron Coffey will be inter
ested in that sort of thing."

S. Scott Smith, '77

Rutland, Vermont
Scott Smith's mother is secretary to
a lawyer—Alan George, in fact—and
that is how Smith got interested in
law: "I knew you got to read a lot
and talk a lot, and that suited me." It
was Al George who steered him to
Case Western Reserve.
When he graduated. Smith returned
to Rutland and went to work in
George's law firm. "Alan was great to
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work for," he says. "I did all kinds of
different work—antitrust, securities
regulation .... I wasn't pigeonholed,
and I got a sense that I could do
anything." But after five years Smith
struck out on his own.
He laughs: "I used to practice part
nership law—what the partners told
me to do. Now I practice doorstep
law—whatever walks in over the
doorstep. Real estate, divorce, corpo
rate, some criminal. I like the diver
sity. There are levels of expertise I
know I don't have, but I like to avoid
boredom."
Though he "can't yet turn down an
awful lot of work," he does farm out
the estate planning and most of the
tax work. "Those things were boring
to me in law school," he says, "and
they're still boring. I like litigation. I
like winning."
Smith even enjoys the criminal
litigation work that many a "general
practitioner" excludes. "I don't do as
much criminal as I used to, but I
really like to keep some going. Other
wise you forget what you're doing.
But unfortunately criminals don't
have much money—at least, not in
Vermont."
Smith admits that he misses "the
big-client work," and that there's
some disadvantage in having no one
to share the practice with: "When
you're on your own, you're tied
down." But clearly he relishes the
independence. He says he has had
some discussions about forming part
nerships, but "I've just seen too
many problems with partnerships. I
don't see anyone I really want to join
with. So far, I like it solo."
When In Brief recently spoke with
Smith, he was at the end of a typical
varied day. "Today," he said, "I've
been working on divorces; I had a
couple of conferences. And I've been
trying to find a d.u.i. client who got
arrested the other night and got me
out of bed; now I can't find him, and
the court wants to know where he is.
A nice fellow, but he has a drinking
problem.
"And I did a title search. I was
over in Chittenden, talking to a sur
veyor that I hadn't seen in a couple
of months and to a town clerk who's
really nice. I enjoyed it. If I do too
many title searches, I hate it, but if I
don't do one for a while, I hate it.
Vermont is a place where we search
our own titles. You go to a little
place, and the fown clerkis office
may be in the kitchen, with the
books sitting all around and maybe
plates on top of the books. It's nice."
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Stuart W. Cordell, '81

Warren & Young
Ashtabula, Ohio
Warren & Young was founded in
1921 by Theodore E. Warren, who
died in 1969. His son, E. Terry War
ren, joined the firm in 1956 and is
now the senior partner. Warren is
Stuart Cordell's middle name. He is
the founder's grandson.
Cordell was born and raised in
Ashtabula. He went to law school, he
says, "figuring that I'd end up here
sooner or later." When he finished
school, he had an offer from Warren
& Young; but he also had an offer
from Baker & Hostetler, and he chose
to go with the big Cleveland firm.
"I knew it would be good training,"
he says. "It was an opportunity to get
exposure to a large-firm, high-quality
practice, to work with nationally
recognized lawyers—and to make far
more money than I was worth. I was
up-front about ending up here one df
these days, but I expected to stay five
years."
He stayed just over two( "This firm
lost its associate shortly after I gradu
ated," he explains. "They were down
to three partners, working harder
than they wanted to. In early 1983
they were interviewing actively, and
they had some very strong candi
dates. (This firm has always managed
to attract good lawyers, from top
flight schools like Harvard, Yale,
Cornell, Case Western Reserve.
"It became clear to me that this
might be my last chance, or at least
the last chance to be next to the part
ners in seniority. I decided it was

time to fish or cut bait, and I applied
for the position. It wasn't automatic;
I had to interview and go through the
process.
"They asked me what my commit
ment was. In a small firm like this,
it's difficult to have people come and
go. I basically told them my commit
ment was for life, and I don't mind
that. I don't mind being the third
generation in a law firm."
Cordell says that he took "a big pay
cut to come back here" but doesn't
regret the move. He had done mostly
estate planning at Baker, and he is
happy now to have more varied
work—and more corporate work—
and more responsibility. He says: "I
work longer hours than I did in
Cleveland, but I get more satisfaction
out of what I do."
Cordell describes the practice as
"50 percent corporate, real estate,
tax; 30 percent litigation; 20 percent
miscellaneous." He and his uncle do
most of the half that is corporate, and
much of that, says Cordell, is "equal
in quality to a big-firm practice, if not
on the same scale."
When In Brief spoke with Cordell,
he was enjoying something of a lull
after a frenetic 14 months of deals
and travel. "I was away from Ashta
bula one or two weeks of every
month. Three of our clients wanted
either to buy or to sell something. I
sold a half interest in a subsidiary to
a Texas oil company and went back
and forth to Texas and Columbus and
Indiana for seven or eight months. In
the middle of that another client
decided to sell a factory in Virginia,
and I went to work on that. About
the time the first deal closed, a third
client decided to buy a company in
California."
Not surprisingly, Cordell is deeply
involved in the Ashtabula commu
nity. "I'm inheriting positions from
my uncle and my grandfather. My
grandfather incorporated Goodwill
Industries, and my uncle was presi
dent for a while; now I'm on the
board. Then there's the Civic Devel
opment Corporation, which conducts
a capital campaign every five years
for human services organizations. My
uncle was'secretary and vice presi
dent for years, and now he's presi
dent. He moved me into the trea
surer's spot. It's enjoyable—and
time-consuming. My phone is always
ringing."
When he returned to Ashtabula,
says Cordell, he realized he would
have to "work at keeping up profes
sional and social contacts. It's easy
for lawyers in Cleveland, but I have
to make a conscious effort. I still
belong to the Cleveland Bar Associa
tion, and I come in for some of the
meetings. I don't want people to
forget me. I don't want my friends to
think I died out here!"

talk to the judges if you have a ques
tion about procedure; and the clerk
of courts will keep the office open for
you if you need an extra five min
utes."
Furthermore, as a New Yorker
Haberman learned to accept the idea
of commuting. "People here think
you have to live within 10 minutes of
your office. And they are just amazed
that I've kept my subscription to the
Cleveland Orchestra all this time. But
Severance Hall is only 45 minutes
away!"

Patricia F. Jacobson, '80

Wickens, Herzer & Panza
Lorain, Ohio
Ian S. Haberman, '82

Brown & Amodio
Medina, Ohio
No one would ever have foreseen
that Ian Haberman would one day
practice law in Medina, Ohio.
Born in Brooklyn, New York,
Haberman grew up mainly in the
East, went to college at Brown Uni
versity, and came to (then) Western
Reserve University for a Ph.D. in
history. That took nine years,
"because from 1969 to 1979 I was an
assistant dean in, first, Adelbert and
then Western Reserve College, hand
ling what is traditionally student
affairs but also doing some academic
counseling."
Haberman's dissertation (on the
Van Sweringen brothers, developers
of Shaker Heights and the Terminal
Tower complex) was published in
1979 by the Western Reserve Histori
cal Society. "It did quite nicely," says
Haberman. "It sold out in hard cover,
then came out in paperback." He
laughs. "I'm still working on the
movie rights. I see it as a vehicle for
Robert Redford and Paul Newman."
Why did Haberman enter the Law
School in 1979? "As a pre-law adviser
I gave such good advice I decided to
take it myself." He remembers that
he was the third oldest in his class.
Haberman had a certain notoriety
as an actor in campus and commu
nity theater, and his friends expected
him to go into litigation: "They
thought that would suit my shy and
retiring personality. But my deanly
training and my work on the Van
Sweringens had really set me up for
corporate work—negotiating, writing,
counseling. Besides, I like to perform
in public only when someone else
has written the script."
Haberman's first law job was in
Akron. He Joined the firm of Roetzel
& Andress "as the 27th or 28th law
yer, I forget which. It has about 40
now." There he did corporate work—
"research on matters from antitrust

to securities, work on sales agree
ments, employee contracts. But I
found I wasn't too happy with a large
firm. And when a couple of the busi
ness partners left, it was clear to me
that I should move on."
It was a little notice in the Place
ment Newsletter that pointed him
toward Medina. David N. Brown,
L.P.A., was looking for a fourth attor
ney. "I sent a resume on Tuesday,"
says Haberman; "they called on
Wednesday, I came over on Saturday
and again on Tuesday, and the offer
was made Wednesday and I accepted.
I knew it felt right; it was a gut reac
tion."
Haberman describes the four attor
neys of (now) Brown & Amodio as
"all refugees from large firms.
Brown, a Harvard graduate, came
from Arter & Hadden. Jim Amodio
came from Jones Day; he got his
degree from Michigan after studying
playwriting at Iowa. Mike Warrell is
from Ohio State and Thompson, Hine
& Flory.
"We have a general practice. We
don't do any criminal work, and
we're trying to get out of domestic
relations. We represent a number of
small companies, and we're local
counsel for the Old Phoenix National
Bank. One client just sold a busi
ness—it wasn't General Motors, but it
was a million-dollar deal, and it was
a complex enough puzzle to involve
several attorneys.
"I have some interesting litigation
right now. One dispute is over the
proceeds (six figures) of a life insur
ance policy, and another is with Blue
Cross over what we think is a wrong
ful termination of a policy. Those are
new areas for me."
Haberman might strike one as a
quintessential city person—maybe it's
his New York accent—but he loves
being "close to the country." And he
likes the feel of a small town: "It's
pleasant to walk across the square to
the court house. You can go over and
talk to the judges if you have a ques-

Pat Jacobson is another who
entered the Law School as an older
student. She had earned her B.A.
degree nine years previously and in
the meantime had taken an M.A.
degree in Asian studies at Boston
University, taught in Hong Kong for
two years, and supported her hus
band through his Ph.D. at the Uni
versity of Michigan.
She decided on law school because
"I thought law training would give
me more credibility. And somebody
had to earn some money in our fam
ily!" While she was in school, the
Jacobsons lived in Cleveland and Carl
commuted to Oberlin; he is executive
director of the Oberlin Shansi Memo
rial Association, an international
educational exchange foundation
associated with Oberlin College.
Upon Pat's graduation they moved to
Oberlin and Pat commuted to her job
in Cleveland with Hahn, Looser,
Freedheim, Dean & Wellman.
"I decided after two years," says
Jacobson, "that I wanted something
that was a little closer to home—but
still a fast-track practice. A friend of
mind recommended this firm as one
with 'lots of other people like you.'"
Wickens, Herzer & Panza is, says
Jacobson, the largest firm between
Cleveland, Toledo, and Columbus. Its
24 attorneys (7 of them CWRU law
graduates) are divided into 6 depart
ments; it has offices in Florida, Colo
rado ("that's where our educational
law practice is concentrated"), and
Cleveland: "We shipped the labor
department over there because we
have a large labor practice in Cleve
land, Youngstown, and Pittsburgh—
and because they're the ones who
smoke cigars!"
Jacobson says: "We have as broad a
range as you'd find in any Cleve
land—or New York—practice. We
work hard, at least 45 billable hours
a week and about 50 on an average.
We have a reputation for doing topquality work—and turning it out fast,
which is increasingly rare. We think
we give our clients closer attention
than they would get from a very big
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firm, and probably at lower cost."
Jacobson's own work is mainly in
the area of health care. "We repre
sent a medium sized hospital in
Lorain County. I handle anything
from setting up an arrangement with
a helicopter for a trauma service, to
contracting for a preferred provider
organization, to informed consent, to
termination of life support. It's excit
ing but sometimes frustrating work;
the law is changing rapidly."
She also handles basic matters in
copyright, patents, and trademarks,
"though we farm out the application
process. And I advise the litigation
department on franchising and intel
lectual property. I'm also a resource
person in antitrust law. And of
course antitrust is becoming a big
issue in health care.
"I also handle special projects as
needed. I just put together a deal to
rehabilitate and expand a marina in
Sandusky. That involved UDAG
financing, industrial revenue bonds,
CDBG financing—public financing.
That was interesting. Very different
for me, and a great deal of fun."
Jacobson remembers that when she
first checked out law schools in the
60s most did not exactly welcome
women: "One school wanted one per
class; another might accept four per
cent." It pleased her in the 70s to
find that things had changed, and it
pleases her that four of her firm's
attorneys are women. She enjoys
telling the story of her small daugh
ter's visiting the office one day and
being flabbergasted to see men there:
"But Mommy—only girls can be
lawyers!"
In Brief asked Jacobson whether
she felt at all torn betw&n town and
gown, with one foot in the academic
community of Oberlin and the other
in blue-collar Lorain. "No," she said.
"They're both a part of the larger
community of Lorain County, and
they're related in that way. I have to
be concerned about the county. The
economy was almost exclusively
dependent on steel, and we've seen
some really bad times. The town of
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Lorain is coming back now, and I'm
excited to see that."
She points out the spruced-up
downtown storefronts, the old Ant
lers Hotel, newly cleaned and refur
bished, and a new shopping mall that
her firm had a hand in. "And Carl
has been instrumental in bringing
Chinese delegations here. It's nice to
feel that we can promote interna
tional trade for the county!"

Kirk J. Delli Bovi, '77

Murray & Murray
Sandusky, Ohio
Kirk Delli Bovi came to the Law
School, by way of Hobart College,
from Trumbull, Connecticut. His
father-in-law, John G. White, was a
1949 graduate and recommended the
school.
From the very beginning Delli
Bovi's ambition was to do trial work
from the plaintiff's perspective, and
he welcomed an opportunity to clerk,
as a first-year student, for the Murray
firm. He quickly decided, he says,
that the clerking experience would
teach him more than law books ever
could, and he put his best energies
into it, working "30 to 40 hours a
week" all the way through school,
shipping documents back and forth
via Greyhound bus.
The firm of nine lawyers is familycontrolled: the six partners are broth
ers and cousins. Delli Bovi says it
won't bother him if he's a permanent
associate: "The importarit thing is to
have responsibility, do the kind of
work I want to do, and be adequately
paid."
He is immensely proud of the firm:
"I think that as a group we're the
best litigators in the state. We try
novel cases, and we take risks. We
can afford to be very, very selective
in the cases we take. We've been
innovative—you won't find many
firms our size with in-house videotap
ing facilities; we're using multiple
cameras, split screen, special effects.

I know of no other firm between
Pennsylvania and Indiana, north of
Columbus, that does broad-based
plaintiffs' class-action work in all
areas, as we do."
As for his own practice, he says it
is "probably the most diverse you
have ever encountered. The case on
my desk is a class-action shareholder
suit involving a leveraged buy-out of
Cedar Point; here I'm working a little
bit in federal and state securities law.
This case on the floor has been con
ditionally certified as a class action;
we're representing about 15,000
people within five miles of a toxic
waste disposal site."
He points toward the far corner of
the office: "That case is Yeager v.
Teamsters] it was in the Ohio
Supreme Court in 1983; we won, and
it established the right to sue for
intentional infliction of emotional
distress. The next one over is Viock v.
Stowe Woodward] it was one of the
first employer-employee intentional
tort cases in the state; we got a ver
dict of $3,750,000 and it's now on
appeal.
"The case with the brown paper
bags and all the tapes is another
environmental class-action case
involving an aluminum processing
corporation. The next case over—
believe me, this is a highly organized
system!—involves an 18-year-old who
was shot and paralyzed by a sheriff's
deputy in 1978. Our verdict of
$10,240,000 was then the highest p.i.
verdict ever in the state. The next
two cases involve two fellows who
worked for a plastics company and
contracted cancer; one died last
July—we videotaped his testimony six
days before, in his hospital bed."

Delli Bovi obviously has the born
litigator's competitive spirit: "The
greatest challenge is that in all these
cases we're up against the largest
firms in the state or the country. In
the Cedar Point case, the other side
has Squire Sanders, Jones Day, and
Cravath in New York. It's always me
and one partner against 6 to 10 law
yers—who only litigate that one type
of case!
"With us it's securities law one day,
environmental the next, the next day
toxic tort, the next day product liabil
ity. I've got a UCC case next week. I
never took it in law school, I never
tried a UCC case. So I'm taking home
the UCC Service Digest, and I'll learn
commercial law this weekend. Learn
ing the law is the smallest part of a
case."
Delli Bovi has what is very nearly
scorn for complexity. "It's easy to
show how complex a case is. Look at
Cedar Point—the depositions are
probably three feet high. The impor
tant thing is to distill that three-foot
stack into a one-page argument that a
jury can make sense of. If law
schools could teach that—teach you
to disregard the baloney and see the
guts of a case—they could throw all
the books away."

Ronald E. Holtman, '67
Daniel H. Plumly, '78

Critchfield, Critchfield,
Critchfield & Johnston
Wooster, Ohio
The Critchfield name has been
prominent in Ohio law since the mid19th century. Lyman R. Critchfield,
Sr., was elected state attorney general
in 1863 at age 32. In 1891 he and his
son, Lyman Jr., formed a partnership
in Wooster; it dissolved around 1912.
The present Critchfield firm dates
from 1929, when Lyman Jr. and
Lyman Robert III (always known as
Robert) Joined up with John
McSweeney. Henry, Robert's brother,
joined the firm a year later.
McSweeney retired in 1936, and John
Johnston joined in 1945. The three
Critchfields are all deceased, and
Johnston is the senior partner.
The two younger Critchfields,
brothers Robert and Henry, both
graduated from Western Reserve's
Adelbert College and went on to the
Law School. Robert transferred after
two years; Henry graduated in 1930.
Ron Holtman was the next CWRU
law graduate to join the firm (in
1972), followed six years later by
Dan Plumly. In all, the firm has nine
lawyers, with a tenth joining this
summer.
A glance at Martindale-Hubbell
tells you that this is no typical small
town firm. The laws schools repre-

Ron Holtman

sented include Harvard, Michigan,
Northwestern; and a sizeable national
corporation—Rubbermaid, Inc., head
quartered in Wooster—heads an
impressive list of representative cli
ents.
"Bob Critchfield was instrumental
in the early days of Rubbermaid,"
explains Ron Holtman. "He was a
director of Rubbermaid, of Wooster
Brush, and of other companies that
had the home office or a division
here. He was an extraordinary law
yer. Our business sophistication
developed around him. John Johnston
—a former OSBA president, by the
way—reinforced it. The two of them
together developed the business side
of the firm."
Though the practice is "necessarily
general" and Holtman emphasizes
that "we do our share of divorces,
real estate transfers, and estate plan
ning," corporate and commercial law
has always been "the mainstay of our
business. We represent a great num
ber of small or closely held corpora
tions, and we frequently get into
more specialized areas like securities
law, corporate taxation, oil and gas,
and labor law. Our clientele is spread
over three or four counties, and we
deal with big-city lawyers as often as
with local firms."
Holtman came originally from
Rochester, New York. A high school
teacher steered him to Denison Uni
versity, and then he entered Case to
study mathematics—briefly, before
beating a retreat to law school. With
an ROTC obligation to fulfill, he
entered the Air Force JAG Corps.
Four years later, returning to civil
ian life, he found it hard to inter
view: "The law firms were a little
suspicious of a slightly older ex-GI,
and they wondered whether I'd fit in
with the younger associates. They

didn't understand my having spent
time in the military; many of their
younger people had managed to
evade the service in some way." He
jumped at John Johnston's offer to
join the Critchfield firm and has
never, he says, regretted the jump.
He has enjoyed the practice and has
become as devoted to his adopted
hometown as any third-generation
Woosterite.
Holtman describes himself, with a
certain self-deprecation, as "a utility
infielder," one of the two people in
the firm with the most general prac
tice. "I do a little bit of everything,"
he says, "about half of it business,
the other half personal. I run the title
insurance business here, and I'm the
one who's always persuading the
firm to buy new computer equip
ment.
"I have some interesting commer
cial and insurance defense litigation
pending right now, and three or four
real estate deals. I'm selling a piece
of commercial property in New York,
and it has been interesting to track
that through New York law. But I
also enjoy giving personal advice and
getting involved in community
affairs."
Dan Plumly grew up in Barnesville,
Ohio, in comparison with which
Wooster is a veritable metropolis. He
went to Muskingum College "and
found that I really liked that atmo
sphere—a liberal arts college adds a
lot to a small town." In law school he
gravitated toward taxation and securi
ties, becoming a disciple of Profes
sors Coffey and Cohen, but he never
craved a big-city life. A summer
clerkship with Critchfield and com
pany confirmed him in his belief that
"there is life beyond the 300-man
firm, and you don't have to go to
New York or Chicago or L.A. to find
legal work that is professionally satis
fying."
As an associate, Plumly began by
doing "a little of everything. I had
been on the National Moot Court
Team, so they gave me a lot of appel
late work, which I loved. In my sec
ond year I had four Court of Appeals
briefs to do in a month—and here, if
you write the brief, you do the argu
ment. I got a piece of all the firm's
interesting cases.
"At the same time I could develop
my own clientele. On a given day I
could be trying a case in municipal
court in the morning and be on the
phone to the FCC in the afternoon. I
got a lot of trial experience early.
"I do a lot of litigation, and negoti
ating deals, and thanks to Ron Coffey
I get into some securities work—
basically, structuring transactions
around public registration. Most of
our clients aren't large enough to go
out and do a full-blown registration.
Recently I've been in Minnesota
I developing a bond issue for a savings

and loan that's forming a finance
subsidiary. That's been fun."
Plumly admits that "we don't get
the Mobil/Marathon deal" and that
he feels a twinge of regret when he
goes annually to the Cleveland Bar's
securities seminar and hears his
classmates talking about "their latest
400-million deal. Ours are considera
bly smaller. But the questions are the
same."
Both Holtman and Plumly express
concern and some frustration over
the firm's difficulties in recruiting
first-rate young attorneys. "Everyone
who clerks here for a summer
accepts a job,” says Plumly. "The
problem is getting them here in the
first place."
"We'd really like to add more peo
ple," says Holtman. "If we did, we
could expand some areas of commer
cial practice, such as labor law, or
securities. In a small town you run
into conflict-of-interest questions all
the time, and the only real opportu
nity to expand is with clients who
have out-of-town business.
"We keep searching for talent, and
we make offers, but it frequently
comes down to the candidate choos
ing between us and a big firm in a
big city. The big city often wins."
Both Holtman and Plumly are so
well satisfied with their life and work

The Critchfield firm lovingly preserves the souvenirs of its past. Behind Dan Plumly is the
wooden sign on which Lyman Critchfield, Jr, pencilled: "Gone to Cuba, Back Soon, Wait—
April 26, '98."

that they can't quite believe it when
ever the big city scores another
recruiting victory. They like living
five minutes from the office, being
able to spend time with family and
still get in after-hours work at the
office. Plumly likes to play basketball
at the college over a long lunch hour.
Plumly notes that a new associate
in the firm is soon given independent
responsibility and that "the track to
partnership is fast—about three years.

Furthermore, we don't make people
compete for a slot, and we don't have
levels of partnership.
"My classmates thought I was
crazy when I came here," Plumly
continues, "but they don't sound as
happy now as I am. They're sweating
over firm politics, worrying about
how to maintain a family life, worry
ing about school systems and com
muting time. I've got to believe that
we have a lower burn-out rate."

Down Memory Lane:
CWRU Law School 1946 Revisited
by Leonard P. Schur, '48

Leonard P. Schur spent the first 20 years
after his graduation in 1948 as a real estate
developer and builder. He has taught real
estate and economics courses in the
Cleveland State University business school.
Since 1968 he has been a shlo^practitioner—
now considerably less than full-time. He
describes himself as "a househusband
extraordinaire!" He is also a collector of
memorabilia: if the reader doubts the
accuracy of any details in this article, Schur
can pull supporting documents out of his
personal archives. His hold on friendships is
equally powerful. He keeps up with most of
his classmates (confessing to horrendous long
distance phone billsl and is legendary among
them as the organizer of an unforgettable
25-year reunion in 1973.
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On February 12, 1946, the first
wave of World War II veterans
advanced upon the Franklin Thomas
Backus School of Law of Western
Reserve University at 2145 Adelbert
Road in pursuit of an LL.B. degree
and a career in the law. These vets,
together with several women and
non-vets, formed the first post-WorldWar-II class to enter law school. They
enrolled under an accelerated pro- ,
gram that provided for the comple
tion of three years of law school in
two calendar years. They would
attend three 16-week semesters
throughout the year without a sum
mer vacation.
Approximately 100 GIs in this class
were the beneficiaries of Public Law
346 and Public Law 16 of the Serv
icemen's Readjustment Act of 1944,
also known as the GI Bill, which
provided for the payment of tuition,
fees, books, and monthly subsistence
checks of $65 to a single vet, or $90
to a vet with dependents, by the
Veteran's Administration. The tuition.

believe it or not, was $195 a semester
or $17 per credit hour.
Several weeks prior to registration,
which took place on February 8 and
9, 1946, each student was mailed a
list of courses offered, the instructors
of all the courses, the required case
books, and a schedule of classes for
the 1946 spring semester.
The first-semester curriculum con
sisted of Rqal Property I, Personal
Property, Contracts I, Agency, and
Legal Writing I (which met on Satur
day mornings), taught by Frederick
Woodbridge, Clarence Finfrock, A. E.
Lipscomb, and Fletcher Andrews
respectively. Since there were only
four full-time members of the faculty
in early 1946 (Professors Finfrock,
Andrews, Clinton DeWitt, and
George N. Stevens), the Law School
had recruited Lipscomb as a visiting
professor from Baylor University and
Woodbridge from a downtown Cleve
land law firm. George Cook and
Edgar I. King joined the faculty for
the second semester in late June.
Mabel McWherter, LL.B., with her

assistant, Adelaide Guilfoyle, LL.B.,
administered the law library with an
iron hand and rendered excellent
service to the new students.
The school's staff consisted of only
three people: secretary Frances M.
Goff, assistant secretary Alma L.
Rice, and faculty secretary Lorraine
Esch. There was no registrar, no
director of admissions, no director of
placement, no director of develop
ment.
Shortly after classes began, study
groups of three, four, and five stu
dents banded together to discuss and
review the course material at regular
intervals. These study groups anx
iously awaited their first final exams,
which eventually took place as fol
lows: Real Property I, May 29;
Agency, June 1; Contracts I, June 4;
and Personal Property, June 7. Sev
eral of the study groups were pleas
antly surprised when they were
handed the Contracts I exam: the
seven questions on it were taken
verbatim from Ballantine's Problems
on Contracts, the same text they had
used for their review.
Many of these new law students
had been undergraduates at Western
Reserve four or five years earlier. But
it didn't take long for them to dis
cover a much different atmosphere
and environment in 1946, despite the
fact that the physical plant looked
much the same. Joseph C. Goulden,
in The Best Years 1945-1950 (New
York, Atheneum 1976, p. 71),
describes the atmosphere and envi
ronment at Duke University in words
that fit the Franklin Thomas Backus
School of Law in 1946:
An air of solemnity pervaded. There
was a determined preoccupation with
books and study, a frantic hurry to
finish, to earn the degree and enter
the job market, "to make up for lost
time," the five words that summa
rized the overriding goal of the post
war campus veteran.

The predominant thought on the
minds of these newly enrolled GIs
was to catch up. They were all trying
to get to the point in their lives
where they would have been if there
had not been a war.
Chesterfield Smith, a former presi
dent of the American Bar Association
quoted in The Best Years (p. 67), typi
fies these 1946 GIs. "The way I was
going before the war," Smith said, "I
didn't think I would have made it
through law school. But after the war
I felt I had something invested in my
country—five years of my life. I said
to myself, 'Boy, you've got to settle
down and make something of your
self, otherwise you ain't a gonna
'mount to nothin'. My classmates in
the forties, after the war, we wanted
to get on with our lives. We were
men, not kids, and we had the matu
rity to recognize we had to get what

The graduating class of February, 1948. The author is circled.

we wanted and not just wait for
things to happen to us."
In 1973, at a 25-year reunion, Fred
erick Woodbridge told the CWRU
Law School Class of February 1948
that they were the most dedicated
group of students he had ever met.
This first class of World War II
veterans ranged in age from 23 to 35
and had served their country for
periods of 2 to 5 years. A large per
centage of these ex-GIs had been
serving in the military less than 6
months earlier.
Almost every branch of the armed
forces and virtually every rank from
private to lieutenant commander was
represented here. Robert Pearson was
a gunner instructor for B-17 and B-29
bombers in the Air Corps. Martin
Franey was a member of the 473rd
Infantry. Frank Vargo was a navigator
in the 325th Ferry Squadron. Wilbur
Haas was a meteorologist in the Air
Corps. Sherman Helm was in the
Quartermaster Corps. During a lec
ture one might sit between the
youngest lieutenant commander in
the Navy, Adrian Fink, and a rifle
man from Company K 290th Infantry
of the 75th Division (the author) who
had been wounded in the Battle of
the Bulge; or between Air Corps pilot
Robert Krupansky and James
DeVinne, a ski-trooper in the 10th
Mountain Infantry Division.
Many in the class bore the marks
of battle. Several had lost a limb or
an eye, or had impaired hearing.
There were those who carried a plate
in the head and those with shrapnel
in the body.
Many were married and some were
already parents. Wives worked to
make ends meet so that husbands
could stay in school. It was not an
unusual sight to see married students

studying at home while tending their
children and sometimes the offspring
of their fellow classmates. One eve
ning Louis Fernberg, Jr., and I stud
ied with Delbert Cohon in his thirdfloor attic apartment on Ashbury
Avenue while he watched his two
toddlers during his wife's absence.
On other occasions 1 babysat the
Cohon children.
The cessation of hostilities and the
Japanese surrender in August 1945,
which brought an end to gasoline and
fuel rationing and the books of ration
coupons—the green and white stamps
that were as vital as money for shop
pers during the war—also created
many serious problems for the Amer
ican economy. The home front civil
ians as well as the returning veterans
faced not only the economic re
conversion from a war economy to a
peace economy, with its ensuing
shortages of clothing, automobiles,
and housing, but also the controls on
wages, prices, and rents that had
been necessary during the war. These
controls were not removed immedi
ately when the war ended, though
many argued that they should be.
The Office of Price Administration
(OPA), with its 73,000 employees,
operated this system of controls and
was detested by all Americans who
had money to spend. They couldn't
spend their savings or their war
bonds because the production of
items was stymied by price controls.
Why should a sane business man
strain himself producing trousers and
bathtubs to sell at a cheap controlled
price?
Cheating the controllers was the
game of the day. Money was slipped
under the table in many different
ways. There was black marketing
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and there were "tie-in sales." An auto
dealer would sell a used car (at a
controlled price) only to people who
would buy odd accessories such as a
lap robe for $100 and an extra jack
for $125. A man who wanted a bath
tub had to buy a medicine cabinet,
an ironing board, and a garage door
handle besides paying $8.25 above
the ceiling price of the bathtub.
Those who wanted a fifth of scotch
might be required to purchase, as
well, bottles of gin, rum, and cheap
wines. All this padding was an illegal
but unavoidable means of acquiring
needed goods. Most of the controls
were finally removed on November
24, 1946.
In late 1945 and early 1946 it was
almost impossible to purchase a suit,
because factories had not yet con
verted to civilian production. This
shortage was evident in the class
rooms: the first wave of GIs attended
classes in GTkhaki, ODs (olive
drabs), officers' gabardines and silks.
It took almost a full year before
clothes really became available to the
new, and the old, civilians. Richman
Brothers, at Ontario and Prospect,
sold suits on Fridays only, from 10
until noon. The price of a suit was
$17—that is, if you were lucky
enough to find your size.
Transportation to school was pri
marily by busses and street cars,
with the exception of a few students
who drove automobiles so worn out
that they were affectionately referred
to as "clunkers." These vehicles
emitted billows of oil smoke and
dripped oil from the crank case.
Their fenders were rusty and dented,
and some grilles were missing their
bars. Martin Franey remembers rid
ing downtown in John V. Corrigan's
car when the spring under the brake
pedal was broken; every time Corri
gan braked, he had to pull up the
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pedal with an attached piece of
clothesline. Despite the condition of
these autos, car pooling was the
order of the day. The shortage of
automobiles in 1946 was a direct
result of the auto industry's produc
tion of military vehicles to the total
exclusion of civilian transportation
and the lengthy lead time necessary
to convert from military to consumer
production.
In order to purchase a new car, one
had to file an application and put
down a deposit of $100 to get on a
waiting list that promised delivery of
the car within 18 to 24 months! The
family of classmate Wilbur Flaas
owned a Chevrolet agency. Yes,
before the first semester came to a
close a professor and several class
mates had purchased and were driv
ing new Chevrolet automobiles.
Another student, the late Charles
Goodwin, won a new car in a raffle.
The housing shortage in early 1946
almost defies description. The
Depression had staggered the homebuilding industry, and recovery was
barely under way when the war sent
home construction into another tailspin. With the nation concentrating
on munitions during the 45 war
months, most housing starts were
hastily constructed quarters for
defense workers—poor-quality stuff
intended to last only a few years.
And materials for repairs to existing
structures were unavailable.
NO VACANCY signs were posted
everywhere. The married students
were lucky to find third-floor attics
with shared bathroom facilities, or
two-room apartments with shared
facilities that had been cut from
larger apartments. If an apartment
was available, a prospective tenant
had to pay the superintendent or
landlord several hundred dollars
under the table in order to rent the

rooms at the controlled price set by
the OPA. In many instances, the
prospective tenant would also be
required to purchase the curtains,
rods, and furniture from the previous
tenant. Many single returning GIs
were forced to live with parents or
relatives. Others chose rooming
houses on campus or hotel rooms at
the Commodore or Fenway Hall.
Goulden (p.75) describes the vet
erans' attitude toward the housing
problem: "Gripe as they did, most
student vets philosophically accepted
the housing mess as an unpleasant
extension of wartime hardship, a
discomfort that could be endured
because school unlike war had a
definite completion date."
The law school had remained open
during the war with as few as four
students registered for many courses.
Extracurricular activities, such as the
Case Notes Board, Moot Court, Stu
dent Bar Association, and law frater
nities, were nonexistent in early
1946. However, the influx of two
new classes on June 17 and Septem
ber 30 quickly revived these activi
ties.
Intense and hard-working as the
veterans were, it was not all work
and no play. For some, the weekends
were highly explosive. The results
were evident on Monday mornings:
red eyes, hungover faces, and bodies
sleeping in the lounge or library.
Where have you been these past 40
years, Charles Squires Doherty?
During breaks between classes,
there were laughs—even over war
experiences. There was laughter in
the classroom on occasion, both from
the professor and from the students.
One Monday morning a contracts
professor asked William Curry, who
had had a rough weekend, this ques
tion: "If you were the plaintiff's attor
ney in this first case, what would you
advise?" The answer by Curry, who
was unprepared, was an emphatic "I
would advise the plaintiff to go and
get a good damn lawyer!" This same
student became one of the leading
personal injury trial lawyers in south
western Ohio.
The most colorful character of this
class was Proctor Patterson Jones. A
member of the Union Club, Jones
drove to classes in his small Americar
and strolled about the campus attired
in cowboy boots and hat while for
ever reciting lines of poetry and quo
tations from Shakespeare.
During the Real Property I course
James Hoffman became so enamored
with the legal term incorporeal heredi
taments that he has incorporated
these two words of legalese in his
conversations for the last four dec
ades.
At the 25th reunion of this class,
William Bashein said that he was
"grateful for the time in which I
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grew up, for the associations made at
law school." He also commented that
"people were a little nicer, not as
busy, more considerate, and less
impatient" during his law school
days than they are now.
At that reunion, another class
member, Byron Fair, reflected upon
his first quarter century of law prac
tice: "I am grateful to the Franklin
Thomas Backus School of Law of
Western Reserve University because
it has made a good life for me and
my family."
The class has produced more than
its share of judges and other notables.
Charles Richey, Robert Krupansky
and John V Corrigan are judges,
sitting respectively on the U.S. Dis
trict Court for the District of Colum
bia, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Sixth Circuit, and the Court of
Appeals of Ohio Eighth Appellate
District.
Roland Riggs retired from the
Washington County Court of Com
mon Pleas this year after serving two
terms. James DeVinne served for
twelve years as judge of the East
Cleveland Municipal Court and is
presently sitting by assignment in

various municipal courts throughout
Ohio. Adrian Fink retired from the
Cuyahoga County Court of Common
Pleas after almost 10 years on the
bench.
The late Alexander Roman sat on
the Cuyahoga County Court of Com
mon Pleas in both its General Divi
sion and Domestic Relations Divi
sion; he was mayor of Westlake,
Ohio, for almost two decades, and
Vincent Hlavin was Beachwood's
mayor for four years. Frank M. Gor
man was a Cuyahoga County com
missioner for several terms.
Barbara Edgar is married to Judge
Frank J. Gorman of the Cuyahoga
County Court of Common Pleas.
Frank Vargo is married to Judge Blan
che Krupansky, who sits on the Court
of Appeals of Ohio Eighth Appellate
District.
The late John Kellogg, one of two
black students in the class (the other
being Sherman Helm) was a council
man of Cleveland's old 18th ward for
20 years. He also served on the Cuy
ahoga County Port Authority and was
chief counsel for the Cuyahoga
County Regional Transit Authority.
Proctor Patterson Jones is an honor

ary consul general for the Republic of
Tunisia. Many of the rest of us have
been successful in the practice of law
both private and corporate, in teach
ing, and in the operation of success
ful businesses.
So our trip down memory lane of
forty years past has a beautiful end
ing. For most of us, our lives and our
careers have turned out successfully.
Those of us who were fortunate
enough to enter law school in Febru
ary 1946 and to graduate in February
1948 owe a deep debt of gratitude to
the GI Bill of Rights and the Franklin
Thomas Backus School of Law.

Study Leave in Australia
Or: How I Spent My Spring,
Summer, and Fall Vacation
by Sidney Picker, Jr.
Professor of Law

I

One year ago, at the end of the spring semester, Professor Picker's class in Wills, Trusts, and
Future Interests surprised him with a bon voyage party, complete with a special map-ofAustralia cake.

"Are you happy to be home?" I
was asked by external affairs director
Kerstin Trawick shortly after the
New Year. (I had, after all, just
returned from a fall semester leave of
absence on a Fulbright Grant to Mel
bourne, Australia.) As I gazed on the
snow-sodden scene surrounding
Gund Hall, my mouth said "yes" but
my mind concluded that the shortest
route to depression was a straight
line from Melbourne to Cleveland in
January. Hearing my mind, not my
mouth, Kerstin asked, if I'd had so
much fun Upside Down, would I
mind mouthing about "how I spent
my summer vacation" for In Brief.
Only after she announced that the
due date would be six weeks away—
the next century in academe—did I
agree.
As the next century came (and
went, for deadline as we all know is
synonymous with guideline) I realized
Kerstin's request offered me the
opportunity to recall and relive (if not
altogether reorder) my preceding Oz23

like eight months on the other side of
the rainbow.
The Fulbright Grant to Australia,
the raison d'etre for my leave of
absence, was of sentimental signifi
cance to me and my relationship to
the Law School. This was, after all,
my second Fulbright to Australia.
The first, in 1968, was also my debut
as a teacher, for I had spent the pre
ceding nine years in private practice
(Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp) in Los
Angeles and in government service
(White House and Eximbank) in
Washington, D.C. Following that first
Australian experience I decided to
test my teaching wings on American
students and accordingly came to
Cleveland in 1969, initially as a visit
ing associate professor. Either I
passed or the Law School failed, for
the relationship became permanent.
Now, endowed with full professor
ship, tenure, and age, I was returning
to the scene of my prime, again
under Senator Fulbright's auspices.'
The purpose of the research grant
was to work with two Australian
colleagues (Professor David Allan of
Monash University's Law School and
Dr. Mary Hiscock of the University
of Melbourne Law School) on a mul
tiyear Pacific Basin research project
still under way. My part called for
consideration of the compatibility of
any Pacific Basin regional trade or
ganization with the global trade struc
ture of the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade, or GATT. (GATT,
for the uninitiate, is that muchcriticized middle-aged step-sibling to
the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund responsible for regu
lating international trade activity.)
More by need and happenstance
than by design, GATT has governed
global trade relations since 1947. As
American, European, and Japanese
trade warriors have made clear in
fractious headlines, trade patterns
since that date have altered substan
tially. Some suggest that the global
GATT—like the old dinosauricdimensioned world-spanning ocean
liners that have given way to smaller,
more efficient streamlined cruise
ships confined to regional waters—is
equally outdated and should be
replaced by sleeker self-serving
regional trade organizations, such as
Europe's Common Market, The pur
pose of my research was to deter
mine the shape of an Asia/Pacific
regional entity withdut simultane
ously having to inter the global ante
cedent. In other words, can a Pacific
regional trade entity be established
which enhances rather than excludes
trade with the remainder of the
globe?
'I had in fact returned briefly once before,
in 1980, as a part of a trifurcated sabbati
cal year in South Africa, Australia, and
New York.
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Once my wife and I received news
of the grant award, we immediately
embarked on the business of finding
reasonable accommodation in Mel
bourne. Having been there before
helped, but only marginally, for, not
withstanding Australia's image as the
last frontier, 90 percent of its people
crowd into six substantially (hence
most substandardly) freeway-free
cities. With about three million of
them asserting an unwritten constitu
tional right to horizontal (read "sub
urban") living, "life in the fast lane"
lacks all meaning to Melbournians.
Quite the contrary, they settle daily
for centimetering their way to work
through tram-choked traffic, a chore
beyond my midlife patience-span and
my wife's (lack of) right-hand-driving
ability. Consequently, we forewent
house rental in favor of a commutefree guest flat in Ormond College,
one of Melbourne University's more
urbane and moss-stained institutions.
Winston Churchill once said of the
English-speaking countries that we
were all divided by a common lan
guage; he could have corollaried that
with a subdivision for uncommon
institutions. An Australian "college"
(of which there are many on any
university campus) is unique, unlike
anything in the free (or frozen)
world, and can best be described as a
cross between a British college and
an American fraternity house. It
consists of students and faculty (in
Ormond's case, about 300 of the
former, 40 of the latter) who share
not only the bed and board basics but
also social and sports activities as
well as a mixed grill of intellectual
opportunities—in sum, an academic
Sun City for all. The academic com
ponent consists of quasi-compulsory
creditless "tutorial courses" designed
to give the students a leg up on the
courses they are taking for credit in
the university. Included as fringes are
guest lectures (on any subject), art
and music studio facilities, and the
like. Filling up two or three guest
flats with visiting foreign fauna such
as me and my wife apparently lends
tone to the place, and the quid pro
quo is that we are to take part in
college life—that is to say, give ancF
attend the odd lecture and, generally,
mix it up with the locals. This we
did, and loved it!
,
Ormond College can best be
described as an academic Camelot, a
wholly delightful albeit artificial selfcontained world of Renaissance pro
portion but Liliputian pretension.
(Even the architecture fits—the style
is Dripcastle Gothic designed by
Disneyland.)
The central life of the college
revolved around the grand ceremony
of dining (preceded by sherry, fol
lowed by port), which took place in a
wonderously baronial all-too-

authentic^ Tudor-style hall through
which the faculty marched nightly,
enshrouded in academic gowns, to
High Table (a raised dais at one end
of the room). There, after appropriate
moments of worship by the
unwashed at the multitudinous low
tables beneath us, we ate jointed Tbm
Jones roasts, wined off Australian
vineyards, and whined on about
everything from the universal big
bang theory to sleep therapy, from
Seurat's Impressionist stippling to the
sex life of nearby sperm whales (or,
occasionally, nearby students).
All that saved this setting from
degenerating into pompous academic
oneupmanship (available at similar
Atlantic institutions) was the natu
rally open nonconfrontational matey
nature of Australian students and
faculty. Here you could pursue at
leisure not only your own interests
but everyone else's as well, thus
becoming an academic busybody—
without having to prove how smart
you were. Should you wish, just for
the fun of doing it you could sculpt
with the resident artist, harpsichord
with the choral director, build and fly
an ornothopter (grotesque but grand),
or join the bio-types in their off-shore
swims with those sexy sperm whales.
Liberally interspersed were the occa
sional unplanned beery bull sessions
with students till 2 a.m., or the
planned but equally beery faculty
do's till even later.
In addition to the foregoing,
Ormond's (and, by extension, Austra
lians') gregarious friendliness pro
vided a cocoon of kindness, whatever
the occasion, as I soon found when
my wife and I received an invitation
to a black-tie affair in honor of
Monash Law School's 25th anniver
sary. When I heard the invitation was
black tie, I politely declined on the
ground that, while I did own the
requisite paraphernalia, my 44-pound
priority-packing system precluded its
inclusion in my luggage.
Sorry, I was told, but my atten
dance was de rigueur as I was one of
Monash's earliest foreign visitors,
going all the way back to 1968.
Eine, says I, I have a dark blue suit
and will wear that.
Wrong, I'm told. The governorgeneral (Australia's head of state,
representing HRH QE2) will be in
attendance. Rent one.
The logic of this argument escaped
me, but what did not escape me was
the fact that I could not rent the
requisite duds for under $55. What I
failed to figure was the communal
advantages of living at Ormond,
where Mission Possible came to the
rescue. With all the spirit of an
Israeli kibbutz I found myself spec
tacularly turned out, Cinderella^Heated solely by two romantic but wholly
inadequate fireplaces.
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fashion, in borrowed gear from
everyone in residence (be he student
or faculty) who even remotely
approximated my size.
The dinner itself was splendid—400
betied and bejeweled law school
alums and spouses (some my stu
dents from 18 years earlier) stuffed
into the Great Hall of the Classes (the
Grand Gallery of Melbourne's jar
ringly modern Brobdingnagiandimensioned art museum) looking
tres elegants midst thousand-power
candlelight. The only disjointed
note—a uniquely Australian touch—
was provided by the very proper
waiters, each correctly encased in
white tie and tails, drifting through
the crowd before dinner, dispensing
alcoholic refreshment. In one hand,
appropriately enough, was a towelclad champagne bottle, but in the
other, equally diapered, was a mag
num of beer!
After six such delightful months of
random Aussification my wife and I
finally—in November—began our
summer vacation (from which we
had been cheated by reason of Aus
tralia's reverse academic year which
tracks its upside-down geography),
and we spent the succeeding two
months pestering the Burmese, Thais,
and Indians before returning to our
North Coast pumpkin in the snow.

A Correction
A note in the January In Brief about
the John Wragg Kellogg award erro
neously stated that the contribution
establishing the award came "from
the Regional Transit Authority." Of
course, it was Kellogg's colleagues at
the RTA who personally made contri
butions in his memory.

1985 Distinguished
Recent Graduate
Edward G. Kramer, '75

In 1984 the Alumni Association
established the Distinguished Recent
Graduate Award, to recognize
"exceptional or extraordinary
accomplishment" by a graduate of
ten years or less. Last September the
1985 award was presented to Edward
G. Kramer, '75, executive director
and co-founder of Cleveland's
Housing Advocates, Inc.
Kramer's interest in housing justice
goes back at least to his
undergraduate years at Kent State
University, where he founded the
Commuter and Off-Campus Student
Organization, still in existence there.
In the aftermath of the May 4
shootings, when the university closed
and students were ordered home,
those living off campus stood to lose
thousands of dollars in security
deposits and rent. COSO organized
protests and landlord-boycotts, and
Kramer found himself involved in the
National Tenants Organization and
eventually chairman of its 10-state
midwest region.
In law school he continued his
development as an activist. "I'm still
grateful to Dean Cowen," he says,
"for the opportunities he gave to
students." Kramer involved himself
in the Law Students Civil Rights
Research Council, a student adjunct
to Lawyers for Civil Rights Under
Law. When a student study of the
county's small claims courts showed
that the courts were being used
primarily by businesses ("They were
a collection agency funded by tax
dollars") and not as intended, Kramer
and a classmate, Philip Star (later the

executive director of the Cleveland
Tenants Organization) wrote a
people's guidebook to small claims
courts. Through the dean's good
offices, the Cleveland Bar Association
published 30,000 copies and helped
to distribute them all over the state.
The book has since been reprinted.
Kramer also, as a student here,
founded the Law and Housing Journal
and inaugurated an annual Law and
Housing Conference. The school had
no clinical program then, so Kramer
found his own: he worked with
Lawyers for Housing, an
ABA-sponsored project, funded in
Cleveland by the Cleveland Bar and
the Gund and Ford foundations. Like
most public-interest law
organizations, Lawyers for Housing
lasted about five years, and it was
running down by the time Kramer
graduated from law school. In June,
1975, Housing Advocates was
formed—a "second generation" that
has now endured a decade.
"Funding was a struggle," Kramer
admits. But after three pretty lean
beginning years, when it had only
federal funds. Housing Advocates
began to receive support from private
sources, specifically the Ford, Gund,
and Cleveland foundations. Kramer
has a special affection for the Gund
Foundation: "I studied law in George
Gund Hall, and George Gund has
been one of the lights of my legal
career. The foundation has given us
consistent support now for over
seven years, and the staff have been
wonderful. That foundation is
visionary!"
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Housing Advocates reached a
funding pinnacle in the late 70s, with
public and private monies, and in
those Carter years was involved in
several national projects. The change
of administration meant an
immediate 40 percent cut in its
federal funding. "We had a lot of
payless days," says Kramer. "That is,
we paid the support staff, but the
lawyers just toughed it out." The
organization survived, found new
funding sources, and now, Kramer
believes, is "in an upswing." Its
annual budget is about $125,000, and
the paid staff number seven, four of
them lawyers. And there are always
two or three volunteers.
Over the years, some 65 or 70
volunteers have come through the
organization, many now practicing
attorneys and at least 6 of them,
according to Kramer, making a career
of promoting housing justice. "Maybe
our greatest accomplishment is to be
a training ground for young
idealists—no, strike 'young'! We've
shown them that one can make a
living as a do-gooder."
"Housing justice in all forms" is
the way Kramer defines the mission
of Housing Advocates. "We are
flexible, and we are coalitionbuilders. We're ready to address
different kinds of problertis, as new
needs arise, and we're happy to work
with people and organizations. We're
not concerned about turf."
Fair housing has always been a top
priority—for minorities, for women,
and (an increasing concern) for the
handicapped. Foreclosures are always
an issue, and landlord/tenant matters
get constant attention. "We get about
4,000 telephone calls a year," says
Kramer, "from tenants or landlords
with questions about their rights. We
answer the questions, and that's
totally pro bono. We often refer
cases—sometimes, for instance, to
Phil Star's Cleveland Tenants
Organization."
"Affordable housing" may be,
currently, the hottest housing topic.
One aspect of it is manufactured
housing, i.e., mobile homes. In Ohio,
says Kramer, nearly 325,000 persons
live in such housing. "About 80
percent own their own homes, but 73
percent of those are on rented lots.
That gives an awful lot of power to
the landlord. We recently won a
landmark case before the state
supreme court—a unahimpus
decision!—establishing that those
landlords have to have just cause for
eviction. We've been working hard
on that over the last five years,
through the court system and
through legislative action."
In 1950, says Kramer, 75 percent of
the American population could
reasonably believe that they would
be able to buy a home. Now only 25
percent have any hope of achieving
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"that American dream of home
ownership." That has led Housing
Advocates to look into the housing
stock of Cleveland's inner city and to
inquire what are the obstacles to
rehabilitation and development. "We
found out that the city laws were
filled with restrictive building
requirements that had no relation to
quality or safety. Often the building
code and the fire code would have
different standards. We've proposed
legislation that we think can save 20
percent on rehabilitation costs."
Working with the Housing Our
Citizens Committee, the Advocates
sought to bring into Cleveland "a lot
of small developers who build in the
suburbs but wouldn't touch the city.
We worked with the land bank and
the U.S. Mortgage Company (whose
president, Steve Bloom, was
chairman of the committee). With a
$30,000 loan, we held a competition
for the design and development of a
house—3 bedrooms, at least 1200
square feet—that would sell for less
than $50,000." The first such house,
at East 93rd and Hough, opened last
November. "We never thought of
ourselves as bankers or developers,"
Kramer says, "but the organization
changes according to what the needs
are."
Kramer's own interests have
expanded beyond housing questions,
and it would be unfair to portray him
as a single-issue lawyer. A second
very major focus has been advocacy
for the handicapped. "About five
years ago," he explains, "I got
involved on a pro bono basis with a
group of parents of handicapped
children. This had to do with misuse
of federal funds, and I knew a lot
about the requirements of federal
funding." It happened that one of
those parents was an influential Ohio
Republican, and Kramer found
himself appointed by then-Governor
James Rhodes as chairman of a new
state agency, the Ohio Protection and
Advocacy System for
Developmentally Disabled Persons.
Kramer's resume lists a number of
other civic or professional activities.
Dennis Kucinich appointed him to
the Mayor's Committee for the
•
Employment of Handicapped
Persons, and the county
commissioners appointed him to the
Citizens' Advisory Committee for
Economic Development. He is a
trustee of the Muscle Disease Society
of Northeast Ohio, trustee and
secretary of the Cuyahoga County
Urban Homesteading Corporation,
and special counsel to the Ohio
attorney general. He served for six
years on the Law School's Visiting
Committee, and he was a member of
the Manufactured Housing Advisory
Council of the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
He has also published four law

review articles and is co-author of
two federally-sponsored publications:
"Consumer Guide Book on Mobile
Home Living," published by the U.S.
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare: and "Regional Housing
Mobility Guidebook," written for
HUD and published by the
Government Printing Office.
Kramer's non-housing activities led
him to form his own law
firm—"because I couldn't do those
things out of Housing Advocates."
First a solo practitioner, he's now a
partner in a four-person firm, Kramer
& Tobocman Co., L.P.A. "We do a
little of everything," says Kramer.
"Everything from construction claims
in Saudi Arabia and South Korea to
civil rights employment cases against
municipalities. We've had some
successes—recently helping ten
women become firefighters in the
City of Cleveland."
Kramer finds himself "drawn more
and more into private practice" and
enjoying exposure to different areas
of the law. It takes a conscientious
effort to maintain a balance. "When I
go to conferences," he says, "I find
that other directors of public-interest
organizations are very much
interested in that symbiotic
relationship—having a private
practice, and maintaining trust as an
advocate for the public interest. It
isn't easy to serve two masters. But
thanks to the Housing Advocates
staff. I've been able to."
When Kramer talks about the tough
spots in his career, he makes it plain
that he's had "a lot of support at
home." His wife, Roberta, is a
district manager of the Research
Institute of America—and,
incidentally, one of the Law School's
champion volunteers at the
fund-raising Telethon. Accepting his
award last September, Ed Kramer
remarked that it's often said that
behind every successful man is a
woman, but that Roberta had never
been behind him: "She's either in
front or right beside."
-K.E.T.

Phlegm Snopes Basketball
Tournament
For one wild week in February the
Law School community was caught
up in the annual Phlegm Snopes
Basketball Tournament. Over 140
students (augmented by 2 members
of the faculty, well-known sportsman
Steve Bulloch, '74, and rookie prof
Bill Marshall) participated as players,
and dozens of others refereed, kept
time or score, and performed the
countless necessary organizational
chores.
The players sorted themselves into
17 teams (the most ever in tourna
ment history). Whatever they may
have lacked in athletic finesse they
made up in creative nomenclature:
the Dreadful Lusty Trolls, Team
Fowl, 5 Guys Who Bowl, the 4 Inch
Vertical Leaps, the Moneygrubbers,
and the Supreme Court were this
writer's favorites.

Professor Arthur Austin with his impressive collection of Snopesiana, unequalled in
the western world.

Professor Bill Leatherberry, '68, claimed that
he wanted Mel Turpin's autograph for his
daughter Wendy. Leatherberry, by the way,
is 6'2".

Mel 'Turpin again—this time with Jerry
Grisko, Brian Deveau, and John Karlovek,
all '87.

February 20 saw the grand finale.
At the Richfield Coliseum, before a
Cavs/Pistons game and a goodly
crowd of cheering law students, the
Henchmen defeated the Thundering
Herd to win the tournament. Terry
Heeter, '88, was named MVP, and the
Sportsman of the Year Award (new
this year) was presented to Prof Bul
loch.
Tournament Commissioner Arthur
Austin, a man of unquestioned good
judgment and objectivity, declared
that the 1986 tournament was the
most successful in Phlegm Snopes
history. He particularly credited John
Karlavek, Jerry Grisko, and Brian
Deveau, all '87, with hours of hard
work that paid off in a Good Time
For All.
Though In Brief has treated Phlegm
Snopes over the years with a certain
levity, readers should be aware that
the whole affair is fundamentally no
joke. After the final hard-fought game
in February Professor Austin, watch
ing the exhausted players leave the
court, was heard to remark to a col
league: "They take it very seriously."
Retorted the colleague: "What do
you mean, THEY?"
Austin takes it seriously and puts
his own considerable effort into it
because, in his words:

nament officials become acquainted.
First-year students tell me that this is
the best vehicle available to meet
upper-class colleagues. And I think it
makes a significant contribution to
integrating the black students into the
fabric of the institution.
2} PSBT fosters school spirit. Play
ing on the court of the Richfield Coli
seum and then watching the Cavs
while partying in a loge is a package
that cannot be duplicated. It gives our
students an edge over other law
schools in bragging rights. The admis
sions office uses it as a recruiting tool.
Simply stated, other law schools can
not match it.
3f The tournament contributes to
placement. In 1985 Ernst & Whinney
bought 20 tickets and distributed
them among the management. To our
delight, E&W people came to the
party, met our students, and went
away with a positive impression of the
Law School.
4} The tournament brings students
and alumni together. Eormer players
are now alumni; they attend the game
and party, and they bring lawyer
friends. The next years will see the
participation of alumni teams; we
would have had some this year but for
a last-minute snafu that had the final
game on a Thursday.
-K.E.T.

11 Students from the three classes
"cross-fertilize" and get to know each
other during the rigors of competition.
Likewise, the players, fans, and tour
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Trustees Grant
Retroactive J.D. Degree
In 1964 the Case Western Reserve
Law School ceased granting the Bach
elor of Laws (LL.B.) degree and—
along with virtually all the nation's
law schools—began conferring the
Juris Doctor or J.D. degree.
Provision was made for earlier
graduates to use the new nomencla
ture if they wished—and many of
them did. Upon application to the
secretary of the university and pay
ment of a fee, the LL.B. graduate
would receive a diploma-like certifi
cate stating that "John Doe, having
received the degree of Bachelor of
Laws . . . , by action of the Board of
Trustees is entitled to the designation
Juris Doctor."
For many LL.B. graduates, that was
never satisfactory
Last December the Board of Trust
ees approved, in effect, the retroac
tive granting of the Juris Doctor
degree and authorized the issuance of

a certificate with new wording: "The
trustees of the university have admit
ted John Doe, having received the
degree of Bachelor of Laws . . . , to
the degree of Juris Doctor."
The new certificate is larger than
the previous one. It is the same size
as the diploma presented to current
graduates.
Any pre-1964 graduate who wishes
to have the new certificate should
address a request, with a check for
$50 payable to Case Western Reserve
University, to:
Patricia B. Kilpatrick
Secretary of the University
Adelbert Hall
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106

mm

On the recommendation of the Faculty of

The Franklin Thomas Backus School of Law
The Trustees of the University have admitted

William Hugh Robin
Having received the Degree of Bachelor of Laws
on February First Nineteen Hundred Sixty One
to the Degree of

juris Doctor
Given at Cleveland Ohio January sixteenth Nineteen Hundred Eighty Six

The university's commencement office kindly produced for In Brief a mockup of the new J.D.
certificate. This is what it looks like.
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A New Alumni
Directory
The Law School will publish a new
alumni directory this year, rather
different from the directories pro
duced earlier, in 1978 and 1984.
Those were produced by external
publishing companies at no cost to
the Law School but at substantial cost
to those graduates who purchased the
books: the 1984 directory sold for
about $40.
The 1986 directory will be an inhouse production, generated from the
school's computerized alumni address
records, and it will be mailed free of
charge to every law school graduate.
(But it will not be otherwise distrib
uted.)
Every graduate should have
received—and by now should have
returned—a questionnaire form show
ing the address information on record
and providing space for corrections.
The records staff will enter correc
tions, will attempt to telephone
alumni who did not return question
naires, and finally will transfer all
information from computer to print
ing press.
The Law School's Office of Publica
tions and External Affairs has charge
of the project. Questions or late
address changes (preferably in writ
ing) should be directed there. Kerstin
Trawick, the director, says that the
new directory should be in the mail
some time this summer and that, if
all goes well, there will be another in
two years.

Ethics Conference
On March 3 the university's Center
for Professional Ethics sponsored a
conference at the Law School on
"The Power of the Lawyer." Profes
sor Robert P. Lawry delivered the
main address, entitled "The Will to
Power: Nietzsche as Lawyer."
Beginning with an overview of
Nietzsche's psychological insights into
the will to power, Lawry discussed
the two major moral issues for law
yers as examples of the will to power.
The first issue he described as the
lawyer's stance vis-a-vis the world on
behalf of a client. The danger here is
that the lawyer may treat others
immorally by uncritically carrying
out the directions of the client. The
second issue he described as the
issue of "paternalism," in which the
lawyer abuses the client in an exer
cise of the lawyer's own will to
power. These two dangers can usu
ally be avoided, said Lawry, if the
lawyer remembers the fiduciary
nature of the relationship with the
client and if the lawyer remembers
that the primary obligation of law
yers is to the "processes, procedures,
and institutions of the law."

James R. Skirbunt, McDonald,
Hopkins & Hardy, responded to
Lawry's remarks by filing what he
called "a partially concurring and
partially dissenting opinion." While
not denying that lawyers have a
strong obligation to the legal system,
Skirbunt questioned how they could
fulfill that obligation when either the
substantive law pushes lawyers into
extreme positions for their clients or
the system itself is politicized for one
reason or another. Agreeing with
Lawry that the actual trial of a law
suit is a rare thing and that the law
yers' goal in most civil cases is to
settle, Skirbunt also asked rhetori
cally how the "paternalism" issue
can be handled when clients them
selves sometimes want their lawyers
to behave in an "extreme" manner.
The conference, attended by about
30 students, ended with a spirited
question-and-answer session.
This was one of a series of eight
conferences on "The Power of the
Professional Person" that the Center
for Professional Ethics has sponsored
during the year. Other professions
examined included social work, engi

neering, nursing, management, medi
cine, teaching, and dentistry.
Lawry, the center's chairman, said
the concentration on individual pro
fessions "marked a departure from
the center's usual practice of sponsor
ing conferences and seminars which
cut across professional lines. We are
still committed to the proposition that
many of the problems facing every
profession are similar," he added,
"but we need to catch the attention
of individual professional groups.
One good way to do this is to offer
periodic programs just for lawyers or
doctors or social workers. We hope to
convince at least some of these pro
fessionals that ethical thinking and
decision-making can be most profit
ably understood in a broader, multidisciplined format. So we went into
the individual schools with the hope
we could attract some folks to leap
into the larger arena with us."

Ault Competition: The Second Year

Kevin Williams (winner), Jim O'Brien (runner-up), Barbara (Mrs. William E.j Davis, and Judge
John V. Corrigan, '48.

The yearlong Jonathan M. Ault
Moot Court Competition culminated
the last week of February in a roundrobin tournament. Eight students had
been selected to participate: James
Burns, Janice Fields, Richard
Gronsky, Kathryn Hartrick, Suzanne
Kaura, Kenneth Kukec, James
O'Brien, and Kevin Williams.
O'Brien (fall semester) and Wil
liams (spring semester) won the Wil
liam E. Davis Award for best briefs.
Williams was named best-overall in
the competition (based on the briefs
and the first round of oral argu
ments), and in the final round he
defeated O'Brien to be named best
oral advocate—though the presiding
judge, John V Corrigan, '48 (Ohio
Court of Appeals, Eighth District)
gave the decision in the case to
O'Brien.
O'Brien was representing a dis
missed school teacher who was suing
the school board, claiming that he
had a right to be recalled to work.
The board moved for summary judg
ment, and O'Brien convincingly
argued against the motion. Judge
Corrigan demonstrated that despite
12-1/2 years on the appellate bench
he can still handle a trial court pro
ceeding—though he said afterwards
that he was a little disappointed that
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he hadn't been able to get Williams
and O'Brien to settle.
Corrigan was joined on the bench
by two practicing trial attorneys, who
took no part in the trial action but
had a vote in the evaluation of the
two advocates. They were Thomas A.
Heffernan, '64, of Spangenberg, Shibley, Traci & Lancione, and Aaron
Jacobson, of Jacobson, Maynard,
Kalur & Tuschman.
Williams, who walked off with
most of the prizes, is from Stratford,
Connecticut. He graduated from
Fairfield University and taught high
school history and social studies for
two years before coming to law
school. O'Brien, the tournament
runner-up, is another New Englander,
whose home is in Vermont and
whose B.A. is from the state univer
sity.
'The Ault Competition is named for
a 1983 alumnus who died of cancer
within weeks of his graduation. Led
by his father, Charles R. Ault, '51,
family, friends, and classmates con
tributed to a memorial fund which,
Charles Ault and Dean Gellhorn
decided, would be used to support an
intramural moot court competition
for third-year students.
The death last year of William E.
Davis, '48, Charles Ault's law partner
at Baker & Hostetler, likewise

Participating attorneys Aaron Jacobson and
Thomas A. Heffernan, '64.

resulted in a memorial fund. The
long friendship between the Davis
and Ault families suggested that the
two funds might be combined, and
recently the university's Board of
Trustees effected the merger. Now
the fund is officially named the Jona
than M. Ault/William E. Davis
Memorial Fund, and the award for
best brief in the Ault Competition
carries the Davis name.
In this its second year of existence
the Ault Competition attracted 17
competitors. After the fall semester
the number was cut to 8 for the final
round.

The competition is different from
the Dunmore and other moot court
competitions in that the arguments
take place in trial court rather than in
a court of appeals. The students are
required to prepare pleadings,
motions, affidavits, and other neces
sary papers. The quality of the writ
ten work counts heavily in the scor
ing.
The problems for both rounds were
written by Kenneth Margolis, '76, of
the Law School's clinical faculty, and
Kenneth W. Oswalt, '86. Mary Kay
Kantz and David Fantauzzi (Research,
Advocacy, and Writing instructors)
graded the first round, and Fantauzzi
graded the final round.
Both problems this year involved
public sector labor relations. In the
first round students argued a case
involving a request for a preliminary
injunction by sanitation workers
claiming unsatisfactory working con
ditions. The case was litigated under
the Ohio statute that created the State
Employment Relations Board. Judges
of the first round competition were
Frank J. Gorman, '48, Leo M. SpeT
lacy, '59, Lloyd O. Brown, Richard J.
McMonagle, '67, and Keith Ashmus.

News of Mock Trial
by Randall Reade, '87

The Law School's Mock Trial Board
has had an active year advancing the
interests of litigation among students
and fielding teams in interscholastic
competition.
The first major event this year was
the Intramural Mock Trial Competi
tion, organized by Randall Reade,
'87. Open to all students—and for the
first time, even to first-year stu
dents—the competition presented the
participants with a simple negligence
case and required an opening state
ment, a cross-examination, and a
direct examination of five minutes
each.
For the elimination rounds, the
board rounded up area litigators,
judges, and law teachers to judge the
participants and to give-them written
comments on their performance. The
finals drew an almost-capacity crowd
to the moot court room. They got a
realistic show, complete with court
reporters and a lay jury. Richard M.
Markus, chief judge of the Ohio
Court of Appeals, Eighth District,
presided, and David Blackner and
John Majoras were the winners.
In preparation for interscholastic
competition Professor James McElha30

ney drilled team members. They
survived the ordeal, and McElhaney
finally admitted, "I like what I'm
seeing."
Thus fortified, the National Mock
Trial Team—Charles Norchi, James
O'Brien, Kenneth Kukec, John Majotas (all '86), and Deborah Michelson
and Timothy Ivey ('87) forged on to
Cooley Law School in Lansing, Michi
gan. They returned without the prize
but with the considerable benefit of
the experience.
Meanwhile, Randall Reade and '
Todd Rosenberg went to Pittsburgh to
compete in the Allegheny Competi
tion sponsored by the Acaflemy of
Trial Lawyers. They took along their
witnesses—Robin La Peters, Brendan
Delay, and Jennifer Larabee—and
RAW instructor Kathryn Mercer, '83,
who had acted as coach and adviser.
The trial went smoothly, but the
team was unprepared for the aggres
sive tactics of their Duquesne oppo
nents. Todd Rosenberg said, "We
knew they would be tough when
they had four pre-trial motions to
dismiss, based on obscure Pennyslvania law we never knew existed. They
eventually had about twelve written

motions. We quickly learned to think
on our feet." The Duquesne team
eventually won the competition, as
they have for the past five years.

Visiting Lecturers (including the chief justice)
During the drab, gray months of
the winter, life at the Law School was
considerably brightened by a truly
stellar procession through the build
ing of visiting lecturers, including the
chief justice of the United States.
In January Professor Geoffrey R.
Stone, a nationally known scholar in
the field of constitutional law, came
from the University of Chicago to be
the Eugene S. and Blanche R. Halle
Scholar in Residence (with the sup
port of the Cleveland Foundation).
He spoke at a faculty workshop on
"Antipornography Legislation as
Viewpoint Discrimination" and
addressed the Academy on "The
Reagan Administration, the Supreme
Court, and the Constitution."
In addition he taught Professor
Barbara Snyder's Civil Rights class,
spent an hour with Professor Jona
than Entin's Constitutional Law II,
and met with the Women's Law Asso
ciation.
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
came on Presidents' Day as Sumner
Canary Lecturer. For an hour in the
morning he fielded student questions
in the moot court room, and at noon,
at a Faculty/Alumni Luncheon
attended by some 550 alumni and
friends, he argued the case for a
special intercircuit federal appeals
court. He then delivered the Sumner
Canary Lecture at Severance Hall;
entitled "We the People," his address
focused on the Constitution and its
200-year history.
A second Sumner Canary Lecturer,
Judge A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., of
the Third Circuit Court of Appeals,
spent a day at the school in early
March. He breakfasted with the
Black Law Students Association and
invited guests. At noon, under the co
sponsorship of BLSA and the Acad
emy, he spoke on the South African
legal process. His Sumner Canary
Lecture discussed race and legal
process in South Africa and, over the
past 200 years, in the United States.
The Sumner Canary Lectureship
honors the memory of a 1927 gradu
ate of the Law School. Previous lec
turers in the series have been Griffin
Bell, Kingman Brewster, and Sandra
Day O'Connor.

In between more formal sessions Chief
Justice Warren Burger talked with students
on the bridge.

Judge A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., met with
students in the Moot Courtroom.

Halle Scholar in Residence Geoffrey Stone (leftl with two former Chicago law students,
Professors Barbara Rook Snyder and William Marshall.
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September Class Reunions
(and a Law School Clinic
10th-Anniversary Celebration)
The date for the 1986 Law Alumni
Weekend is the weekend of Septem
ber 13. A flyer with detailed informa
tion will be mailed in mid-summer.
All graduates are invited to return
to the Law School to visit with fac
ulty and students, meet a new dean,
see classmates and friends, take a
course of continuing legal education,
and perhaps interview students for a
summer or a permanent position.
The CLE course will be a day-long
program (on Friday, the 12th) featur
ing Irving Younger, nationally known
trial attorney and teacher. Topics for
the day are "Jury Selection" and
"Credibility and Cross-Examination."
Ten classes are planning reunions
for that Saturday evening. For details
on each of those parties, see below.
In addition, there's a special cele
bration planned in honor of the Law
School Clinic's 10th birthday. Peter A.
Joy, '77, the clinic's director and him
self an alumnus of the clinical pro
gram, has worked with the school's
Office of External Affairs to identify
all former clinicians and to give them
notice of the birthday party. Others
involved in the planning are Robin
Bozian, Paula Goodwin, Doug
O'Meara, Sandra Hunter, Pat
Morgenstern-Clarren, Ken Rapoport,
'77; Henry Billingsley, Doug King,
McCullough Williams, Bruce Belman,
Bill Bush, Larry Jones, Pat Mell, Jan
Murray, '78; Jim Levin, Marie
Edmonds, Dave Hanna, Jan Roller,
Ric Sheffield, Art Tassi, '79; Mark
Bennett, Mike Russo, Earl Chaster,
Dom Perry, Jay Shapiro, Renny
Tyson, '80; Dana Chavers, Leslie
White Chavers, David Indiano, Anita
Myerson, Mary Jane Trapp, '81;
Evangeline Levison, Richard Demsey,
Justine Dunlap, Gretchen Corp Jones,
Claire Levy, Dave Simmons, Jeff
Young, '82; Dan Leone, Katy Mercer,
Mim Shire, Mark Winston, '83; Les
ter Barclay, Bernard Wilburn, Fran
Gote, Mohamed Chambas, Keith
Kraus, Pat Mayne, Therese Sweeney,
Deborah Wenner, Patty Yeomans, '84;
Greg Bitterman, Chip Brigham, Jane
Haughney, Wendy Stockfish, Michele
Cydulka, Rob Jenner, Hedy Kangesser, Jim Shorris, Fred Wilf, '85.
The External Affairs Office is coor
dinating all the various components
of the Alumni Weekend, and any
questions should be directed there.
'The phone number is 216/368-3860.
By May 1 all graduates in the
classes listed below and all graduates
who were ever enrolled in the clinic
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should have received a special
reunion notice—and should let us
know if they haven't!
Finally, it should be noted that all
the reunion classes would welcome
anyone whose date of graduation is a
little earlier or a little later. If you
graduated in 1957, for instance, and
you'd like to help your friends in the
Class of 1956 celebrate their 30th
anniversary, just let the External
Affairs Office know that you'd like to
be included.
And it should be noted that none of
the reunion committees fancies itself
an elite, exclusive group. Anyone
who wants to help, please volunteer!

Class of 1936
The 50-year celebration has tradi
tionally been tied to the commence
ment date in May, but from now on it
will be a part of the September
Alumni Weekend.
The Class of 1936 plans a leisurely
evening at the Playhouse Clubcocktails, dinner, and plenty of remi
niscing. The planners are Howard
Bernstein, Alberta Colclaser, John
Jaeger, Larry Knecht, Dave Sindell,
and Bing Zellmer.

Class of 1941
Manning Case, Bob Eshelman, Ray
Robertson, Jim Carney, Bob Horrigan,
and Bob Petersilge are the ringleaders
of the 45-year gathering, which will
be held at the Robertson home.

Class of 1946
Reunion committee members are
Rita Lombardo Newton, George
Kasik, Jay White, Francis Talty, Stan
ley Adelstein, and George and Jean
Sauter. Stanley and Hope Adelstein ^
have invited the class to be their
guests for dinner at the Cleveland
Racquet Club.
s

Class of 1951
No one who has tracked this class
over the past 35 years will be sur
prised to learn that Fred Weisman is
one of the organizers of the upcoming
reunion. (He has organized almost all
the get-togethers in the past, includ
ing most recently an April weekend
in Washington, D. C.) Others who
have signed on the committee—or
who have been signed on by Weis
man—are Charlie Ault, Jack Gherlein, Ed Gold, A1 Gray, Charley
Griesinger, Bill Haase, Ted Jones,
Anne Landefeld, Joe Spaniol, Bill
Stein, Jack Stickney, Patricia Thomas,
Ken Thornton, George Umstead, and
Jim Wilkinson.

Class of 1956
The planning group for the 30-year
reunion consists of Marty Blake, Jack
Cronquist, Jerry Ellerin, Larry Gor
don, Ron Rice, Dan Roth, Bill Smith,
Keith Spero, Tony Viola, and Bob
Weber. The party will be at Bill and
Janet Smith's.

Class of 1961
Bob Jackson and his wife have
offered their home as the site, and a
reunion committee has begun to plan
a grand silver anniversary celebra
tion. Others in the planning group
are Harvey Adelstein, Larry Bell,
Don Brown, Tim Garry, Mike Honohan, Tom Mason, Gerry Messerman,
and Don Robiner.

Class of 1966
The planners of the 20-year
reunion are Paul Brickner, Tom
LaFond, Dale LaPorte, John Lindamood, Jim Streicher, and Leon Weiss.
As yet the location is undetermined
and suggestions are welcome.

Class of 1971
Cray Coppins has offered his home
and has recruited a planning group:
John Demer, Jerry Jackson, Willie
Kohn, Joyce Neiditz, Charlie Peck,
Herb Phipps, Tim Reed, Maynard
Thomson, Greg Weiss, and John
Wilbur.

Class of 1976

Class of 1981

At last report the 1976 planning
committee was in the process of
coalescing around a nucleus, which
consisted of Joan Mandel Gross,
Peggy Kennedy, Bruce Mandel, Rob
McCreary, Dixon Miller, Pat Plotkin,
Barbara Saltzman, Gilda Spears, and
Roger Shumaker. Also at last report
Pat Plotkin and Peggy Kennedy had
both offered space for the party and
were into heavy negotiations.

Remembering a splendid gradua
tion party five years ago at the home
of a classmate, Susan Frankel (the
law school's director of admissions
and financial aid) asked Jean Kalberer
whether she would be willing to
invite the class again for the five-year
reunion. Kalberer readily agreed.
Others are joining in the planning:
Ginger Brown, Laura Chisolm, Col
leen Conway Cooney, Stuart Cordell,

Karen Greve, Bob Griffo, Emanuella
Harris Groves, Paul Gutermann,
Susan Metzenbaum Hyatt, Peter
Koenig, Neil Kozokoff, David Posteraro, Ted Prasse, Dawn Starr, and
Camille Stearns.

Labor Law TV Program
Wins ABA Award
A year ago the newly organized Labor Law
Working Group, headed by then-third-yearstudent Michael Goldman, organized (and
raised support for] a program commemorat
ing the 50th anniversary of the Wagner Act.
WVIZ-TV25 videotaped the proceedings, and
an edited version was later telecast nationally
by PBS under the title "Robots Don't Pay
Taxes."
Recently the Law School received notice
from the American Bar Association that the
program had been awarded first place in the
ABA's 1985 Law Day USA Public Service
Award competition. Kirsten Hotchkiss, '86,
president of the group now known as the
Case Association for Labor Law, holds the
plaque. Christopher Foster, '87, and Anthony
Vegh, '88, will be the CALL leadership next
year. Professor Calvin Sharpe is the faculty
adviser.

At Last—The Class
of 1983!
Thanks to a mysterious and unfortunate
sequence of events, the 1983 class composite
had never assumed its rightful place on the
wall of the ground-floor student lounge—until
this spring. Finally it was delivered to the
school and into the hands of building
superintendent Phil Moses and assistant dean
Maurice Schoby.
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1986 Alumni Annual Fund
We're Riding a Winner!
by Thomas A. Heffernan, '64
Chairman, Alumni Annual Fund

Peer recognition of accomplishment
is a most welcome form of praise.
When that recognition comes from
the top, it is ever so much more
satisfying. So let me share with you a
piece of correspondence received by
Kerstin Trawick, our director of
publications and external affairs,
from the director of the Harvard Law
School Fund, C. Cabot Easton, dated
January 6, 1986.
The letter advised that a friend of
Mr. Easton's had sent him a copy of
our 1984-85 Report of Giving, and he
was somewhat astonished at our law
school's high percentages. Here they
are, excerpted from the letter:
Class

CWRU Law

Harvard Law

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984

33%
30%
47%
29%
41%
40%
35%
37%
30%

21%
17%
24%
22%
20%
20%
13%
14%
9%

Impressed with such high participa
tion rates, Mr. Easton said: "I would
be interested to know how your
solicitation is organized."
Not bad, coming from one of the
wealthiest law schools in the country!
How do we do it?
Hard work, Mr. Easton, hard work.
Plus hundreds of generous alums
who themselves recognize the impor
tance of maintaining the highest
standards of quality legal education
and are willing to make the neces
sary financial commitment to see it
flourish in northeastern Ohio. Add to
that a cadre of bright, innovative, and
enthusiastic staff members and you
have the basic formula for such suc
cess.
Then add student volunteers! In
February 38 energetic—in fact, tire
less-students joined in the winter
telethon and were responsible for
over half of the total dollars raised.
In recognition of their extraordinary
effort. Dean Gellhorn tells me that he
will commit $1,000 from his discre
tionary funds toward the Class of
1986 graduation festivities.
The winter telethon is now history.
I am pleased to tell you that in the
two evenings, February 17 and 18,
Pat Zohn's record-breakers received
commitments of $32,687. That, coup
led with the fall telethon total of
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$116,920, and major donor telethon
of $23,950, gives us a grand total of
$173,557 in telethon commitments
alone! Pat, the Law School owes you
a standing O for another record
effort. I might add that the fall tele
thon total represented a 26-percent
increase over the 1985 fall telethon.
The average telethon pledge
increased from $76 in 1985 to $107
in 1986.
Work is in progress to contact the
"never givers" in a special campaign
aimed at increasing overall participa
tion. We are not asking them for
much; we just want them to make
some commitment. Some of these
alums may have strong reasons for

not participating. We want to find out
why and get them back in the fold.
Finally, we are initiating contact
with parents of students and offering
them an opportunity to participate in
our Annual Fund. Since this is a
relatively new population of givers,
we are anxious to test the success of
this program. We may adopt the
parents into our fund on a permanent
basis if we do succeed.
I am happy to report to you that
we have every reason to believe that
this year should represent the highest
level of giving ever realized at our
great law school. We can't thank you
enough.

Student volunteers at telethon, all '86: Suzanne Kaura, Steve Kehoe, John Harding. Kehoe was
president of the Student Bar Association this year and on most occasions did not wear that cap.

More hard-working third-year students: Dan Mayer, Ron Henley, Shawn Riley.

Alumni Annual Funds: 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986
Cash Attainment
______________________________________________________________________________ 1986 Goal
$350,000
★★★★★
$340,000
$300,000

$250,000

1985 Goal
1983 Goal
$225,000

1984 Goal
$250,000

$275,000

$267,126 Mar

$237,490 Mar
$186,966 Mar

$200,000
$164,478 Mar
$150,000

$100,000

$50,000

1983 Fund
7/1/82-6/30/83

1984 Fund
7/1/83-6/30/84

1985 Fund
7/1/84-6/30/85

Alumni Association
Adds Regional VPs
The revised constitution of the Law
Alumni Association authorizes the
appointment of regional vice presi
dents by the association's president.
President William W. Allport, '69, has
named vice presidents for eight cities
with significant alumni populations:
Akron: Robert P. Reffner, '77,
Brouse & McDowell.
Canton: James R. Strawn, '76,
Black, McCuskey, Souers & Arbaugh.
Columbus: Dixon F. Miller, '76,
Porter, Wright, Morris & Arthur.
New York: Alexander (Touro Law
School) and Mary Ann (CBS Enter
tainment) Zimmer, '75—a joint
appointment.
Chicago: James A. Clark, '77,
Schiff, Hardin & Waite.
Washington: John F. Sopko, '77,
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Investi
gations.
Pittsburgh: Joseph M. Gray, Jr.,
'72, Mellon Bank.
Boston: Lee J. Dunn, Jr., LL.M.
'71, Powers & Hall.

Each of the regional vice presidents
will represent the CWRU Law School
to the area's legal community and
assist in communications between the
school and local alumni. They may
be called on by the admissions direc
tor to talk with prospective students;
by the placement director to advise
graduating students who have an
interest in their city; by the director
of external affairs to assist in arrang
ing an alumni gathering; or by the
dean or the president of the Alumni
Association for some special project.
The creation of the additional vice
presidencies is a part of the Alumni
Association's efforts to represent an
increasingly national body of gradu
ates and to acknowledge the contri
butions of alumni outside Cleveland.
Many, many alumni in other cities
have been helpful to the school in a
variety of ways, and the VP title is a
means of recognizing at least a few of
those who make such efforts.

1986 Fund
7/1/85-6/30/86

Alumni Travel
The University Office of Alumni
Development has announced the
following tours in 1986-87. Prices are
per person based on double
occupancy.
Peruvian Contrasts May 1322, Miami departure, $1,098.
Golden Ring of Russia August
17-30, New York departure,
$2,595.
Australia/New Zealand Octo
ber 16-November 1, west coast
departure, $2,398; optional excur
sion to Fiji Islands, $298.
Dickensian London Delight

December 26-January 2, east coast
departure, $898.
Windjammer Cruise February
1987, Miami departure, $898.
For further information write to
Alumni Development, Case Western
Reserve University, 120 Baker Build
ing, Cleveland, Ohio 44106, or tele
phone 216/368-3734.

Report of the Curriculum
Committee to the Faculty on the
First-Year Curriculum
Editor's note: For about a year the
faculty's Curriculum Committee has
been considering substantial changes in
the first-year curriculum. The study
began with a memorandum from Dean
Gellhorn. After painstaking and thor
ough committee review and three faculty
meetings devoted exclusively to curricu
lar issues, the faculty adopted signifi
cant changes in the first-year program
and decided that all students should be
required to write a major research
paper during the second or third year.
The committee is now hard at work
designing this new upper-class writing
program. It will then undertake a com
prehensive review of the second- and
third-year curriculum.
Professor Melvyn Durchslag chaired
the committee during its review of the
first-year program and continues to
serve as chairman. Other members of
the committee were and are Professors
Ronald Coffey, Peter Joy, Lewis Katz,
Juliet Kostritsky, Robert Lawry, and
Maxwell Mehlman, and students Ran
dall Shorr and David Apy, both '86.
Dean Gellhorn appointed a Curricu
lum Advisory Committee, chaired by
Frederick K. Cox, '38, and consisting of
alumni and other interested lawyers and
lay persons, to provide a means of gath
ering ideas from the larger community
and a channel through which proposals
and faculty decisions could be reported
to the alumni and the bar.
The following article is excerpted from
Professor Durchslag's memorandum to
the faculty. It sets forth the Curriculum
Committee's findings and recommenda
tions with respect to the first-year pro
gram and the need for an upper-class
writing requirement.
-W.C.L.
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Introduction
On August 28, 1984, Dean Ernest
Gellhorn sent an extensive memoran
dum to the Curriculum Committee
requesting that it undertake a com
prehensive review of our curriculum
and outlining a set of specific pro
posed changes and the justifications
for them. The dean's memorandum,
which was distributed to the faculty
on September 6, 1984, was wideranging, proposing substantial
changes in both the first-year and
upper-level curricula, recommending
the adoption of a graduate program,
and arguing for a student's opportu
nity to specialize in the "undergradu
ate" curriculum.
The committee determined that the
academic year 1984-85 would be
devoted to a review of the first-year
curriculum, leaving to the following
year the second- and third-year cur
riculum. The committee requested
that faculty respond in writing to the
dean's memorandum. In addition, the
committee asked the teachers of
Contracts, Civil Procedure, and Prop
erty for detailed information on (1)
present content coverage and approx
imate time allocated to each subject
area; (2) anticipated content coverage
assuming a reduction to 4 credit
hours; and (3) recommendations for
additional required courses in the
second and third years assuming a
reduction in credit hours in those
first-year courses. The committee
received information from these
teachers and in addition received a
few more general written reactions
from other members of the faculty.
Using as the basis of discussion the
suggested first-year curriculum out
lined in the dean's August 28 memo,
the committee, over a period of about
one year, explored a variety of alter
native first-year proposals (some of,
which are specifically described
below) before making its recommen
dations.
The recommendations Were not
unanimously adopted. While the
committee would have liked to come
to the faculty with a single voice, it
became increasingly clear that that
was an impossibility. Differing educa
tional philosophies, degree of defer
ence paid to current first-year
instructors, and—most significantly—
different cost/benefit assessments
produced some divisions on the com
mittee that could not be reconciled.
There were, however, some princi
ples on which the committee unani

mously agreed, which were trans
lated into specific aspects of the
committee's recommendations. First,
the fundamental purpose of the first
year is not the dissemination of sub
stantive information but rather the
development of analytical skills
which should carry far beyond the
time when substantive information is
lost to the memory or changed by
new statutory or common law devel
opments. Second, there is a serious
lack of public law—the law which
defines the power of law-makers—in
the first year; the first year is pres
ently devoted in large part to private
and adjective law courses. In order to
remedy this. Constitutional Law must
be returned to the first-year curricu
lum. Third, the writing component of
the first year must complement the
substantive courses by concentrating
on analytical writing rather than on
extended research or oral advocacy
skills. Fourth, it is essential that stu
dents be required to study, in a sys
tematic way, cross-course or interdis
ciplinary approaches to legal decision
making. Fifth, first-year courses
which relate to each other either
substantively or remedially ought to
be taught during the same semester if
possible. Sixth, our institutional
responsibilities for improving stu
dents' skills in research and analyti
cal writing cannot end with the first
year; at least some upper-level
requirement of a substantial research
paper is essential.
It is evident from the six proposi
tions on which the committee unani
mously agreed that two serious aca
demic deficiencies were identified in
our current curriculum: the
imbalance between private and pub
lic law in the first year and the lack
of an institutional commitment to a
serious and substantial writing
requirement as a prerequisite to grad
uation. Beyond that, the committee's
recommendations represent the view
of a 5-2 majority that the recommen
dations will, on balance, produce a
stronger academic experience for our
students.
The perspective on which this
judgment is based is one which looks
at the curriculum as a whole, includ
ing the recommendations with
respect to the upper-level require
ments. Neither the committee nor
any of its members suggests that by
reducing the number of hours in
Contracts, for example, first-year
Contracts will be a "better" course.

The Curriculum Committee, from the left: Randall Shorr and David Apy, '86: Professors
Maxwell J. Mehiman, Robert P. Lawry, Meivyn R. Durchslag, Ronald J. Coffey, Juliet P
Kostritsky, Peter A. Joy, '77, and Lewis R, Katz,

or that a four-hour Constitutional
Law course will be able to cover all
of the material which ideally ought to
be covered in order to give students
the full scope of the subject's content
or its analytical complexities, particu
larly if taught in the first year. Nor
was the committee unmindful of the
fact that most (but not all) of the
first-year teachers expressed reserva
tions, some stronger than others,
about the reduction of course hours;
these reservations were expected.
But, like the committee, the first-year
teachers were not unanimous in their
views. A few strongly opposed any
change, while an almost equal num
ber welcomed the recommended
reductions in credit hours. Others,
while not enthusiastic about credithour reductions, indicated that they
might accept such a change if it was
part of an overall curricular reform.
In sum, the committee's majority
believes that in order to introduce
first-year students to a wider variety
of perspectives at a time in their law
school careers when they are most
receptive, some substantive sacrifices
must be made in the first year and
made up through additional courses
and/or seminars in the second and
third years. Moreover, the commit
tee's majority believes that any edu
cational disadvantages with the rec
ommendations are moderate in
comparison to the advantages to be
derived from them and from what
we hope will be a full faculty effort
at development of new courses and
course sequencing in the academic
year 1985-86.

Majority's Recommended
First-Year Curriculum
First Semester

Contracts (4)
Criminal Law (3)
Torts (4)
R.A.W. (Research, Advocacy, and
Writing) (2)
Second Semester

Civil Procedure (4)
Constitutional Law (4)
[Elective (3)] or [Conflicts Resolution
(3)1
Property (4)
R.A.W. (1)
The specific reasons supporting the
above recommendations (some or all
of which were persuasive to those in
the committee's majority) are set
forth below. But some preliminary
factual explanation is appropriate.
The committee was unanimous in its
recommendations to move Constitu
tional Law back to the first year as a
4-hour course; to reduce R.A.W. from
4 to 3 hours; and to require students
to have at least one course in legal
history, jurisprudence, legal process,
or law and economics before gradua
tion.

Reduction of Contracts,
Civil Procedure, and
Property
There were two essential questions
which the committee had to grapple
with in its deliberations about Con
tracts, Civil Procedure, and Property.
First was whether there were advan
tages to be gained, either in the
course itself or with respect to the
overall curriculum, by compressing
the present two-semester format into
one semester. The second question
was whether a fundamental under

standing of the analytic and substan
tive components of these subjects
could be accomplished if the firstyear credit hours were reduced.
With respect to the first question,
the committee identified a number of
advantages to one-semester courses.
First, there are presently eight firstyear teachers, or approximately onequarter of the faculty, who have a
two-semester responsibility for a
first-year course. While the commit
tee recognizes the importance of the
first year, it also recognizes the seri
ous deficiency in our failure to
require a substantial research paper
at the upper level. (See recommenda
tions for second and third years,
below.) Reducing the commitment of
eight teachers to one semester will
enable us to mount a successful semi
nar requirement. Indeed some com
mittee members see this as the only
way to do so and still distribute the
burdens of such a program equitably.
Second, there is some educational
benefit to concentrating a student's
efforts in a particular subject area to
one semester. By making a more
concentrated effort over a shorter
period of time, the students can more
easily see the area as an integrated
whole. In addition, there are costs,
particularly in Contracts and Prop
erty, to teaching two hours, not see
ing the students again for another
five days, and then trying to pick up
where the class left off. This is exac
erbated, particularly in Contracts and
Property, because the subject matters
of these courses are not easily divisi
ble into semester blocks; subject
matter is somewhat arbitrarily placed
in one semester rather than the other.
This artificial division is further exac
erbated by the requirement, imposed
for different yet still legitimate rea
sons, that examinations be given at
the end of the fall semester.
Third, the students' examination
load will be more equitably distrib
uted with one-semester courses.
Instead of the now-required five
examinations in each semester, firstyear students will be required to take
only four examinations in the second
semester and only three in the first
semester, when the adjustment to law
school is greatest. It is not unreasona
ble to expect that students will
understand (not necessarily know)
more of a subject matter because
their study and preparation time will
be concentrated on fewer subjects.
Finally, one-semester courses, coup
led with the reduction in credit
hours, will reduce the tendency to
"front load" the curriculum. We now
place as many of the "basic" courses
in the first year as possible and then
attempt to teach all that is "impor
tant" in these courses in a single
discrete course of no more than six
hours. The reduction of first-year
courses to one semester (coupled
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with a reduction in credit hours)
opens up significant possibilities for
increased coverage of subject matter,
either in terms of scope or depth or
both, in the second and third years.
In addition to the above advan
tages, the committee recognizes
administrative advantages to the onesemester courses. First, as noted
above, they facilitate the committee's
recommendation (below) of a seminar
requirement. Second, they will make
it easier to manage small sections in
the first year; they will eliminate
some of the problems we have expe
rienced with the use of different
books by different instructors. Coup
led with the credit-hour reductions in
Property, Contracts, and Civil Proce
dure, the recommendations permit
the staffing of a small section in any
or all of the first-year courses, thus
ensuring that we will have the per
sonnel to offer small sections to
every first-year student without
undue strain on teaching loads or
upper-class offerings. Finally, the
recommendations will facilitate (1)
the accelerated summer program
approved by the faculty last fall; (2) a
mid-year admission program if the
faculty deems that appropriate; and
(3) the faculty-approved admission of
part-time students. Note the use of
the word facilitate. With the excep
tion of the seminar requirement, no
member of the committee believes
that the one-semester course proposal
is indispensable to either the small
section or variegated admissions
programs; the committee only
believes that it will make them signif
icantly easier to administer.
The committee debated at some
length several alternative proposals.
First, of course, was the existing firstyear curriculum. This was unani
mously rejected because of its signifi
cant imbalance between public and
private law courses. That could have
been corrected by maintaining the
existing courses at their present lev
els, reducing R.A.W. by one hour,
eliminating Conflicts Resolution, and
adding Constitutional Law to the first
year. But it would have done so at
the expense of a perspective course
in the first year and probably at the
expense of a third-year seminar
requirement, both of which the com
mittee believes are important to
maintain. In addition, as discussed
below, some members of the commit
tee believe that the present allocation
of credit hours among the required
courses is indefensible on any educa
tional ground.
Second, the committee considered
reducing Civil Procedure to five
hours, retaining Contracts and Prop
erty at five hours, and teaching those
five-hour courses in one semester.
This alternative was also rejected for
several reasons. First, it would make
the administration of the small sec
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tion program in those courses
extremely difficult (the dean suggests
impossible) without requiring teach
ers to teach in areas outside their
interests and expertise. Second, it
would place a burden on the upperlevel curriculum and particularly the
seminar requirement by limiting the
teaching loads of at least six teachers
(more if small sections were added in
those courses) to one course during
the semester in which they were
teaching the five-hour course. It was
felt that we simply do not have the
faculty resources to justify that pro
posal. Finally, the committee felt that
the same course five days a week is
just too much, whether viewed from
the perspective of a student or a
faculty member. On balance, then,
the committee believes that limiting
first-year courses to one semester has
significant educational and other
advantages, and thus justifies a
change from the existing system.
The reduction of Contracts, Civil
Procedure, and Property to four
hours, however, raises some different
questions. Many of the reasons for
the reduction are noted above. They
can be summarized as follows: 1)
permitting the inclusion of Constitu
tional Law in the first year without
sacrificing a perspective course;
2) facilitating the administration of a
third-year writing requirement;
3) permitting the students more time
to concentrate on fewer subject areas;
and 4) facilitating the administration
of the small section program, the
accelerated first-year admission pro
gram, and any future mid-semester
admission program.
There is an additional reason: to
achieve some equitable distribution
of credit hours among the required
first-year courses reflecting their
equal scope and analytical complex
ity. The committee could discover no
reason, other than historical accident,
why Civil Procedure is six hours
while Constitutional Law and Torts
are only four and Contracts and
Property are five. It is certainly diffi
cult to justify those differences in
terms of importance (except as a
matter of individual preference), in
terms of analytical complexity, or iq
terms of what textbook authors
believe to be the appropriate scope of
the course. The most that can be said
of the present allocation Scheme is
that we have all learned to live with
it and have geared our course content
and instructional methodology
around it. It was the feeling of the
committee's majority that that is not
good enough. Few of us are totally
satisfied with the hours allocated to
our courses. Most feel that our
courses would be "better" if we were
given more time. But most of us do
not press the issue because we realize
that each additional hour requested
requires a sacrifice somewhere else.

Similarly, the committee's majority
believes that sacrifices have to be
made in substantive coverage in the
first year in order to achieve other,
equally important goals. And given
that need for sacrifice, it ought to be
borne as equitably as possible.
The significant question which the
committee had to answer in reducing
the hours in Civil Procedure, Con
tracts, and Property was whether the
reduction would put those courses
below "critical mass," particularly
given the recent reduction of the
class hour from an hour to 50 min
utes. In other words, given the com
mittee's expectation that additional
courses and seminars will be added
to the upper-level curriculum, were
the advantages the committee saw
from the reduced one-semester
courses greater than the sacrifices
either in content or in analytical
skills development necessarily occa
sioned by reduced hours? The major
ity of the committee believes they
are.
This was obviously not an easy
decision to reach. As noted in the
introduction, a number of first-year
instructors were unenthusiastic about
credit-hour reductions in their
courses. To that extent the commit
tee's decision is contrary to the pref
erences of those instructors. But the
decision is in accord with the prefer
ences of others. In addition, the com
mittee found some support for its
decision in the experience of other
schools which teach Civil Procedure,
Contracts, and Property in four and,
in the case of some schools, three
hours. But that was not determina
tive since still other schools reached
different conclusions. Indeed, there
were almost as many variations of
first-year curricula as there were
schools which we studied, indicating
that curricular decisions are a mix
ture of academic, administrative, and
institutional concerns.
Property presented the least diffi
culty for the committee. While the
memo we received from the Property
instructors indicated that some of the
"fun" things would have to be cut
from the course, a four-hour Property
course was "doable." Contracts was
more difficult. The committee found,
however, that those areas which the
instructor^ deemed essential to a
fundamental understanding of con
tracts were covered in approximately
four of the five hours allocated. Thus
while the committee recognized that
some sacrifice in both content cover
age and analytical structure would
occur, a four-hour Contracts course
would be sufficient for the kind of
basic understanding that is the foun
dation of the first-year curriculum.
Civil Procedure presented some
additional problems because (1) the
recommended reduction would cut
28 rather than 14 class hours from

the course and (2) the two-semester
division in Civil Procedure is not
nearly so arbitrary as that in Property
and Contracts. But the committee's
majority believes that some subject
areas presently taught are not essen
tial to a basic course in procedure.
Complex or multi-party litigation, the
constitutional right to a jury trial,
class actions, interpleader, interven
tion, appellate procedure, and some
of the nuances of discovery might be
carved out of a basic course and
taught separately as Advanced Civil
Procedure focusing on litigation and
litigative strategy. The committee
makes no judgment now about
whether such a course should be a
requirement, a part of a required
distributional package, or an elective.

Addition of
Constitutional Law
As noted in the introductory sec
tion, the committee unanimously
agreed not only that Constitutional
Law should be required, but that it
should be required in the first year.
As the quintessential public law
course, it is the natural choice to
balance the private law courses.
Moreover, Constitutional Law is
essential for an understanding of the
way law is made, the structures and
institutions which make law, and the
assumptions of legitimacy or illegiti
macy which attach to laws, common
or statutory. Indeed it is one of the
few courses in law school devoted
solely to a study of the power of law
making institutions to make law. The
committee believes it essential to
expose first-year students to the prob
lems of who has power, under our
scheme of government, to make law,
and more particularly to expose them
to the law-making relationship of the
judicial, legislative, and executive
branches of government.
The committee considered pro
posals to make the required Constitu
tional Law course three, four, and six
hours. It rejected the three-hour pro
posal because it felt that some expo
sure to individual rights, equal pro
tection, and due process was
necessary in the first year. And it
rejected six hours on the ground that
students could get additional expo
sure to civil rights and the First
Amendment in the second and third
years either in an elective course or
as part of a distributional require
ment. In addition the committee
considered and rejected the argument
that Constitutional Law is too "diffi
cult" for first-year students.

Research, Advocacy,
and Writing
The committee unanimously agreed
to reduce R.A.W. from four to three
hours. Given the committee's recom
mendation (below) for a seminar
requirement in the second or third
year, the committee believes that the
major focus of the R.A.W. program
should be on developing analytical
writing skills rather than research
skills. While Professor Carrick will
provide a research component to the
R.A.W. program, the students will
spend the bulk of their time writing
from prescribed or packaged
research. Eschewing any desire to
impose the regimen for the course,
the committee nevertheless contem
plates the first semester's being
devoted to several short (a few pages)
memoranda and a somewhat longer
piece requiring some research. The
second semester will be devoted to
the drafting of an advocacy paper
(brief, trial memorandum, etc.) based
on the last memorandum written in
the first semester.
The committee believes, although
not unanimously, that the present
oral advocacy component should be
eliminated. It is the belief of the
committee's majority that the oral
advocacy component is time-consum
ing for all students and unnecessarily
anxiety-producing for many, and that
it has a low academic or skills-training payoff. Persons interested in oral
advocacy have adequate opportunity
to develop those skills in the moot
court and trial advocacy programs in
the second and third years.
It is important to note that the
R.A.W. program as the committee
recommends it is intentionally "front
loaded"; substantially all the work is
in the first semester. Indeed the com
mittee's recommendation is premised
on the understanding that R.A.W. will
be completed by the fifth week of the
second semester. Thus the allocation
of credit hours between the first and
second semesters (13 and 16) is some
what misleading; it is closer to 14
and 15. The committee considered
placing the full three hours of R.A.W.
in the fall semester but was per
suaded that some additional time was
necessary for adequate preparation of
the advocacy paper, which the com
mittee believes to be an essential
component of any first-year writing
program. In addition the committee
considered the dean's proposal for a
two-hour R.A.W. program offered in
both semesters, with half the class
taking it in the fall and half in the
spring. This too was rejected. First,
the committee felt that two hours
was insufficient to develop the neces
sary analytical writing skills, at least
without substantial interference with
the substantive courses. And, second,
the committee believed that such a

plan would cause substantial disaffec
tion in the first-year class. Correctly
or incorrectly, the students perceive
that the R.A.W. program assists them
in writing examinations; if the pro
gram is doing its job, it might indeed
have some marginal benefit there.
Postponing that experience for half
the class would create the feeling, if
not the reality, of competitive disad
vantage.

Elective/Conflicts
Resolution
The committee's majority believes
that it is essential to expose students
in their first year to a course in either
legal process (Conflicts Resolution) or
legal history, philosophy, or eco
nomics. In one sense, both options
serve the same function, giving stu
dents a broad perspective on the law
and legal decision-making not tied to
substantive legal principles. In
another sense the options are differ
ent. Conflicts Resolution, despite its
bad press from students, is a funda
mental course in legal process,
exploring such matters as stare deci
sis, legislation, and alternative sys
tems of dispute resolution. The
requirement of a course in legal his
tory, jurisprudence, or law and eco
nomics serves the function of intro
ducing the student to a distinct body
of knowledge, scholarship, and meth
odology which influences legal deci
sion-making.
As indicated in our recommenda
tions, the committee could not agree
on a preference between the two
approaches, although the committee
seemed to be in agreement that Con
flicts Resolution should be added to
the electives in the event the faculty
rejected the continuation of that
course as the perspective first-year
course.

Course Sequencing
The dean had proposed that the
committee make no recommendation
with respect to the semesters in
which the first-year courses would be
offered, giving the administration the
flexibility to deal with faculty leaves
and the like. The committee rejected
that suggestion. The committee
believes that students need to
develop a sense of the interrelation
ships between courses. The first-year
curriculum, in particular, should
group related courses, as much as
possible, in the same semesters. The
committee believes that its recom
mendations do that. Criminal Law
and Torts are related substantively
although obviously not remedially.
And Contracts and Torts, while
related substantively at some levels
(i.e., fraud) are certainly related
remedially, as a study of restitution
demonstrates.
In the second semester are grouped
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courses which 1) have a focus on
courts, how they operate and the
scope of their powers, and 2) have a
substantive concern with constitu
tional limits on both judicial and
legislative power. The first obviously
groups Civil Procedure, Conflicts
Resolution, and Constitutional Law.
The second, not so obviously, groups
Property, which has a healthy dose of
constitutional doctrine particularly in
the zoning and restrictive covenants
areas, and Constitutional Law and
Civil Procedure, with Erie and its
federalism implications.
The committee was initially con
cerned about postponing Civil Proce
dure to the second semester, fearing
that the students would not get suf
ficient background in how a lawsuit
develops to understand the firstsemester cases. Some members of the
committee felt this was a false fear;
in some schools Civil Procedure has
been taught in the second year. Oth
ers were persuaded that sufficient
time in substantive first-year courses
is spent on procedural matters. In
any event, it was the feeling of the
committee that 1) the recommended
sequencing of courses had sufficient
benefits to outweigh any costs of
postponing Civil Procedure to the
second semester and 2) any defi
ciency could be made up in other
ways—for example, by devoting addi
tional time in the orientation period
to the procedure of a law suit or, as is
done in some schools, extending firstyear orientation to a full week and
spending several days introducing
students to the judicial system.

Upper Class
Requirements
At this stage in our deliberations
the committee has only two recom
mendations for additional require
ments in the second and third year:
1. Each student shall be required, as
a condition of graduation, to com
plete successfully at least one semi
nar in which a substantial research
paper and a presentation or other
defense of that paper are required.
2. Each student shall be required, as
a condition of graduation, to take at
least one course in legal history, juris
prudence, law and economics, or the
like (law and the behavioral sciences)
which exposes students to a body of
knowledge outside traditional subject
areas which impacts' on or influences
legal decision-making.
The first requirement is self-explan
atory. It is an attempt to do some
thing about what the committee
believes to be an inexcusable ability
of a student to graduate without
having had to make a serious effort
at legal scholarship. The committee
makes no judgment now as to
whether this requirement can be met
by a piece not faculty-monitored.
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such as a law review note or a moot
court brief.
The second requirement is a recog
nition of the increasing complexity of
the law and the increasing relevance
of other disciplines, both in their
doctrine and in their methodology, to
legal decision-making. In preparing
students for the future, it is impor
tant not only to ground them in the
past and give them the tools to imple
ment the incremental change for
which the common law is famous,
but to give them the ability to under
stand what the legal realists have
understood for years, that the law
and its development are influenced
by the human experience and the
learning of other disciplines.
As implied above, the committee
does not present these upper-class
requirements as the final word on
that curriculum. We fully expect that
members of the faculty will come to
the committee with specific proposals
for additional courses and/or distribu
tional requirements during the
upcoming academic year.

Conclusion
The committee has discussed the
first-year curriculum for about one
year. Its majority believes that the
recommendations contained in this
report will be a significant improve
ment both academically and institu
tionally over our present first-year
program. We believe that it best fits
the academic needs of our students
and the needs and requirements of
our institution. But the committee
also recognizes that reasonable argu
ments can be made for the existing
first-year curriculum and indeed for
any or all of the alternative proposals
that we considered. The variety of
first-year curricula in law schools
across the country amply demon
strates that, above a certain mini
mum (a minimum met by all schools
we looked at), there is no absolutely
right or absolutely wrong curricular
judgment. In the last analysis, the
question is one of exercising intelli
gent and informed judgments about
the academic and institutional costs
and benefits of the old system when
compared to the new. This is an *
inexact process at best. But the com
mittee believes it has done that job to
the best of its ability.
i

Afterword: Although there is consider
able diversity among faculty members
with respect to curricular issues—even
among those who served on the Curricu
lum Committee—there were remarkably
few instances in which the committee's
recommendations were rejected or modi
fied by the faculty.
The committee’s recommended reduc
tion in credit hours for three first-year
courses generated the most controversy.
After vigorous debate, the faculty
accepted the committee's recommenda
tions that Property and Civil Procedure
be reduced to four credit hours each so
that they can be taught in one semester.
The committee also proposed reducing
Contracts to four hours. The faculty
rejected that recommendation but did
accept the idea that Contracts should be
taught in one semester rather than being
spread over the year (two hours in the
fall and three hours in the spring}.
The proposed changes in the
Research, Advocacy, and Writing pro
gram were extensively discussed. The
committee won approval for its recom
mended reduction in credit for the
R.A. W. course from four hours to three.
The faculty accepted the idea of elimi
nating the oral advocacy experience
from the spring semester but rejected
the committee's proposal to have the
students do three-quarters of the course
work in the first semester. The course
will be taught in two equal time periods

Moot
Court
Teams
The Niagara Team—Charles Cooper, Stacey
Edelbaum, and Jennifer Malkin—travelled to
Toronto for the competition and took second
place, losing finally to Wayne State. Malkin
was judged the second-best oral advocate in
the tournament.

}

over the school year. As recommended,
it will focus primarily on practice and
instruction in legal analysis through
written expression.
Although not part of the first-year
curriculum, an upper-class writing
requirement was recommended by the
committee and adopted by the faculty.
There was general agreement that such
a requirement should be imposed and
that it would require a major commit
ment of faculty time. Issues of imple
mentation remain, but the faculty has
approved the idea in principle, has
discussed in detail many of the issues
the committee will have to confront,
and has directed the committee to pre
pare a specific proposal.
-W.C.L.
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Client Counseling Competition
The Client Counseling Competition,
which Professor Wilbur C. Leatherberry has administered for several
years with a cadre of student helpers,
is over for another season. It started
with 48 teams (96 students)—the
maximum that could be accommo
dated. After three rounds of inter
views there were three teams remain
ing. The final round was on
March 23.
A third-year team, Robert Diemer
and John Majoras, won the competi
tion, and another third-year team,
Charles Pinzone and Kevin Williams,
placed third. In second place was a
team of first-year students, Virginia
Butts and Katherine Millett.
The final round was something of a
grudge match. Diemer and Pinzone
were partners in their first and sec
ond years. In 1983-84 they reached
the finals, but they were eliminated
last year in the second round. They
decided to try their luck with new
partners and met as competitors in
the final round.
The theme for this year's competi
tion was "Counseling Clients in
Criminal Cases." In two of the four
interviews the counselors acted as
prosecutors, and in two as defense
attorneys. The last two interviews
were counseling sessions rather than
(the usual) initial interviews.
The third-round problem required
the counselors, acting as defense
lawyers, to explain a proposed plea
bargain to a client who had been
represented initially by their partner
(now ill and unable to continue with
the case).
The fourth-round problem—which
Professor Leatherberry modestly
described as "one of my all-timegreat scripts"—had the students play
ing the role of assistant county prose
cutors assigned to a rape case. The
victim had called the office to say
that she had decided to drop the
charges. The counselors' task was to
find out what her problem was and
persuade her to go forward with the
prosecution.
A counselor from the Rape Crisis
Center, Vicki Kowan, joined a Com
mon Pleas judge, Stephanie Tubbs
Jones, '74, and a criminal defense
attorney of long experjence, Gerald S.
Gold, '54, to judge the final round.
As in past years, the University's
Theatre Department provided wellschooled actor-clients. Nonlegal coun
seling professionals as well as attor
neys (alumni and nonalumni) and
faculty judged the performances and
provided helpful critiques. Professor
Leatherberry extends his thanks to all
and warns that he will be seeking
help next spring with the 1987
competition.
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The winners: Bob Diemer and John Majoras. Diemer, a Notre Dame graduate, was articles
editor of the Law Review this year; after graduation he will head for San Francisco and the
firm of Sedgwick, Detect, Moran & Arnold, where, he notes, an earlier Client Counseling
champion, Margaret Grover, '83, is also employed. Majoras, who took his B.A. degree at
CWRU, is editor-in-chief of the Law Review and was a winner last fall in the Mock Trial
Competition; after graduation he will be in the Cleveland office ofJones, Day, Reavis & Pogue.

Chuck Pinzone and Kevin Williams were the third-place team. Williams appears on page 29 as
winner of the Jonathan Ault Competition, and he served on the Moot Court Board as team
coordinator. Pinzone came to the Law School from John Carroll University. He has worked for
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey as a text editor.
Virginia Butts and Kate Millett, both firstyear students, took second place. Butts holds
B.A. and M.S. degrees from Alfred
University and came to law school after
seven years in teaching. Millett graduated
from Hampshire College (Amherst,
Massachusetts! in 1974, studied cello at the
Mannes College of Music, and has earned
her living as a cellist and as a newspaper
writer and editor. Both have summer jobs
lined up with Cleveland firms; Millett witfi
Squire, Sanders & Dempsey and Butts with
Gold, Rotatori, Schwartz & Gibbons.

Dean Dunmore Competition
The 1985-86 Dunmore program
involved scores of second-year stu
dents. At the end of the fall semester
there were 86 in the program. Of
these, 16 qualified for the concluding
tournament. Kathleen Rutkowski,
Jeffrey Sabatine, Jonathan Sands,
Karen Silberman, Todd Sleggs, Scott
Solomon, Timothy Toma, and
Michael Zaverton were eliminated in
the first round. Sally Ackerman, Scott
Borsack, Robert Chudakoff, and
Steven Shafron were knocked out in
round two.
Round three saw the demise of
Seth Bongartz and Steven Gray, and
in round four, on March 28, Timothy
Ivey defeated Nancy Grant.
Elise Cudney won the prize for
greatest improvement, and Michael
Zaverton won the award for best
brief. Seth Bongartz was judged the
best overall.
Andrea Brock and Michael Maiman
were the third-year students responsi
ble for administering the competition,
and Carol Mulac wrote the problem.
The plaintiffs were customer service
specialists alleging gender-based wage
discrimination by their employer,
Reserve Office Systems, Inc. They
had lost in District Court. The Court
of Appeals had reversed on the issue
of disparate treatment and remanded
on disparate impact. The Dunmore
Court had granted certiorari.

Judges of the Dunmore final round: Ralph B. Guy, Jr., U.S. Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit,
Kenneth W. Starr, U.S. Court of Appeals, District of Columbia; Burt Griffin, Cuyahoga County
Court of Common Pleas.

Michael Zaverton credits his Best Brief
Award to his undergraduate experience as co
editor of the Colgate News. He took his
B.A. in history in 1975 and still hopes to go
back for a Ph.D.

Left: Tim Ivey, tournament winner, came to
the Law School from the University of
Toledo. In his first year he teamed with a
classmate, Hewitt Smith, to win second place
in the Client Counseling Competition; this
year he was a member of the National Mock
Trial Team.

Nancy Grant, tournament runner-up, spent a
year after her graduation from Kenyon
College with the Great Lakes College
Association Comparative European Urban
Term, traveling in Yugoslavia, the
Netherlands, and Great Britain with 30
college juniors. She will spend the summer in
Chicago with a litigation firm, William Harte
& Associates.

Right: Seth Bongartz, named best overall,
graduated from Skidmore College in 1977,
returned to his home in Vermont, and served
two terms in the Vermont legislature, 1980 to
1984. He intends to get back into Vermont
politics when he finishes law school.
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Class Notes
by Amy Ziegelbaum

1936
Robert E Desberg, previ

1951
After 13 years as general

ously on our "Missing Per
sons" list, writes that he is
alive and well in Tacoma,
Washington.

counsel for the publicly-held
Shelter Resources in Cleve
land, Edward I. Gold has
returned to private practice in
Pepper Pike.

1939
Justice Ralph S. Locher of
the Ohio Supreme Court
received the George W. Ritter
Award of the Ohio State Bar
Association.

1948
Leonard P. Schur spoke on
estate planning and wills
before the Men's Club and
Sisterhood of the Heights
Jewish Center Synagogue.
Schur is in private practice in
South Euclid.

1950
J. Melvin Andrews
received the Businessman of
the Year award from the City
of Eastlake Chamber of Com
merce. Andrews has main
tained law offices in Eastlake
for 36 years and was prevail
ing counsel for the city in a
landmark zoning case. Forest
City V. Eastlake, decided by the
United States Supreme Court,
for which he was previously
named Eastlake Man of the
Year. He has been active in
city development and has
received numerous awards.
John J. Monroe, who was
named as Painesville's Out
standing Citizen, was recently
elected senior vice president
and treasurer of R. W. Sidley,
Inc.
Howard A. Watters writes
from Denver that he has
returned to Colorado business
(Trade Marketing, Inc.) after
three years in Washington,
D.C., with the Maritime
Administration’s Department
of Transportation, where he
was in charge of inland water
ways and the Gfeat LaRej.
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1955
Marvin J. Feldman, a
private practitioner in Cleve
land and a member of the
National Labor Panel of the
Federal Mediation and Concili
ation Service and the Ameri
can Arbitration Association,
published an article entitled
"Arbitration—Some Thoughts"
in Perspective, the magazine of
the Labor Arbitration Informa
tion System.
Herman A. Marolt has
been appointed to head the
major trial division of the
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor's
Office. Marolt has been with
the Prosecutor's Office for 16
years.

1956
Among Cleveland Magazine's

1960
Robert A. Goodman has
left Benesch, Friedlander,
Coplan & Aronoff, taking
Steven J. Miller, '81, with
him, and formed a firm called
Goodman, Weiss & Freedman.
Others in the firm are Ronald
I. Weiss, '65, Howard J.
Freedman, '70, and John F
Ballard, '78.

1964
Robert D. Storey, of Burke,
Haber & Berick, Cleveland,
was elected to the board of
GTE.

1966
J. C. Argetsinger was
recently sworn in as commis
sioner of the Copyright Roy
alty Tribunal in Washington,
D.C. Argetsinger had previ
ously served as chief counsel
for ACTION, a governmental
umbrella agency for volunteer
bodies.
Paul Brickner is teaching a
seminar at Notre Dame Col
lege of Ohio called "Famous
American Jurists"; he has also
published a book review in the
University of Kansas Law
Review and a biographical
essay in the University of Cin
cinnati Law Review.

86 Most Interesting People of
1986 was Anthony J. Viola, a
partner in Arter & Hadden and
a trivia expert.

1958
James A. Griffiths, previ
ously with Roudebush, Brown
& Ulrich, is now practicing
with Burke, Haber & Berick in
Cleveland.

1959
Kenneth E. Reiber has
been named senior vice presi
dent and senior trust officer of
the Lorain County Bank.
Reiber was previously with the
Pan American Bank in
Orlando, Florida.
Leo M. Spellacy, presiding
judge of the Cuyahoga County
Court of Common Pleas, has
been nominated by the Confer
ence of Chief Justices for
consideration by President
Reagan for a position on the
11-member board of the newly
created State Justice Institute.

David B. Saxe, New York
Civil Court judge, and Leslie
Crocker Snyder, New York
Criminal Court judge, have
been appointed as acting New
York State Supreme Court
justices—Saxe to the Civil
Ternfi and Snyder to the Crimi
nal Term of that Court.

1967
Gerald Kurland was made
a partner in Persky, Konigsberg
& Shapiro in Cleveland.
Richard V. Levin, who
practices law in Akron, has
been elected to a four-year
term on the Copley-Fairlawn
City Board of Education, and
he has been re-elected presi
dent of the Ohio Valley Region

of the United Synagogue of
America.
Marshall J. Wolf, president
of the Ohio Chapter of the
American Academy of Matri
monial Lawyers and member
of the council of the Family
Law Section of the American
Bar Association, was named to
the faculty of the Advanced
Family Law Trial Advocacy
Institute held at the University
of Denver School of Law,

1968
Commander John F
Dunlap has been named head
of the legal assistance branch,
civil affairs division, of the
Judge Advocate General's
Corps in Alexandria, Virginia.
Daniel J. Hudak, formerly
associated with Maky Renner,
Otto & Boisselle in Cleveland,
has formed the firm of Sand &
Hudak in Canton, focusing on
patent, trademark, and copy
right law.

1969
Lowell J. Gettman has
joined Fragomen, Del Rey &
Bernsen in New York, in a
practice devoted exclusively to
immigration law,
James M. Klein, a law
professor at the University of
Toledo College of Law, is
spending the academic year as
a visiting professor at the
University of New Mexico
School of Law in Albuquerque.
Judith M. Meshorer has
formed the firm of Bialosky,
Abel & Meshorer in Cleveland.
Frederick P. Vergon, Jr.,
formerly with McNeal, Schick,
Archibald & Biro, Cleveland,
has joined Cronquist, Smith,
Marshall & Weaver.

1970
For Howard J. Freedman,
see 1960.
Ray F. Gricar was elected
district attorney for Centre
County, Pennsylvania.

1972
David Walbert, who prac
tices in Atlanta with the firm
of Walbert & Hermann, was
featured in an Atlanta Constitu
tion article entitled "Sweat
Plus Nerve Plus Brains Equals
Success."

1973
Marc S. Loewenthal, for

1977
K. Clarke Fahnenbruck

merly with Arter & Hadden, is
now a partner in the newlyformed Beachwood firm of
Millet, Klein, Loewenthal,
Sprague & Grunberger.
Miles J. Zaremski, a part
ner in Lurie, Sklar & Simon in
Chicago and a member of the
Visiting Committee for the
CWRU School of Law, was
named to the Special Commit
tee on Medical Professional
Liability of the American Bar
Association.

has formed a partnership for
the general practice of law
under the firm name Fahnen
bruck & Eby in Columbus.
Victoria E. Ullmann was
named in-house counsel for
the Ohio Department of Agri
culture.
Carl D. Weinberg writes
that he has "recently moved
from Florida to New York City
and from plaintiff PI. to mal
practice defense work." He is
with the firm of Bower &
Gardner.
Susan Zomper was admit
ted to the Florida bar and is
practicing with the Miami firm
of Lipman & Weisberg, special
izing in plaintiffs' employment
discrimination litigation. Zom
per is also a lieutenant in the
Judge Advocate General's
Corps, U. S. Naval Reserve.

1975

Solomon H. Basch has left
the New York City firm of
Reisman, Milberg, Abramson
& Magro to join Weiss &
Wexler.
Diane Citron has become
associated with the San Fran
cisco office of New York's
Brown, Wood, Ivey, Mitchell &
Petty—"specializing in
mortgage-backed securities
transaohons as well as other
types oftnortgage financing."
Robert IV^ildau has with
drawn from the firm of Tate,
Mallernee & Wildaji and is
practicing in Atlanta.

1976
Roger L. Shumaker, a
partner in the Cleveland firm
of Knecht, Rees, Meyer, Mekedis & Shumaker, has been
appointed by the Section of
Real Property, Probate, and
Trust Law and the Legal Tech
nology Advisory Council to
serve as chairman of the work
ing group to develop substan
tive standards for probate and
trust law micro-computer
software. This is in addition to
his duties as chairman of the
Committee on Technology and
Economics in Planning and
Probate of the Probate and
Trust Division of the Section of
Real Property, Probate, and
Trust Law. Shumaker recently
published a software review
article in Probate and Property.
Richard J. Walsh III is
practicing with Emile R. Bussiere, P.A., in Manchester, New
Hampshire.

1978
Dennis C. Aster became a
partner in Benesch, Friedlander. Coplan & Aronoff, Cleve
land.
For John F. Ballard, see
1960.
Henry E. Billingsley II has
moved to Cleveland from New
York, where he was associated
with Walker & Corsa, and is
now with Arter & Hadden.
William P. Rogers, Jr. was
made a partner in Cravath,
Swaine & Moore, New York.

1979
Thomas A. McCormack
has become a partner in Chattman, Garfield, Friedlander &
Paul, Cleveland.

Robert Shepard, former
district chief for the Cleveland
office of the Industrial Com
mission of Ohio, is now associ
ated with Climaco, Seminatore
& Lefkowitz.
Peter M. Sikora has been
named deupty director of the
Ohio Department of Mental
Retardation and Develop
mental Disabilities. Sikora will
head the department's Division
of Legal Services; he was
formerly deputy legal counsel
to Governor Richard F.
Celeste.
Jeffrey R. Talbert recently
joined the mortgage finance
department at First Boston
Corporation, a major invest
ment banking firm in New
York City—"specializing in the
securitization of mortgages
backed by commercial real
estate."

1981
Howard E. Brechner has
become a partner in the New
ark, New Jersey, firm of Lofton
& Wolfe.
Ted S. Friedman and
Harry J. Jacob HI have
formed a partnership under
the name of Friedman & Jacob
in Solon, Ohio. Both have most
recently been associated with
Grant, Resnick & Musurca; the
new firm will emphasize
workers' compensation, per
sonal injury, real estate, corpo
rate, creditor/debtor, and
probate law.
Paul Gutermann and
Dawn Starr were recently
married. Gutermann is now
associated with Squire,
Sanders & Dempsey and Starr
is with Akin, Gump, Strauss,
Hauer & Feld, both in Wash
ington, D.C.
For Steven J. Miller, see
1960.

1980
James G. Glazebrook has
left Alexander & Green to join
Jacob, Medinger & Finnegan in
New York.
Thomas S. Hudson, who
practices law in the mornings
with wife RuthJ. Hudson,
'82, spends his afternoons as
the WHK Radio (Cleveland)
disc-jockey under the name of
J. D. Harlan.
David J. Oakley has been
made a principal in the legisla
tive department of Hinman,
Straub, Pigors & Manning in
Albany, New York, where he
specializes in health care and
HMOs.

1982
David C. Chiu writes that
he is the newest Maryland
assistant state's attorney and
notes that he joins Amelia
Nichols Lombardo, '81, in
that office.
David D. Green was pro
moted to tax manager and
transferred to Ernst & Whinney's national tax office in
Washington, D.C.
Laura J. Green writes: "I
attended Columbia Law
School's short course in Chi
nese law at the East China
Institute of Politics and Law in
Shanghai: moved to New
Orleans to join Deutsch, Kerri
gan & Stiles; got married: then
moved to Portland, Oregon,
for six months,"

Craig A. Marvinney, for
merly with Roetzel & Andress
in Akron, is now associated
with Reminger & Reminger in
Cleveland.
Michael S. Newman is
employed as staff labor coun
sel for Washington Employers,
Inc., in Seattle. The firm repre
sents approximately 500 com
panies in labor-relations mat
ters.
Randall J. Smith, formerly
on our "Missing Persons" list,
is practicing in Greenfield,
Ohio, with Smith & Quance.
Michael W. Vary has left
Kirkland & Ellis in Chicago to
return to Cleveland, where he
is with Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue.
Marvin Taylor Warren
entered into a solo practice in
Cleveland: he was formerly
with Rogers, Horton & Forbes.

1983
Daniel G. and Janet R.
Donovan are both lieutenants
in the Navy JAG Corps; they
have recently moved to the
naval base outside of Chicago.
Daniel is working as a special
assistant U. S. Attorney, prose
cuting cases in the Federal
District Court; Janet is work
ing in physical evaluation as
counsel for service members
being medically discharged
from the service.
Lisa Fittipaldi, formerly
associated with Reid & Priest
in Washington, D.C., writes
from Philadelphia that she has
"left the legal profession to
pursue an MBA in marketing
at the Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania."
Robert L. Goodman is now
with the Schuylkill County
Department of Human Ser
vices in Pottsville, Pennsylva
nia.
Joseph L. Motta, formerly a
law clerk for the U. S, District
Court in Cleveland, has joined
Chattman, Garfield, Friedlan
der & Paul.

1984
Aimee Gilman is in the
commercial litigation depart
ment in the Miami, Florida,
firm of McDermott, Will &
Emery. The firm is based in
Chicago and has offices in
seven cities.
Veronica Toth, formerly
with Weiss, Neiditz, Petrey &
Mandel, has joined Russo,
Roth & Co., Cleveland.
William R. Weir has
become associated with the
Cleveland office of Porter,
Wright, Morris & Arthur.
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John M. Wirtshafter has
left Lustig, Icove & Lustig to
join Benesch, Friedlander,
Coplan & Aronoff, Cleveland,
as an associate in the pension
and employee benefits depart
ment.
Kimm A. Walton has co
authored The Genetic Engineer
ing and Biotechnology Yearbook.
Walton resides in Weston,
Connecticut.

1985
Scott L. Baker has been
clerking with Judge Robert B.
Krupansky, U. S. Court of
Appeals (Sixth Circuit!, since
last October. In Brief apologizes
for this ommission from pre
vious class listings.
Robert A. Campo is work
ing in Buffalo with Paul W.
Beltz, PC.; he is also active in
the Amherst School District
Curriculum Council.
Elizabeth Ann Izant is
with National City Bank in
Cleveland.
Stephen C. Merriam is
associated with Gruber,
Moriarty Fricke & Jaros,
Cleveland.

Adrienne K. Sauro is with
the law offices of Randy S.
Morrison in Newport Beach,
California.
Timothy M. Sukel is prac
ticing with the Cleveland firm
of Hermann, Cahn & Sch
neider.

IN MEMORIAM
Joseph M. Kiss, '18
October 10, 1985
Perry B. Jackson, 22
Society of Benchers
March 20, 1986
Jackson B. Morris, '22
Decembers, 1985
Leo N, Schwartz, '28
February 26, 1986
George W. Buchwaiter, '32
February 10, 1986
Willard R. James, '32
October 4, 1985
David Hopwood McKinley, '32
March 17. 1986

Stanley Beckerman, '33
May 29, 1985

Irvin S. Inglis, '56
December 23, 1985

David H. Macey '34
February 27, 1986

Hays M. Hunter, '57
February 28, 1986

Lawrence S. Carpenter, '39
April 1, 1986

David Webb, '57
April 30, 1985

C. Richard Andrews, '40
December 10, 1985

Gus J. Bahas, '60
March 16, 1986

G. Lawrence Severs, '40
February 6, 1986

Thomas Adrian Mason, '62
October, 1985

Norman A. Sugarman, '40
Society of Benchers
February 18, 1986
M. Leland Zahniser, '42
June 21, 1985
Fred C. Lanz, '48
date unknown
William Joseph Smith, '48
January 4, 1986
Sanford W. Likover, '51
(LL.M. '67)
November 24, 1985
Robert B. Loeb, '55
March 31, 1986
Alfred P. Sheriff 111, '55
February 5, 1986

Fanny and Fred are wise to look into
CWRU’s two pooied income funds.
Maybe you should do the same
• Receive income for one life or two. Income varies yearly with
performance of fund—like a mutual fund.
• Choose between two pooled funds, one invested for high
income, the other for growth.
• Enjoy substantial federal income tax deduction in year of gift.
• Unlock your appreciated investments to increase their yield
without paying capital gains tax or a brokerage fee.
• Obtain the same estate tax benefits as for a charitable
bequest by will.
• Establish your future named endowment fund at CWRU
through this practical arrangement.

Fred and Fanny Futures

• Invest only $2,500 minimum, and add to that whenever
you wish.

Fred: “Did I tell you I joined a

baseball pool some ®f our
neighbors are starting'?”
Fanny: “No dear, but there is a pool
I just learned about that I think we

should join together. There’s a letter
about it from Case Western
Reserve. It’s called a pooled
income fund. It will pay us income
for both our lives—and save us
taxes!”
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Send to:

CWRU Futures Program
3 Adalbert Hall
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
or call (216) 368-4460

Please send information about the pooled funds
Name_____
Address___________________________________

CityZip
Birthdate___________________

Missing Persons

Listed below are "lost" alumni, persons for whom the
Law School has no current mailing address. Please help
us find them!
If you have information about any of these missing
alumni, please write or telephone;
Office of External Affairs
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law
11075 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216/368-3860
Class of 1936

Class of 1956

Class of 1970

Thomas George Lawry
Ross E. Mortimer
Herbert J. Staub

Joseph F. Gallo
Richard F, Jordan
Edward R. Lawton
Ray James Roche

John F. Strong

Class of 1937
Robert E. Sheehan

Class of 1957

Class of 1971
Christopher R. Conybeare
Michael D. Franke
David V. Irish

Robert H. Cummins

Class of 1973

Class of 1938
Santo Dellaria
Francis J. Dowling
Paul Riffe

Class of 1958

Class of 1940

Class of 1960

Thomas J. McDonough
Norman Finley Reublin

Toye Cornelius Barnard

Class of 1942

James E. Meder
Thomas A. Parlette
Joseph A. Szabo

Class of 1976

Class of 1963

Class of 1977

John R, Dwelle

Lynn Sandra Golder
Daniel Zemaitis

Leonard David Brown
Donald F. Smith

Thomas A. Clark
Thomas D. Colbridge

Class of 1974
Bruce Ira Haber
Kenard McDuffie
John W. Wiley

Class of 1961
William Bradford Martin

Stephen F. Dennis
A. Carl Maier

Class of 1943
David J. Winer

Class of 1946
Pericles J. Polyvios

Class of 1964
Frank M. VanAmeringen
Ronald E. Wilkinson

Class of 1978

Class of 1948

Class of 1965

Class of 1979

Joseph J. Pietroski
Salvador y Salcedo
Tensuan

Gregory Allan McFadden

Charles S. Doherty
Kenneth E. Murphy
James L. Smith

Class of 1949
Coleman L. Lieber

Class of 1980

Robert F. Gould

Lewette A. Fielding
Shayne Lee Tulsky
Rosenfeld

Class of 1967

Class of 1981

Joseph H. Downs
Thomas F. Girard
Donald J. Reino
George Michael Simmon

Audrey Rene Pransky

Class of 1966
Class of 1950

Lenore M. J. Simon

Marion T. Baughman

Class of 1951
Robert L. Quigley
Donald Edward Ryan
William Strachan
Paul Claire Zellers

Class of 1952
Anthony C. Caruso
Aurel A. Vlad

Class of 1982
Linda Sue Martin
Francis P. Weiss

Class of 1968
Jonathan D. Newman

Class of 1984

Class of 1969

Carolin Anne Duncan
Richard S. Starnes

Gary L. Cannon
George E. Harwin

Class of 1985
Bridget Hart

Case Western Reserve
University
Law Alumni Association
Officers
President
William W. Allport, '69
Vice President
Susan G. Braden, '73
Washington, D.C.
Regional Vice Presidents
James A. Clark, '77
Chicago, Illinois
Lee J. Dunn, Jr., LL.M. '71
Boston, Massachusetts
Joseph M. Gray, Jr., '72
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Dixon F. Miller, '76
Columbus, Ohio
Robert P Reffner, '77
Akron, Ohio
John F. Sopko, '77
Washington, D.C.
James R. Strawn, '76
Canton, Ohio
Alexander and Mary Ann Zimmer, '75
New York, New York
Secretary
John S. Pyle, '74
Treasurer
Ivan L. Otto, '62

Board of Governors
Bruce Alexander, '39
Elyria, Ohio
Ann Womer Benjamin, '78
Virginia S. Brown, '81
Lawrence J. Carlini, '73
Colleen Conway Cooney, '81
M. Patricia Donnelly, '80
William T. Drescher, '80
Los Angeles, California
Daniel L. Ekelman, '52
Mary Anne Mullen Fox, '83
Washington, D.C.
John M. Gherlein, '80
E. Peter Harab, '74
New York, New York
Kurt Karakul, '79
John J. Kelley, Jr., '60
Cincinnati, Ohio
Allan D. Kleinman, '52
Stuart A. Laven, '70
Ernest P. Mansour, '55
Patricia Mell, '78
Toledo, Ohio
George J. Moscarino, '58
Leo M. Spellacy, '59
Paula M. Taylor, '83
Indianapolis, Indiana
Ralph S. Tyler, '75
Charles W. Whitney, '77
Atlanta, Georgia
Diane Rubin Williams, '72
Perrysburg, Ohio
Bennett Yanowitz, '49
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Calendar of Events
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May 9
Society of Benchers Annual Dinner
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Friday, May 16-8 a.m.
OHIO STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
Alumni Breakfast—Cincinnati
Netherland Plaza Hotel
$7.50 per person
Reservations through the OSBA or the Law School's
Office of External Affairssee below.

May 20
Dean Gellhorn Farewell Party
All are invited! See page 2.
May 21
Commencement
August 21 and 22
Orientation for First-Year Students
September 12 and 13
LAW ALUMNI WEEKEND
Class Reunions & Law School Clinic Reunion
Continuing Legal Education—Irving Younger
Barrister's Golden Circle
October 15
Sumner Canary Lecture
The Honorable Richard A. Posner
U.S. Court of Appeals, Seventh Circuit
October 18
Parents' and Partners' Day
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For further information: Office of External Affairs^
Case Western Reserve University
School of Law
11075 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
216/368-3860
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